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Abstract

Visual appearance of packaging material can vary in terms of perceived colour or
lightness properties with a change in illumination and viewing directions mainly
due to its optical properties. This gives a desirable visual appearance and makes
the package look attractive and standout on a supermarket or an airport duty-free
shelf. To characterise and reproduce such a material, objective measurements in
terms of the amount of the light incident and reflected from the material surface
are performed. To perform such measurements, standardisation bodies like the
International Commission on Illumination (CIE) and the ASTM International re-
commended measurement geometries based on the material optical properties.
Single measurement geometries recommended by these standardisation bodies,
however, are inadequate to measure and characterise materials that reflect the
incident light in a non-diffuse and goniometric way. Bidirectional measurements
are required to characterise such packaging print materials which can be difficult
and time consuming.

Gonio-spectrophotometers that measure at a broad number of illumination
and viewing directions are commercially available and used to perform bidirec-
tional reflectance measurements. Gonio-spectrophotometers can be slow due to
moving light source, to illuminate a flat measurement sample, and a detector, to
record the light reflected from the sample surface. To overcome these drawbacks,
image-based measurement techniques have been proposed and presented in the
past. An image-based measurement setup uses a camera as a detector to object-
ively measure the incident and reflected light from the material surface.

In this thesis we investigate the applicability of using an image-based measure-
ment technique to perform bidirectional reflectance measurements, analytically
estimate, and represent the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
of flexible and homogeneous packaging print materials having different optical
properties.

We present an image-based measurement setup (measurement setup) to per-
form fast bidirectional reflectance measurements of flexible, homogeneous pack-
aging print materials. The packaging materials measured in this thesis show re-
flectance properties that vary from diffuse to non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic.
We evaluate the accuracy of the measurement setup by comparing it against two
commercially available gonio-spectrophotometers. The uncertainty in calculating
the incident and viewing directions was large and is dependent on the physical
measurements within the measurement setup. The practical use of such a setup
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to perform bidirectional reflectance measurements is dependent on the material
to be measured, precision of the physical measurements within the measurement
setup and their implications.

Further we investigate the suitability of using the measurement setup to per-
form bidirectional reflectance measurements and analytically estimate material
BRDF using an analytical reflectance model. Measurements from two commer-
cially available gonio-spectrophotometers are used to validate the measurement
setup.

Depending on the material reflectance properties, different combinations of
reflectance models, measurement datasets and cost functions are used for es-
timation. A salient measurement dataset is investigated for BRDF estimation and
representation of the materials measured in this thesis. Retro-reflective measure-
ments obtained using the measurement setup provided a good BRDF estimation
for visual representation. Measurements in addition to retro-reflective measure-
ments did improve the visual representation of the material with gonio-chromatic
relfectance property.

The measurement setup can be used as a tool to generate BRDF datasets of
flexible, homogeneous, and isotropic materials having different reflectance prop-
erties provided precise physical measurements within the measurement setup are
performed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Packaging/wrapping material plays an important role in the industry. The appear-
ance of a package can highly influence the buyer’s choice and may increase the
sales of a product. To make a package look attractive, and stand out on a su-
permarket or airport duty-free shelf, a wide range of materials are involved in
production process of a packaging for example decor paper, cardboard, plastics,
metallic foils, special effect printing inks (colour changing effects), coatings, etc.
Packaging material can be printed using inks that contain colour pigments and/or
special effect pigments and often undergo a finishing process, like a varnish coat
or embossing. This gives the package a shiny appearance thus making the final
package look rich, desirable, and of high quality.

Special effect pigments may contain metal flakes that specularly reflect light
that is incident on it, or pearlescent pigments that reflect different parts of the in-
cident light spectrum in different directions. Pearlescent pigments are also known
as pearl interference pigments and containing metal oxide layers on transparent
mica platelets. Inks with special effect pigments are often printed on paper or
cardboard materials using conventional printing techniques (for example, offset,
screen printing) to produce packaging materials that can be used for products like
perfume bottles, decor articles, liquor bottles, chocolates, jewelry, etc [10].

Paper or plastic packaging material printed using special effect pigments pro-
duce a desirable appearance in terms of perceived colour and lightness variation
to change in the illumination and viewing directions [11]. Measuring such materi-
als with an appropriate geometry (illumination and viewing direction) is therefore
important and will affect the measurement output [12]. To measure such materi-
als, Takagi et al. [13]mentioned about using 1485 different measurement geomet-
ries, whereas, Ferrero et al. [14] showed that a maximum of 10 geometries could
be sufficient to characterise the colour shift of the gonio-chromatic materials. Per-
forming these many measurements can, however, be practically difficult and time-
consuming. Instruments with a single measurement geometry, like 45◦ : 0◦ and
sphere-based geometries, are recommended by International Commission on Illu-
mination (CIE) [15] to measure traditional light-absorbing pigments printed on

1



2 A. Sole: Image-Based BRDF Measurements

(a) Photograph - 1 (b) Photograph - 2 (c) Photograph - 3 (d) Photograph - 4

(e) Measured using single measurement geometries: di : 8◦ (left), de : 8◦ (middle), and
45◦ : 0◦ (right).

Figure 1.1: Perfume bottle box package (Gold) photographed in different dir-
ections. Measured using single measurement geometries and visualised using a
display profile.

diffuse materials like paper and cloth. Single measurement geometries are suffi-
cient to characterise reflectance of such diffuse materials in a way that correlates
well with how we perceive material appearance [15] but are inadequate to meas-
ure and characterise prints produced using special effect pigments [11, 16–19]. To
demonstrate this, we measured a perfume bottle box package, that is produced us-
ing a metallic gold colour ink printed on cardboard, using the conventional single
measurement geometries, 45◦ : 0◦, di : 8◦, and de : 8◦. The geometries, di : 8◦,
and de : 8◦, are sphere-based measurement geometries, as defined in [15], to
measure the reflectance of the sample that is irradiated by an integrating sphere.
The radiation reflected from the sample surface is received at 8◦ off the sample
normal. In specular excluded geometry (de : 8◦) the radiation reflected in the
direction of the receiver from the mirror angle is blocked using a black-trap. Fig-
ure 1.1 shows a photograph of the package and the visualisations obtained from
the measurements. Based on the measurement geometry, the visual appearance
of the packaging material is different. Bidirectional measurements are therefore
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needed to characterise and obtain a reflectance function of the material that can
characterise the material reflectance properties in a way such that it can correlate
well with how we perceive material appearance [11].

ASTM International (ASTM) recommended measurement geometries [20, 21],
different from the recommendations made by CIE [15], and are based on the ma-
terial optical properties. Multi-angle spectrophotometers that measure at a fixed
number of measurement geometries (more than one illumination and viewing dir-
ection) and gonio-spectrophotometer that measure at a broad range of illumina-
tion and viewing directions are commercially available and used for bidirectional
reflectance measurements [10]. These instruments record the ratio of the reflec-
ted and incident power (φr/φi) at multiple illumination and viewing directions.
The reflectance function of material can be computed in terms of the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function [22] using the obtained measurements.

When using a gonio-spectrophotometer, the material to be measured should
be lying flat while the light source and the sample or the detector rotates to
perform bidirectional measurements [3]. This can be time-consuming and rel-
atively expensive when performing measurements during high-speed production
and quality control of the packaging print materials using conventional printing
techniques. Image-based measurements can be performed to address the above
limitations. Instruments using image-based measurement techniques have been
used in the past [23, 24] for velvet and human skin measurements, and within
the computer graphics field [24, 25]. They perform bidirectional measurements
at a relatively fast speed and can easily be used during high-speed production and
quality control of the packaging print materials. The obtained measurement can
be used to analytically estimate material BRDF using different reflectance mod-
els. Material appearance can be visualised by generating photo-realistic images
using the estimated bidirectional reflectance distribution function of material and
different physically based rendering techniques [26, 27].

1.2 Thesis Objective

The overall objective of the thesis is to investigate the applicability of using an
image-based measurement technique, herein referred to as measurement setup,
to perform bidirectional reflectance measurements of flexible and homogeneous
packaging print materials having different reflectance properties. Second, ana-
lytically estimate the bidirectional reflectance distribution function of materials
using different reflectance models and represent material appearance. With this
we can outline the following research questions:

RQ1 Is it possible to perform bidirectional reflectance measurements of flexible
homogeneous packaging print materials in a relative fast and in-expensive
way?

RQ2 How good is the proposed measurement setup in terms of measurement ac-
curacy in comparison to a commercially available gonio-spectrophotometer?

RQ3 Is it possible to analytically estimate and represent material BRDF using
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reflectance models and the measurement data obtained using the measure-
ment setup?

RQ4 What will be an optimal dataset that is enough to analytically estimate ma-
terial BRDF of flexible packaging print materials with non-diffuse and gonio-
chromatic reflectance properties? Would a single photograph captured using
the measurement setup be enough?

RQ5 Are retro-reflective measurements sufficient to estimate BRDF of materials
with gonio-chromatic reflectance properties?

RQ6 Is it possible to visualise the gonio-chromatic effect of material using its
BRDF that is estimated analytically with a reflectance model and the meas-
urements obtained using the measurement setup?

To address these research questions, we divide the work carried out in this thesis
into two parts as described below.

Part 1 - Imaging and Instrumentation

In part 1, we implement the measurement setup using a point light source, as an
illuminant, and a commercially available DSLR camera, as a detector, to perform
bidirectional reflectance measurements of flexible and homogeneous packaging
print materials (investigated in Paper I [1] and Paper II [2]). We estimate meas-
urement accuracy of the measurement setup by comparing it with commercially
available gonio-spectrophotometers (investigated in Paper III [3]).

Part 2 - BRDF measurement and representation

In part 2, we investigate the suitability of using the measurement setup to measure
packaging print materials with different reflectance properties (from lambertian
to specular and angle dependent reflectance [10]), analytically estimate material
BRDF using reflectance models (investigated in Paper II [2], Paper IV [4], Paper V
[5], Paper VI [6], and Paper VII [7]) and represent material appearance using
the estimated material BRDF (investigated in Paper VII [7]).

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into four main chapters, Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4
and Chapter 5. In Chapter 2, we provide the relevant background in terms of
notations, definitions, and literature related to the topic of this thesis. Chapter 3
gives an overview of the main contributions of the included papers. In Chapter 4
we discuss the findings of this thesis, applicability of the measurement setup and
the practicality it brings to the field of material appearance measurement and
representation. Chapter 5 concludes the work followed by Chapter 6 that talks
about future work and activities within the thesis topic.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter covers the most relevant literature that is related to the work carried
out in this thesis. Wherever needed, for a detailed review of the relevant topics,
the reader is referred to the necessary literature. This chapter is divided into three
parts as follows:

• Visual appearance and packaging print materials
• Bidirectional reflectance measurements
• BRDF models and representation

2.1 Visual Appearance and Packaging Print Materials

In the print and packaging industry, the visual appearance of the printed pack-
aging material is one of the many parameters that affect customer choice for pur-
chase and use of a product the package is carrying, for example, perfume or liquor
bottles.

The visual appearance of an object is a combination of different chromatic and
geometric attributes generated due to the interaction of the material surface with
light incident on it in a given condition [28, 29]. CIE [29] defined the overall ap-
pearance of material as ‘visual sensation through which an object is perceived to have
attributes such as size, shape, colour, texture, gloss, translucency, opacity, etc’. Using
the material optical properties, the visual appearance of the material surface can
be classified into colour, gloss, translucency and texture [29]. As described in [29],
incident light spectrally absorbed and diffusely reflected by an opaque material
tells us about the colour of the material. A material surface with diffuse reflecting
property scatter the incident light in all directions instead of just in the specular
direction (θi = θr). Incident light reflecting off an opaque material surface in and
around the specular direction gives the perceived gloss information. Translucency
is a subjective term that describes the amount of light transmitted through the
material and texture is defined as ‘the visible surface structure depending on the
size and organisation of small constituent parts of a material’ [29].

Packaging materials printed using traditional light-absorbing inks and spe-
cial effect pigments having different optical properties result in an unique visual

5
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appearance of the printed material surface. The optical properties of such prin-
ted materials are dependent on different materials and process parameters [10,
30–32]. The traditional light-absorbing inks contain pigments that are spherical
particles [10] and spectrally absorb part of the incident light and scatter the re-
maining part to give a diffuse reflection [33]. Visually, the appearance of the ma-
terial printed using ink that contains this kind of pigments is independent of the
illumination and viewing direction. Special effect pigments such as the one used
in metallic inks contain metal flakes that specularly reflect the incident light. The
perceived brightness from metallic inks is dependent on the viewing direction but
independent of the illumination direction. Perceived hue and chroma, however,
is independent of the illumination and viewing direction [34]. Inks containing
pearlescent pigments are made using thin metal oxide layers on transparent mica
platelets [30]. These metal oxide layers can have different refractive indices that
help reflect different parts of the light spectrum and light intensity in different dir-
ections [30, 34–36]. Packaging material printed using metallic inks can be termed
as ‘non-diffuse’ materials due to their specular reflectance properties, while, ma-
terials printed using pearlescent coatings are termed as ‘gonio-chromatic’ materi-
als as their appearance (in terms of colour) changes with a change in illumination
and viewing directions [34] resulting in a desirable and visually appealing ap-
pearance.

Even though the change in visual appearance, in terms of perceived colour
and gloss, with the change in illumination and viewing direction can be visually
appealing, it is difficult to characterise and objectively measure properly. Bidirec-
tional measurements are needed to characterise and objectively describe such ma-
terials [10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 34]. The light reflected from the material surface
in a given spectral and geometrical condition should help describe and quantify
the interaction of light with the material surface (absorbed, reflected, transmitted,
etc) and characterise the appearance of a material surface in the given condition.
Reflectance, which is a ratio of the reflected radiant flux (Φr) to the incident ra-
diant flux (Φi) in the given conditions of spectral composition, polarization, and
geometrical distribution [37, 38] is widely used as a measure to quantify and
describe the interaction of light with an opaque material surface.

Section 2.2 covers the terminology, definitions, and literature necessary to un-
derstand reflectance and reflectance measurements in the context of the work
carried out in this thesis.

2.2 Bidirectional Reflectance Measurements

2.2.1 Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

Bidirectional reflectance measurements are used in calculating the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of a material. BRDF is a radiometric func-
tion that describes how a light ray incident on an opaque homogeneous surface
gets reflected. It is an approximation of the bidirectional sub-surface scattering re-
flectance distribution function (BSSRDF) that ignores sub-surface scattering with
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Figure 2.4 Surface- and projected-area relationships for a (a) circle and (b) sphere. 

 
Figure 2.5 Planar-angle relationships. 

 
Figure 2.6 Solid-angle relationships. 
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Table 2.4 Steradian conversions. 
 

1 sr = 1 rad2 

1 sr = 3282.8 deg2 

1 sr = 1.1818 × 107 arcmin2 

1 sr = 4.2545 × 1010 arcsec2 

 

Both plane angles and solid angles are dimensionless quantities, and their use 
can lead to confusion when attempting dimensional analysis. For example, the 
simple inverse square law of irradiance (to be discussed in detail in Sec. 2.3.1), 
E = I/d 

2, appears dimensionally inconsistent. The left side has units W/m2, while 
the right side has W/m2sr. It has been suggested that this equation be written E = 
I Ωo/d 

2, where Ωo is the unit solid angle, 1 sr. Inclusion of the term Ωo will render 
the equation dimensionally correct, but Ωo will far too often be considered a free 
variable rather than a constant equal to 1, which leads to erroneous results.  

Current practice suggests that another type of solid angle, the projected (or 
weighted) solid angle, is more useful. The symbol for a projected solid angle is 
Ω, and the units are also steradians. It is defined as the solid angle ω projected 
onto the plane of the observer, as shown by the defining equation:  

 
 cos sin cosd d d dΩ = ω θ = θ θ θ φ . (2.9) 

 
It involves an additional cosine term. This is depicted graphically in Fig. 2.9. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.9 Projected solid-angle relationships. [Adapted from Radiometric Calibration: 
Theory and Methods, C. Wyatt, p. 21 (1978)].3   

              

(b) Ω

Figure 2.1: Solid angle Figure 2.1a and Projected solid angle Figure 2.1b [Images
adapted from [37]].

an assumption that the incident light on an opaque homogeneous surface is re-
flected from the same point [22].

Next, we define in brief the radiometric terminology needed for the BRDF
definition and measurements. The definitions are referred from [37] and [39].
For a comprehensive review on radiometry please refer [37, 39, 40].

Radiometric Definitions

Radiant Flux, (Φ), is energy (Q) per unit time t as shown in Equation (2.1)
(unit: W).

Φ=
dQ
dt

(2.1)

Solid Angle, (ω), is the ratio of spherical area dAsph to the square of the sphere
radius (r) as shown in Equation (2.2) and Figure 2.1.

ω=
dAsph

r2
(2.2)

Projected Solid Angle, (Ω), is defined as the solid angle projected onto the plane
of observation as shown in Equation (2.3). The unit of projected solid angle
is (sr). θ is as defined in Figure 2.1.

dΩ= dω cos(θ ) (2.3)

Radiant Intensity, (I), is flux emitted per unit solid angle (ω) in a specific dir-
ection (units: W/sr) as shown in Equation (2.4).

I =
dΦ
dω

(2.4)

Irradiance, (Ei), is a function of position on the given surface defined as flux
per unit area incident on a surface area (AP) (units: W/m2) as shown in
Equation (2.5).

E =
dΦ
dAP

(2.5)
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Inverse Square Law is an approximation in which irradiance from an isotropic
point light source varies inversely with the square of the distance between
the surface and the light source [37]. Equation (2.6) gives the relationship
between irradiance and distance between the point light source and the
surface that is normal to it.

E =
Φ

AP
=

I
D2

(2.6)

In Equation (2.6), D is the distance between the point light source and the
surface. For surface orthogonal to the point light source a cosθ term is in-
troduced as shown in Equation (2.7)

E =
Φ

AP
=

I cosθi

D2
=

dΦ cosθ
dωD2

(2.7)

In Equation (2.7), θ is the angle between the normal to the surface and the
direction of the point light source.

Radiance, (L), describes the amount of light at a given surface. It is defined as
flux (Φ) per unit area (AP) at point P, per unit projected solid angle (Ω)
(unit: W/m2.sr) as shown in Equation (2.8).

L =
d2Φ

dAP cosθdω
=

d2Φ

dAP dΩ
(2.8)

Radiance Factor, (β), is the ratio of radiance L(θi ,φi ,θr ,φr) reflected from a
surface in a infinitesimal solid angle to the radiance reflected by a perfect re-
flecting diffuser Lre f in the same illumination and viewing conditions [41].
In a generalised form, it is defined as shown in Equation (2.9).

β =
L(θi ,φi ,θr ,φr ,λ)

Lre f
(2.9)

From a perfect white diffuse material, the radiance reflected (Lre f )is propor-
tional to the incident irradiance (E) as Lre f = Eπ [39]. BRDF can therefore

be calculated using fr =
β
π relation.

BRDF

As defined by Nicodemus et al. [22], BRDF is a ratio of the radiance reflected from
the sample surface to the irradiance at the sample surface and is given as

fr(l,v) =
d Lr(v)
dEi(l)

=
d Lr(v)

Li(l) cosθidωi
(2.10)

In Equation (2.10), Lr(v) is the reflected radiance in the viewing direction (v),
Ei(l) is the irradiance from the incident direction (l), Li is incident radiance (flux
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Figure 2.2: BRDF geometry [Image adapted from [37]].

per unit area, per unit solid angle (ωi)), Lr is the reflected spectral radiance, d is
the differential, and v and l are unit directional vectors. Inverse steradian [1/sr] is
the unit of the BRDF. Figure 2.2 shows the geometry of the BRDF and the incoming
and outgoing light directions. In Figure 2.2, the vectors x, y and n define a local
reference frame where, n is the normal at point P on the surface, x is the tangent
vector perpendicular to the normal n, and y is the bi-normal vector.

For BRDF to be physically valid, it is required to fulfill the following physical
properties:

• non-negativity: for any combination of incident (l) and viewing (v) direc-
tions the BRDF ( fr) should be ≥ 0,

• Helmholtz reciprocity: incident (l) and viewing (v) directions should be re-
versible fr(l,v)= fr(v, l)

• Energy conservation: the amount of energy reflected from the surface is ≤
the incident energy.

Depending on the characteristics of the material surface, BRDF can be classified
as Isotropic BRDF and Anisotropic BRDF. In Isotropic BRDF, reflection from
the material surface remains unchanged with the rotation of the surface around
direction vector n, whereas, in Anisotropic BRDF the reflection from the material
surface changes with rotation of the surface around direction vector n.
For BRDF measurements, theoretically, the light is incident and reflected within
an infinitesimally small solid angle. In practise, the light is incident and reflected
within a finite solid angle resulting in an approximate measurement [42]. Rel-
ative measurements are therefore performed using a calibrated reference white
standard material when calculating material BRDF [42].

2.2.2 Reflectance Measurement Setup

A reflectance measurement instrument typically comprises of a light source, to
uniformly illuminate the material surface, and a detector, to measure the amount
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of light reflected from the surface. To measure reflectance, CIE [15] recommen-
ded different sphere based and bidirectional single geometries to measure using a
reflectance measurement instrument to measure the attribute "colour" in the total
appearance as defined in [29]. Reflectance measured of an isotropic diffuse ma-
terial using an instrument with one of these recommended geometries correlate
well with how we perceive material appearance [15]. In print and packaging in-
dustry, instruments with 45◦a : 0◦ and 0◦ : 45◦a geometry are used to control
printing process and quality evaluation for traditional light absorbing pigments
printed on diffuse paper materials [43]. di : 8◦ and 8◦ : di geometry instruments
are used with the paint, textile and plastic industries. Using a single measurement
geometry, however, is inadequate to measure and characterise print material pro-
duced using special effect pigments [11, 16–19].

Based on the optical properties of a material, ASTM recommended measure-
ment geometries [20, 21] to perform multiple geometry measurements. When
measuring different attributes of the visual appearance of a material, spectral
changes in material surface reflectance define the colour, while directional changes
(incident and viewing direction) define other attributes (like gloss, sparkle, etc)
in many of the cases. For special effect coatings used in the packaging industry,
directional changes also affect spectral reflectance of the material surface. ASTM-
E179 [44] defines the terminology, measurement scales, and instrumentation for
describing appearance attributes of reflective or transmissive materials. Change in
appearance of a material as a function of change in incident and viewing direction
is measured using instruments with several defined sets of measurement direc-
tions. Such instruments are termed as a multi-angle spectrophotometer, whereas
when measured over a broad range of angles are termed as goniospectrophoto-
meter [45].

As discussed in [42], the goniospectrophotometer can be classified into two
types; scanning based instrument and image based instrument. The scanning in-
strument usually measures a ratio of the reflected to incident power (Φr/Φi) using
a broadband illumination, as a light source, and a spectro-radiometer, as a de-
tector. A radiometer records the spectral radiance at a material surface usually in
the visible range of 400nm to 700nm in either 1nm, 5nm, or 10nm interval. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of a typical scanning based instrument. With
the sample material to be measured lying flat, the detector and the light source or
the sample material rotates when performing bidirectional reflectance measure-
ments (different incident and viewing directions)[9, 47–51]. Measurements per-
formed by a scanning based instrument are accurate but slow, as the geometrical
and spectral calibration of the detector and light source or the material rotation
stage contributes to the measurement time.

Image based instrument makes use of a camera as a detector to perform bi-
directional reflectance measurements. Measurements are performed much faster
compared to a scanning based instrument as an image based instrument captures
the light reflected from the surface using camera images. The obtained measure-
ments, however, can be less accurate compared to the scanning based measure-
ments. Several image based measurement setups are presented and implemented
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a gonio-spectrophotometer [Reprinted with
permission of IS&T: The Society for Imaging Science and Technology sole copy-
right owners of the CIC20: Twentieth Color and Imaging Conference [46]].

to perform bidirectional reflectance measurement of different materials like hu-
man skin, material surface with varying optical properties (specularity), and velvet
cloth material [23, 52–55].

A fast and accurate image based measurement setup presented in [24] meas-
ures the bidirectional reflectance of homogeneous materials including human
skin. This setup used a hand-held digital camera (with a CCD sensor and RGB
filters), as a detector, and a flashlight source, as illumination, to measure material
surface with simple shapes like a sphere. Figure 2.4 shows the schematic diagram

•
•

•

•
• •

•

•

•

•
Light

source

Camera

Camera
positions

••
•

Sample wrapped on cylinder

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of image based measurement setup similar to the
one presented in [24].

of the setup similar to the one presented in [24]. A similar setup was used in
[56] to create a bidirectional reflectance measurement database from 100 iso-
tropic materials. Another setup presented in [55] measures anisotropic flat and
flexible materials wrapped around a cylinder. The material to be measured is cut
into strips and mounted on the cylinder with different orientations. The cylinder is
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connected to a motor to perform measurements at different tilt angles. This setup
can capture full four dimensional bidirectional reflectances of the material.

For a comprehensive review of different reflectance measurement setups refer
[25].

2.3 BRDF Models and Representation

To represent a material BRDF, using an analytical model is one of the most compact
ways [57]. Several BRDF models have been proposed to date. Guarnera et al. [25]
presented an overview of BRDF models, proposed mainly within the computer
graphics community, that represent the material surface reflectance properties.

BRDF models can be classified into analytical and data-driven models [57].
Analytical models can be further classified into physical and phenomenological
models. Physical models take into account material surface roughness by using
micro-facets with distribution in size and direction. Phenomenological models are
approximations of reflectance data using measured data and fitting of the same
using an analytical model. The data-driven model represents material BRDF as a
dense set of measurements instead of using an analytical formula [56]. In Sec-
tion 2.3.1 below, we present in brief the different analytical BRDF models used in
the work carried out in this thesis.

A comprehensive review on BRDF models and representation can be referred
at [25] and [57].

2.3.1 Analytical BRDF Models

Many analytical BRDF models also called as reflectance models have been pro-
posed till now, especially within the computer graphics community. The Phong
model [58] is one of the earliest models for non-lambertian surfaces based on the
cosine law. The Phong model as shown in Equation (2.11) is an empirical model
which is computationally efficient to analytically estimate reflectance properties
of the material surface.

IP = kd cosθi + ks cosθαmr (2.11)

In Equation (2.11), I is the intensity at the point (P) on the material surface, θi
is the angle between the incident light direction (l) and the normal (n) to the
sample surface, θmr is the angle between the viewing direction (v) and the mirror
direction of the incident light direction (l). kd and ks are the diffuse and specular
Phong model parameters. The α parameter controls the shape of the specular re-
flection highlight. The Phong model does not follow the energy conservation and
Helmholtz reciprocity properties of the BRDF and fails to estimate the material
surface reflectance at grazing directions. However, it is a compact and compu-
tationally efficient model with just three parameters (seven in case the BRDF is
estimated using camera RGB channels) to estimate surface reflectance properties
for materials that show some roughness and specularity.
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The Ward reflectance model [59] comes under the category of phenomeno-
logical model and was designed to fit bidirectional reflectance measurements. It
uses a gaussian distribution to represent the specular peak and can be used to es-
timate isotropic and anisotropic material BRDF. The Ward model does not follow
the energy conservation property of the BRDF at grazing angles. In the isotropic
Ward model presented in Equation (2.12), kd is the diffuse reflectance parameter,
ks parameter controls the magnitude of the specular reflectance, α controls the
width of the specular reflectance lobe and 4πα2 is a normalisation factor. Refer-
ring Figure 2.2, at a point (P) on material surface, θi is the angle between the
incident light direction (l) and the normal (n), θr is the angle between the view-
ing direction (v) and the normal (n). θh is the angle between the halfway vector
(h) and the normal (n).

fr(l,v) =
kd

π
+

ks
p

cosθi cosθr

·
e− tan2(θh/α

2)

4πα2
(2.12)

In the anisotropic Ward model, two parameters αx and αy are used to control the
width of the specular reflectance lobe in the two principal anisotropy directions.
Anisotropic Ward model is defined as in Equation (2.13).

fr(l,v) =
kd

π
+

ks
p

cosθi cosθr

·
e− tan2(θh)

�

cos2 θh/α
2
x+sin2 θh/α

2
y

�

4παxαy
(2.13)

The Lafortune model [60], is a flexible empirical model that is generalised us-
ing cosine lobe based models similar to the Phong model. It follows the Helmholtz
reciprocity and energy conservation properties of the BRDF. Due to the weighted
dot product, the Lafortune model shows an increased flexibility compared to the
Ward model, is computationally efficient and is able to fit complex material re-
flectances. It is generalised using a 3 × 3 matrix in which the direction vectors
are defined in a fixed local co-ordinate system with respect to the surface normal
(n). The model presented in Equation (2.14) is one of the simplest forms of the
lafortune model to use. Cx , Cy , Cz and αl control the shape and orientation of
the specular reflectance lobe. Retro-reflection and anisotropy can be controlled
by setting Cx , Cy , Cz as positive and Cx 6= Cy respectively. lx ,y,z and vx ,y,z are
direction components of the incident (l) and viewing (v) direction vectors.

fr(l,v) =
kd

π
+ ks

�

Cx lx vx + Cy l y vy + Cz lz vz

�αl (2.14)

Under the physically based BRDF models, Cook-Torrance (CT) [61] model
is widely used especially in computer graphics. CT model uses the micro-facet
theory and the halfway vector (h) to calculate the specular reflectance lobe and
the diffuse reflectance is lambertian [25]. CT model does not follow the energy
conservation property of the BRDF. It can be defined mathematically as shown in
Equation (2.15).

fr(l,v) = kd + ks
F DG

π cosθi cosθr
(2.15)
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In Equation (2.15), F is the Fresnel term that calculates the amount of incident
light reflecting and transmitting from material surface. G is the geometrical atten-
uation factor that accounts for the masking and self-shadowing effect depending
on the micro-facet projected area. D is the Beckmann distribution that defines the
micro-facet distribution in terms of size and direction. F , G and D are defined
mathematically in Equation (2.16), Equation (2.17), and Equation (2.18).

F =
(g − c)2

2 (g + c)2

�

1+
[c (g + c)− 1]2

[c (g − c) + 1]2

�

(2.16)

G =min
§

1,
2 (n · h) (n · v)
(v · h)

,
2 (n · h) (n · l)
(v · h)

ª

(2.17)

D =
1

m2 cos4 (θh)
e−
� (tan (θh))

m

�2

(2.18)

In Equation (2.16), c = v · h, g = η2 + c2 − 1 and η is the index of refraction. In
Equation (2.18), m is the roughness parameter and θh is the angle between the
halfway vector (h) and the normal (n).

Another physically based BRDF model used in the work carried out in this
thesis is the micro-facet ABC model defined in [62] and given in Equation (2.19).
Löw et al. [62] presented two isotropic BRDF models based on Rayleigh-Rice light
scattering theory and the micro-facet theory to render glossy surfaces. Both the
models are the modified version of the ABC model presented in [63, 64]. The
micro-facet ABC model is based on the CT model and uses the geometrical atten-
uation (G) and Fresnel factor (F) as defined in [61] and given in Equation (2.16)
and Equation (2.17).

fr(l,v) =
kd

π
+

S(
p

1− (n · h)F(θh)G(n · l,n · v)
(n · l)(n · v)

(2.19)

In Equation (2.19), S is the micro-facet distribution based on the ABC model from
[63, 64].

S (Ψ) =
A

(1+ BΨ2)C
, (2.20)

Equation (2.20) is a non-normalised distribution. B and C control the width of
specular reflectance peak and the fall-off rate of wide-angle scattering respectively.
A is used as the specular reflectance parameter. Ψ is defined as

q

Ψ2
x +Ψ2

y where,
Ψx = (sinθr cosφr − sinθi)/λ and Ψy = (sinθr sinφr)/λ. λ is the wavelength of
the incident light. The ABC model follows the Helmholtz reciprocity BRDF prop-
erty but not the energy conservation property.

Several flexible BRDF models have been introduced to date to model material
appearance. Some of the models (Phong model, Ward reflectance model, and CT)
presented above are well-established models and are very much in use due to
computational simplicity and ease of optimisation with a limited number of model
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parameters. Lafortune reflectance model and ABC reflectance model are flexible
with more number of optimisation parameters and can provide accurate fits to the
measured BRDF data but can be computationally complex.

This chapter covered the background relevant to the work carried out as part
of this thesis. Next, in Chapter 3, we summarise the work done in this thesis.





Chapter 3

Summary and Contribution of
Included Papers

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the research carried out in this thesis and how
the included papers contribute to the main objective. The overall objective of this
thesis is to investigate the applicability of using the measurement setup to meas-
ure and represent BRDF of flexible and homogeneous packaging print materials
with complex optical properties. The research carried out contributes to the two
parts, Imaging and Instrumentation and BRDF measurement and represent-
ation and address the research questions (RQ1 - RQ6) presented in Section 1.2.
Outcome of the research work carried out is published in different conferences
and journals. The relation between the included papers is demonstrated in Fig-
ure 3.1. Paper I [1], Paper II [2], and Paper III [3] contribute towards Imaging
and Instrumentation part and address research questions RQ1 - RQ3. Paper IV
[4], Paper V [5], and Paper VI [6] address research questions RQ1, RQ3 - RQ4
while Paper VII [7] works towards answering research questions RQ4 - RQ6. All
the four papers contribute towards BRDF measurement and representation part
in the thesis. In Figure 3.1, included papers coloured in blue are published in con-
ference proceedings, whereas, included papers in green are published as journal
articles. Work carried out in Paper VIII [8] and Paper IX [9] strongly relates to
the thesis topic and objectives. These two papers are therefore listed as related
papers in this thesis.

3.1 Imaging and Instrumentation

In this section we present the work carried out to implement the measurement
setup and calculate its measurement accuracy when performing bidirectional re-
flectance measurements of flexible, homogeneous packaging print materials. Sec-
tion 3.1 address the research questions RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 set out in Section 1.2.
We divide this section in two parts as,

• Measurement setup
• Accuracy of the measurement setup

17
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Figure 3.1: Diagram demonstrating the included papers and their contribution
towards the thesis objective.

3.1.1 Measurement Setup

Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of the measurement setup that has been
used to perform fast bidirectional reflectance measurements of a flexible, homo-
geneous packaging print materials. The materials show different reflectance prop-
erties that range from diffuse to non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic. The measure-
ment setup uses an uniform point light source to illuminate a homogeneous flex-
ible material sample that is curved onto a cylinder of known radius. We use a
film projector, consisting of a halogen tungsten lamp, as a point light source with
a spectral power distribution as shown in Figure 3.3. As the film projector uses
focusing lens, the origin of the point light source was calculated using inverse
square law (calculation details can be referred in Paper III [3]). A commercially
available digital camera is used as a detector. Figure 3.4 shows the measurement
setup using a DLSR camera as a detector and a film projector as a point light
source. The light source and the detector is at a fixed position from the sample.
The point light source illuminates the sample from a fixed direction (in range of
θ ◦ < θL < 90◦) at a known distance (dL). With the measurement setup in a vec-
tor plane, incident (θi) and viewing (θr) direction at point P can be calculated as
shown in Equation (3.1).

cosθi =
PL · n
|PL|

, cosθr =
PC · n
|PC |

(3.1)

Every point P on the curved material surface makes a corresponding incident (θi)
and viewing (θr) direction with respect to the normal (n) at point P thus meas-
uring the bidirectional reflectance information. When measuring with a digital
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the measurement setup.

camera as a detector, each pixel in the captured image corresponds to a point
(P) on the curved sample surface. Paper I [1] presents the measurement setup,
incident (θi) and viewing (θr) direction estimation and validation.

A monochrome CCD camera or a commercially available digital colour (RGB)
camera can be used as a detector in the measurement setup. Image captured by
a digital colour camera records the light information in digital values for each
camera sensor. In order to calculate material BRDF using the obtained measure-
ments and compare them with a gonio-spectrophotometer, spectral sensitivity of
the camera sensor should be known. Paper II [2] presents the work carried out to
measure camera spectral sensitivities (r(λ), g(λ), b(λ)) of a Nikon D200 DSLR
camera that is used as a detector in the measurement setup. Figure 3.5 shows
the camera spectral sensitivities obtained using the monochromator and the tele-
spectroradiometer. A 3× 3 conversion matrix M̂ was calculated using the CIE 2◦

colour matching functions ( x̄ , ȳ , z̄) [65] and the obtained camera spectral sensit-
ivities. The bidirectional reflectance measurements performed using the measure-
ment setup can then be converted into a colorimetric space (CIEXYZ) using M̂ .
The measured camera spectral sensitivities and the calculated M̂ were evaluated
using a standard ColourChecker test chart.

3.1.2 Measurement Setup Accuracy

The measurement setup presented in Section 3.1.1 can perform fast bidirectional
measurements of flexible, homogeneous packaging materials like printed pack-
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Figure 3.3: Spectral power distribution of the point light source used in the meas-
urement setup.

aging paper material with different reflectance properties. Accuracy of the meas-
urement setup to perform bidirectional reflectance measurements is investigated
using propagation-of-error analysis. The measurements obtained using the meas-
urement setup were compared with measurements from two commercially avail-
able gonio-spectrophotometers by converting them into a common domain. Pa-
per III [3] presents the work carried out in calculating the measurement setup
accuracy when performing bidirectional reflectance measurements. Four different
flexible, homogeneous, and isotropic packaging print samples, LightCyan, Light-
Magenta, Cyan and Magenta, produced using matt coated paper and wax-based
inks are measured using the measurement setup and two commercially avail-
able gonio-spectrophotometers. Spectral bidirectional reflectance is measured by
both the gonio-spectrophotometers. The measurement setup recorded a 16-bit
raw RGB image using the Nikon D200 DSLR camera as a detector. To compare
measurements obtained using the measurement setup and the gonio spectropho-
tometers, the spectral BRDF measurements are converted to camera RGB values
using the camera spectral sensitivity functions of the Nikon D200 DSLR camera
(measured in Paper II [2]), spectralon reference white tile (ST) measured us-
ing one of the two gonio-spectrophotometers used in the comparison and a tele
spectroradiometer as a detector in the measurement setup.

We identify two main sources of error when performing bidirectional reflect-
ance measurements using the measurement setup:

• Geometrical error: uncertainty in estimating the incident (θi) and viewing
(θr) directions,
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(a) Top view 1 (b) Top view 2

(c) Side view

Figure 3.4: Measurement setup using a DSLR camera as a detector, a film pro-
jector as a point light source and the measurement sample wrapped around a
cylinder of the known radius.
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Figure 3.5: Sensor sensitivity functions of the camera used as a detector in the
measurement setup [Reprinted with permission of IS&T: The Society for Imaging
Science and Technology sole copyright owners of Electronic Imaging: Measuring,
Modeling and Reproducing Material Appearance 2016] (Paper II [2]).

• Matrix error: error is calculating the conversion matrix M̂ using the camera
spectral sensitivities measured using a monochromator.

Geometrical Error

Error uncertainty (∆) in estimating the incident (θi) and viewing (θr) direction is
derived using the procedure given by the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology
(JCGM) [66]. The uncertainty in performing physical measurements (dL , dC , R,
θL , and dp) in the measurement setup in order to estimate the incident (θi) and
viewing (θr) direction is approximated. Table 3.1 shows the derived and approx-
imated uncertainty in estimating the incident (θi) and viewing (θr) directions.

Matrix Error

To estimate the error introduced by M̂ calculations (using the camera spectral
sensitivities), CIE Y was calculated using,

• M̂ and the RGB values obtained using the radiance at the sample surface
and spectral sensitivities of the Nikon D200 camera used as a detector in
the measurement setup (Y(M̂−RGB)),
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Table 3.1: Measurement uncertainty in the measurement setup parameters (from
Paper III) (adapted with permission from [3]).

Setup parameters Uncertainty
Calculated θi ±7.6◦

θr ±7.4◦

θS ±6.7◦

FP ±1973 pixels
Approximated R ±5 mm

dC ±10 mm
dp ±5 pixels
dL ±20 mm
θL ±4◦

• radiance at the sample surface and the CIE 2◦ colour matching functions
(Y(Lr−C I E2◦)).

The error,∆Y , is calculated relative to the CIE 2◦ colour matching functions using
Equation (3.2).

∆Y =

q

(Y(M̂−RGB) − Y(Lr−C I E2◦))2

Y(Lr−C I E2◦)
(3.2)

Table 3.2 shows the error in the CIE Y estimation in the packaging print materials,
LightCyan, LightMagenta, Cyan and Magenta measured using the measurement
setup. Materials LightCyan and LightMagenta showed diffuse reflectance proper-
ties whereas materials Cyan and Magenta show some specularity but overall were
diffuse. Reflectance properties of the packaging print material that is measured
using the measurement setup and the gonio-spectrophotometers are discussed
briefly in Section 3.2. The measurement setup was evaluated by analysing the

Table 3.2: Error (∆Y) in CIE Y calculation (from Paper III) (adapted with per-
mission from [3]).

Sample LightCyan LightMagenta Cyan Magenta

∆Y 0.11 0.12 0.18 0.13

CIE Y value estimated using the measurements obtained from the measurement
setup and the gonio-spectrophotometers. Figure 3.6 shows a flow diagram of the
steps followed to estimate CIE Y value from the obtained measurements. Relative
error (Error∆Y ) is calculated using Equation (3.3) and shown in Table 3.3 for
each sample using the CIE Y value estimated from the gonio-spectrophotometer
(YGonio) and the measurement setup (YSetup) measurements.

Error∆Y =

Æ

(YGonio − YSetup)2

YGonio
(3.3)
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Figure 3.6: CIE Y value estimation using the measurements obtained from the
measurement setup and the gonio-spectrophotometer.

Table 3.3: Average Error∆Y between CIE Y calculated using measurements ob-
tained from the measurement setup and the gonio-spectrophotometer (from Pa-
per III) (adapted with permission from [3]).

Gonio-spectrophotometer LightCyan LightMagenta Cyan Magenta

LAMBDA1050 0.14 0.05 -NM- -NM-
GCMS -NM- -NM- 0.24 0.21
-NM- = could not measured

3.1.3 Summary

We summarised the work carried out in Paper I [1], Paper II [2], and Paper III
[3] that address research questions RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 from Section 1.2 and
contribute towards the Imaging and Instrumentation part of the thesis.

We presented the measurement setup (Paper I [1], Paper II [2]), and in-
vestigated the accuracy of the measurement setup (Paper III [3]) by comparing
the bidirectional measurements obtained using the measurement setup and two
commercially available gonio-spectrophotometers. Uncertainty in calculating the
incident (θi) and viewing (θr) directions and the conversion matrix M̂ (using the
camera spectral sensitivities) was estimated.

3.2 BRDF Measurement and Representation

To investigate the suitability of using the measurement setup for bidirectional
reflectance measurement and material BRDF estimation, we measured packaging
print materials with reflectance properties varying from diffuse to non-diffuse and
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Pantone 10153C

Spectralon tile

(a) Spectralon tile (white reference).
(b) LightCyan and LightMagenta mater-
ial (diffuse reflectance).

Munsell White

Red

Cyan

Pantone 10309C

Magenta

Pantone 10213C

Pantone 10153C

Spectralon tile

(c) Print materials with diffuse and non-
diffuse reflectance properties.

(d) Gold and BlueGreen material (non-
diffuse and gonio-chromatic reflect-
ance).

Figure 3.7: Print materials with different reflectance properties measured using
the measurement setup, LAMBDA1050, and GCMS. Figures 3.7b and 3.7c reprin-
ted with permission of IS&T: The Society for Imaging Science and Technology
sole copyright owners of Electronic Imaging: Measuring, Modeling and Reprodu-
cing Material Appearance 2016 and of Electronic Imaging: Material Appearance
2017 respectively. [Images adapted from Paper II [2], Paper V [5], and Paper VI
[6]].

Gonio-chromatic. This section addresses research questions RQ1, and RQ3 - RQ6
by estimating material BRDF using different analytical reflectance models and
measurement datasets obtained using the measurement setup and commercial
gonio-spectrophotometers. Non-diffuse and Gonio-chromatic reflectance proper-
ties are visualised using BRDF estimated with optimal measurement data set. We
divide this section into three parts as,

• Measurement samples
• Bidirectional reflectance measurement and BRDF estimation
• BRDF representation

3.2.1 Measurement Samples

The packaging materials that are used as measurement samples in this thesis are
chosen based on their surface properties like homogeneity, flexibility, and reflect-
ance. The measurement samples used are homogeneous, flexible and show sur-
face reflectance properties from diffuse to non-diffuse and Gonio-chromatic. An-
other important criterion was the easy access to the samples for measurements
using the measurement setup and the gonio-spectrophotometers. Access to gonio-
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Figure 3.8: Angular sign convention followed in bidirectional measurements us-
ing the measurement setup and the two gonio-spectrophotometers.

spectrophotometers, as a reference measurement instrument, and the measure-
ment sample (BlueGreen material) with Gonio-chromatic reflectance properties
has been a challenge in this thesis.

In total 11 print materials, as shown in Figure 3.7, were measured using the
measurement setup. Due to limited access, eight out of the 11 print materials
were measured using two commercially available gonio-spectrophotometers. The
two gonio-spectrophotometers are herein referred to as LAMBDA1050 and GCMS.
Both the instruments perform in-plane measurements (φi = φr = 0◦). For details
and specifications of the LAMBDA1050 and the GCMS instruments, the reader is
requested to refer PerkinElmer’s LAMBDA1050 manual1 and Murakami’s GCMS-
3B Goniospectrophotometric Color Measurement System manual2 respectively.

Due to limited access to the gonio-spectrophotometers, two print materials
LightCyan and LightMagenta along with the spectralon white reference tile (Fig-
ure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b) were measured using only LAMBDA1050. BlueGreen,
Gold, (refer Figure 3.7d), Red, MunsellWhite, Cyan, and Magenta (refer Figure 3.7c)
were measured using the GCMS instrument. The incident (θi) and viewing (θr)
direction are as defined in Figure 2.2 and follow the sign convention as shown in
Figure 3.8. Figure 3.9 shows the radiance factor measurements performed using
the two gonio-spectrophotomters. Reflectance properties vary from diffuse to non-
diffuse and also gonio-chromatic for the BlueGreen material (refer Figure 3.10).

Materials LightCyan and LightMagenta are 100% ink patches of the light cyan
and light magenta ink printed on matt coated paper using the HP DesignJet Z3200-
ps plotter. Materials Cyan, Magenta are 100% ink patches printed on matt coated
paper using the Océ ColorWave 600 plotter. Red, Pantone10309C, Pantone10213C,
Pantone10153C are produced using the process inks in the Océ ColorWave 600
plotter. Gold material is a metallic gold thin cardboard commonly used for dec-

1Lambda 1050 uv/vis/nir spectrophotometer, http://www.perkinelmer.com/product/
lambda-1050-uv-vis-nir-spectrophotometer-l1050?searchTerm=L1050&pushBackUrl=
?searchName=L1050. Accessed:2019-08-23.

2Gcms-3 goniospectrophotometer system, http://www.aviangroupusa.com/pdf/GCMS3_Des.
pdf. Accessed: 2019-08-23
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Figure 3.9: Print materials with different reflectance properties from diffuse to
non-diffuse. Spectral radiance factor (β) measured at 560nm, θi = −45◦ and θr
in the range of −80◦ to 80◦.

Figure 3.10: Gonio-chromatic reflectance of the BlueGreen print material [Image
adapted from Paper VI [6]. Spectral shift obtained with change in the viewing
(θr) direction.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of the measurement setup with multiple illumin-
ation directions (θL) and the obtained incident (θi) and viewing (θr) directions.

orative purposes in the packaging industry. BlueGreen material is produced using
effect pigments and varnish coating on paper using conventional printing tech-
niques. Along with these materials a Munsell White N9/ sheet (MW) produced
according to ANSI standards was measured using the measurement setup and the
GCMS instrument.

3.2.2 Bidirectional Reflectance Measurement and BRDF Estimation

To analytically estimate material BRDF, reflectance model parameters are optim-
ised using a cost function and the bidirectional reflectance measurements of the
print material obtained using the measurement setup.

As presented in Section 3.1.1, the measurement setup uses a tungsten point
light source to illuminate the measurement sample curved onto a cylinder and a
DSLR camera as a detector. The camera captures a 16-bit raw RGB image that di-
gitally records the radiance exited from the curved measurement sample surface.
Each pixel in the captured image corresponds to a point (P) on the curved sample
surface with a unique incident (θi) and viewing (θr) direction combination with
respect to the normal (n) at surface point P. Illuminating the measurement sample
at several illumination directions (θL) should help perform many measurements.
Figure 3.11 shows a schematic of the measurement setup with multiple illumin-
ation directions (θL) and the obtained incident (θi) and viewing (θr) directions.
Figure 3.12 shows the radiance exited from the Red material surface and meas-
ured using the measurement setup. As the measurement samples are curved onto
a cylinder, for highly non-diffuse materials, a single exposure image captured by
a digital camera may not capture the complete dynamic range. This was the case
when measuring the Gold and the BlueGreen print materials using the measure-
ment setup (Paper VI [6]). Both the materials are non-diffuse and show very high
specularity (refer Figure 3.7). Multiple exposure captures are therefore required
to record the full dynamic range of such highly non-diffuse materials. A high dy-
namic range (HDR) image (a radiance map) can be further generated from these
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Figure 3.12: Red material measured using the measurement setup by wrapping
around a cylinder, illuminating at θL = 20◦ and measuring using a Nikon D200
DSLR camera.

multiple exposure images. We used the Debevec and Malik’s [67] algorithm to
calculate a HDR image for the Gold and BlueGreen sample measured using the
measurement setup at multiple exposures (Paper VI [6]). The algorithm gives a
radiance map as an output which can further be tone mapped for visualisation
using a tone mapping algorithm of your choice.

The bidirectional measurements obtained from the measurement setup can be
further used to optimise reflectance model parameters using a cost function. As
discussed in Section 2.3.1, several analytical reflectance models have been pro-
posed till now to estimate material BRDF. The choice of the reflectance model
to use will depend on the material surface properties, model parameters to be
optimised and computational complexity [25, 57]. Reflectance model parameters
control how the incident light is reflected from the material surface (diffuse re-
flection, specular reflection, intensity and width of the specular lobe, direction,
etc). No single generalised reflectance model exists that can estimate BRDF of a
wide range of materials with different surface reflectance properties [25].

The LightCyan and LightMagenta print materials were measured using the
measurement setup and modelled using the Phong model [58]. As both the samples
showed diffuse reflectance properties, it was believed that a simple cosine lobe
based Phong model should be sufficient to successfully estimate material BRDF.
Both the materials were measured at three illumination directions (θL) with a
single exposure captured using the Nikon D200 DSLR camera as a detector. In
Paper IV [4], we normalised the measurements using the spectralon tile meas-
urements recorded at approximately θr = 0◦. Phong model parameters were op-
timised using the normalised measurements and root mean square (RMS) error
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as a cost function. Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm [68]was used for the
optimisation. In Paper II [2], we converted the measurements into CIEXYZ color-
imetric space using the conversion matrix M̂ . The Phong model parameters were
optimised using the measurements in the CIEXYZ colorimetric space and a euc-
lidean error as a cost function. Figure 3.13 shows the LightCyan and LightMagenta
material measured with the measurement setup and estimated using the Phong
model in the CIEXYZ colorimetric space.
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Figure 3.13: LightCyan and LightMagenta material measured using measurement
setup and estimated using the Phong model [Images adapted from Paper II [2]].

In Paper V [5], seven packaging print materials (refer Figure 3.7c) having
diffuse and non-diffuse reflection properties were measured bidirectionally using
the measurement setup. Material BRDF of these samples were estimated using two
reflectance models, CT [61] and isotropic Ward reflectance model (Ward) [59],
presented in Section 2.3.1. Parameters of both the reflectance models were optim-
ised using the measurements, in the CIEXYZ colorimetric space, and the CIE∆00
[15] colorimetric difference as a cost function. To evaluate the measurement setup
against physical measurements, one of the print material, Cyan, was measured us-
ing a tele-spectro radiometer in four viewing (θr) directions. It was illuminated at
θi = 40◦. Figure 3.14 shows the obtained results in terms of estimated BRDF of the
Cyan material and comparison against the tele-spectroradiometer measurements.

The Gold and BlueGreen materials are highly non-diffuse compared to the
other samples measured using the measurement setup. In Paper VI [6]], both the
materials were measured at multiple exposures to record the full dynamic range.
Along with these highly non-diffuse materials, a fairly diffuse material, Red, was
measured using a single exposure image.

Following the definition of β given in Equation (2.9) and discussions in [69],
BRDF of both the materials were calculated in terms of β using Equation (3.4).
MW material was used as a perfect reflecting diffuser (PRD) when calculating β
for the Gold and BlueGreen materials using Equation (3.4).

β(θi ,φi ,θr ,φr ,λ) =
Lr(θi ,φi ,θr ,φr ,λ)

LPRD
r (θi ,φi ,θr ,φr ,λ)

(3.4)
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(a) CIEXYZ Y value measured using the
measurement setup and estimated using
CT model.
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Figure 3.14: Cyan material measured and estimated using the reflectance models
[Images adapted from Paper V [5]].

Figure 3.15: Material BRDF (G-channel) measured using GCMS instrument and
estimated using the optimised reflectance model parameters of the CT and Ward
model [Image adapted from Paper VI [6]].

To investigate the suitability of using the measurement setup to measure such
highly non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic packaging print materials, the measure-
ments were compared against the GCMS measurements. Measurement performed
by GCMS have different dimensions compared to the measurements performed by
the measurement setup. For comparison, the measurements obtained from both
the instruments were converted to a common domain (cameraRGB).

Material BRDF was estimated in the cameraRGB domain by optimising the CT
and Ward model parameters using the measurements obtained from the meas-
urement setup and RMS error as a cost function. Figure 3.15 shows the measured
(using the GCMS) and estimated (using the optimised reflectance model paramet-
ers) BRDF (βRGBGC MS

) of the three packaging materials.
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When measuring using the measurement setup we have used a number of
illumination directions (θL) which adds to the measurement time and complex-
ity. Obtaining an optimal measurement data set to estimate material BRDF would
help reduce the measurement time and complexity. CT and Ward model para-
meters were optimised using measurements collected with different combinations
of the illumination directions (θL). To evaluate the performance, a relative error
was calculated using Equation (3.5), between the measured (βPmea

) and estimated
(βPest

) material BRDF. Figure 3.16 shows box-and-whisker plots for the relative er-
ror (∆ErrP) calculated using Equation (3.5).

∆ErrP =

∑

p | βPmea
− βPest

|
∑

p βPmea

(3.5)

To colorimetrically evaluate the performance, CIE1976 u
′
v
′
uniform chromaticity

Figure 3.16: Box-and-whisker plots of the relative error (∆ErrP) between meas-
ured and estimate material BRDF (G-channel) using the optimised reflectance
model parameters [Image adapted from Paper VI [6]].

co-ordinates [15] were calculated from the measured and estimate BRDF. Mat-
rix M̂ was used to convert the measurements to the CIEXYZ colorimetric space.
CIEXYZ values were further converted to chromaticity coordinates CIE1976 u

′
v
′

[15]. Figure 3.17 shows the measured and estimate BRDF in the CIE1976 u
′
v
′
uni-

form chromaticity co-ordinate [15] space. Colorimetrically, both the reflectance
models struggled to estimate BRDF of the BlueGreen sample. Packaging print ma-
terials with non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic reflectance could be measured using
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the measurement setup but with a noticeable error (Paper VI) [6]. Based on the
obtained results, we learn that to estimate BRDF of materials similar to the ones
measured in Paper VI [6] (Gold and BlueGreen) require measurements that are
obtained using the measurement setup at a minimum of two illumination direc-
tions (θL), reflectance models with more free parameters (to better control the
complex reflectance properties), and an optimisation algorithm not converging to
local minimum.

Figure 3.17: CIE1976 u
′
v
′
uniform chromaticity co-ordinates calculated using the

measured (using GCMS instrument) and estimated (using the reflectance model
parameters of the CT and Ward model optimised using the measurement setup
measurements) BRDF. [Image adapted from Paper VI [6]].

3.2.3 BRDF Representation

To successfully estimate BRDF of packaging materials with complex reflectance
properties and obtain a synthetic image that will visualise these properties is a
challenge in the packaging industry. Paper VII [7] contribute towards obtaining
a successful visual representation of the non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic pack-
aging materials (Gold and BlueGreen) using material BRDF that is estimated us-
ing two reflectance models, Lafortune model (Lafortune) [60] and micro-facet
theory based ABC model (ABC model) [62]. Both the models use a higher but
reasonable amount of parameters compared to the CT (with Fresnel term F = 1)
and the Ward model (used in Paper VI [6]). As the measurement obtained us-
ing the measurement setup and the gonio-spectrophotometers used are limited to
in-plane measurements, an additional non-diffuse material, ”Blue Metallic Paint”
(BM P), from the MERL dataset [56] was used to asses the performance of the
in-plane measurements.
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Both the model parameters were optimised for the Gold, BlueGreen, and BM P
material using the in-plane measurements obtained from the measurement setup
and the MERL dataset; additionally, the measurements from the GCMS were used
for comparison. The choice of the cost function to optimise reflectance model
parameters depends on the material to be measured and the reflectance model
[62]. Due to the complex reflectance properties of the packaging materials, we
used two different metrics (M1 and M2) as cost functions when optimising the
reflectance model parameters (Paper VII [7]).

As the packaging materials are isotropic, we optimised the Lafortune model
parameters with the condition Cx = Cy . Using the in-plane measurements from
the measurement setup for optimisation and the M1 cost function resulted in the
Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm converge to a local minimum making it
difficult to obtain an optimal set of the model parameters. Similar results were
obtained using the GCMS instrument and in-plane measurements of the MERL
dataset for the BM P material.

In the ABC model, A (in S) being not normalised, estimating an optimal set of
ABC model parameters using the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm was
difficult. A genetic algorithm (GA) based method was therefore used instead. GA
based optimisation methods have been successfully used in the past to learn new
analytical BRDF models [70] and for BRDF model parameter remapping [71].
The ABC model parameters were optimised using different measurement data-
sets from the measurement setup measurements to obtain a salient dataset to
successfully estimate material BRDF using the ABC model. In total eight optim-
isations consisting of two cost functions (M1 and M2) and four different data
subsets were used to optimise ABC model parameters. Back-scattering measure-
ments often provide enough information to analytically estimate material BRDF
[72–74]. In-plane retro-reflective measurements (θL = 0◦) obtained using the
measurement setup were therefore used as one of the subsets.

Synthetic images visualising the complex reflectance properties of the pack-
aging materials were obtained using the Mitsuba renderer [75] along with the geo-
metry and lighting described in [76]. The salient measurement dataset was eval-
uated by calculating an average relative error across the camera sensors (RGB)
using Equation (3.5). Figure 3.18 shows the average relative error obtained while
using different measurement datasets and both the cost functions whereas, Fig-
ure 3.19, Figure 3.20, and Figure 3.21 shows the renderings obtained using the
optimised reflectance models. In-plane retro-reflective measurements were salient
enough to obtain a good rendering of the Gold and BlueGreen materials. Adding
more measurements supported the BlueGreen material especially for visualisation
of the Gonio-chromatic reflectance properties.

3.2.4 Summary

Included papers, Paper IV [4], Paper V [5], Paper VI [6], and Paper VII [7],
addressed research questions RQ1, and RQ3 - RQ6 from Section 1.2 and mainly
contributed towards BRDF measurement and representation part of the thesis.
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(b) Blue-Green sample.

Figure 3.18: Average relative error between the measured and estimated meas-
urement data using ABC model optimised with different measurement datasets
and cost functions [Image adapted from Paper VII [7]].

(a) Measurement
Setup, Gold.

(b) GCMS instru-
ment, Gold.

(c) Measurement
Setup, BlueGreen

(d) GCMS instru-
ment, BlueGreen

Figure 3.19: Gold and Blue-Green material renderings using the Lafortune
model. In all cases the M1 fitting function was used [Image adapted from Pa-
per VII [7]].
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Figure 3.20: BMP sample rendering using full BRDF measurement dataset and
the Lafortune and micro-facet ABC model optimised using in-plane MERL dataset
measurements [Image adapted from Paper VII [7]].
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Figure 3.21: Gold (column 1 and 2) and Blue-Green (column 3 and 4) sample
renderings using the micro-facet ABC model. The input data is measured using
the GCMS instrument (first row) and using the measurement setup (second, third
and last row) [Image adapted from Paper VII [7]].
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This section presented the work carried out towards estimating and repres-
enting BRDF of packaging print materials with the bidirectional measurements
obtained using the measurement setup (presented in Section 3.1.1). Measure-
ments from commercially available gonio-spectrophotometers are used to validate
the measurement setup and investigate its suitability in performing bidirectional
measurements, estimating and representing material BRDF.

Packaging print materials printed using conventional and digital printers have
been used as measurement samples. BRDF of these materials is estimated analytic-
ally using different reflectance models, measurement datasets and cost functions
(Paper II [2], Paper IV [4], Paper V [5], Paper VI [6], and Paper VII [7]). A
salient bidirectional measurement dataset from the measurement setup measure-
ments to estimate and represent material BRDF has been investigated in Paper VI
[6], and Paper VII [7]. The choice of the models and cost functions has been
based on the material surface properties, model parameters and computational
complexity.





Chapter 4

Discussion

The included papers contribute towards investigating the applicability to use the
measurement setup for bidirectional reflectance measurement, and BRDF estima-
tion and representation using different reflectance models. The work carried out
in this thesis has to a large extent been dominated by implementation of the meas-
urement setup and aimed towards bringing practicality to the field involving ma-
terial appearance measurement and representation.

From the literature we learned that such a measurement setup was introduced
in the computer graphics field [23, 24, 53–55]mainly for fast BRDF measurement
of a variety of materials like, but not limited to, human skin, metal, plastics, and
anisotropic materials like cloth, and velvet.

Through the work carried out in this thesis, we presented an image-based
measurement setup (refer Section 3.1.1) similar to the one proposed and presen-
ted by Marschner et al. [24] and Ngan et al. [55] to measure flexible, homogen-
eous, and isotropic materials with an application within the print and packaging
industry. The measurement setup (detailed in Paper I [1], and Paper II [2]) uses
a film projector, as the point light source, and a digital camera, as a detector, to
measure bidirectional reflectance from the curved measurement sample surface.
Within the print and packaging industry, the measurement setup is simple and
practically easy to implement in the production line to perform in-line bidirec-
tional reflectance measurements (during process control) and obtain visual rep-
resentation for quality evaluation and customer approval. However, the materials
that can be measured are limited to being flexible, homogeneous and opaque. Con-
sidering these limitations, many packaging materials like thick cardboard (non-
flexible), polyester (translucent), thin non-flexible wooden plates that are com-
monly used as a packaging material cannot be measured using the measurement
setup. Similar to the setup from Ngan et al. [55], the measurement setup can be
used for bidirectional reflectance measurements of anisotropic materials.

Spectral sensor sensitivities of the digital camera used, as a detector, in the
measurement setup were measured (Paper II [2]) using a monochromator. The
measured sensitivities supported in converting the obtained reflectance measure-
ments into a colorimetric domain to calculate, evaluate, and compare appearance
attributes like colour, lightness, etc. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
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for the monochromatic bandpass used to calculate the camera sensitivities was
wide, around 22nm, compared to the bandpass recommended in ISO17321-1
[77] (5nm or narrower). This resulted in camera sensitivities (Figure 3.5) be-
ing smoother than expected which may affect the measurements of materials
with gonio-chromatic reflectance properties. Access to a monochromator with nar-
rower bandpass was however beyond the scope of this thesis.

Accuracy in performing bidirectional measurements using the measurement
setup was investigated using propagation-of-error analysis. Several sources within
the measurement setup such as, the camera lens distortion, geometrical error due
to physical measurements, M̂ calculation, sensor noise, point light source calcula-
tion, HDR image generation, material used as reference white (for example spec-
tralon tile) can contribute to the accuracy of the bidirectional reflectance meas-
urements obtained from the measurement setup. We believed that the geometrical
error (due to physical measurements) and the matrix error (M̂ calculation error
due to the camera sensitivity measurements) contribute substantially to the total
error in measuring the bidirectional reflectance. These two source of errors were
investigated in Paper III [3]. The uncertainty in estimating the incident (θi) and
viewing (θr) directions was large (refer Table 3.1) due to the error in perform-
ing physical measurements within the measurement setup. This makes us ask the
question about whether it is possible to practically implement such a measure-
ment setup in a packaging print production line for in-line bidirectional reflect-
ance measurements? As discussed in Paper III [3], the practical use of such a
measurement setup will depend on three main points as,

• the appearance attributes and reflectance properties (specularity, gloss, col-
our, gonio-chromaticity, sparkle, texture, etc) we aim to measure and un-
derstand,

• the type of material (whether the material is homogeneous, isotropic and
can be wrapped around the cylinder),

• measurement accuracy needed depending on the field of application (print
and packaging, medical, metrology, security, cosmetics, etc).

The uncertainty calculated in Paper III [3] is representative of the measurement
setup represented and used in Section 3.1.1 and Paper V [5], Paper VI [6], and
Paper VII [7] respectively. Depending on the material reflectance properties, re-
placing the detector or the light source with a different kind and performing pre-
cise physical measurements (for instance using an optical bench) with the meas-
urement setup can reduce the error in estimating the incident (θi) and viewing
(θr) direction and the measured bidirectional reflectance.

The measurements obtained using the measurement setup are used to estim-
ate material BRDF using analytical reflectance models. When approximating ma-
terial BRDF it is assumed that the light incident on the sample gets reflected from
the same point on the material surface which may not be the case in many pack-
aging materials (like paper, thin flexible cardboard, etc) due to sub-surface scat-
tering.

The choice of analytical reflectance model has been based on the material
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surface properties of the materials being measured and computational simplicity
in terms of optimising a minimum number of model parameters. The overall goal
was to have a simple, easy to implement and relatively fast measurement setup
to measure, estimate, and represent BRDF of materials with different reflectance
properties. With this goal, the obvious choice was to estimate material BRDF with
simple and well-established reflectance models.

To estimate material BRDF, reflectance model parameters were optimised us-
ing different measurement data sets and cost functions (Paper II [2], Paper IV
[4], Paper V [5], Paper VI [6], Paper VII [7]). Different combination of illumin-
ation directions (θL) within the measurement setup helped in obtaining meas-
urement data sets with different illumination (θi) and viewing (θr) directions.
The setup was evaluated by comparing it with two commercially available gonio-
spectrophotometers. Packaging print materials with different reflectance proper-
ties were used as measurement samples. Access to commercially available gonio-
spectrophotometers and the material with gonio-chromatic reflectance properties
was a big challenge.

From the findings in Paper VI [6] and Paper VII [7], packaging materials
similar to BlueGreen material require flexible models with more free parameters
to estimate the gonio-chromatic reflectance properties. In-plane retro-reflective
measurements proved to be sufficient for obtaining a good enough BRDF estim-
ate and visual representation of non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic packaging print
materials measured in (Paper VII [7]). This finding does bear resemblance to the
results from Guo et al. [72], Ashikhmin and Premoze [73] and Guo and Pan [74].
Measurements in addition to retro-reflective measurements helped improve BRDF
estimation especially of the material with gonio-chromatic reflectance properties.

Two incident light directions (θL), to illuminate the measurement sample in
the measurement setup, were sufficient to analytically estimate BRDF of the ma-
terials measured in this thesis. These findings were similar to the one made by
Nielsen et al. [78] where they have used the MERL dataset instead. Implementing
the measurement setup, with two incident light directions (θL), for in-line meas-
urements in a print production line should ideally be possible provided the meas-
urement error could be controlled with precise physical measurements within the
measurement setup.

This thesis has been carried out at a research laboratory that has been primar-
ily focusing on its research activities within the field of colour measurement, ima-
ging, and image quality. Therefore, until recently, the scope of this thesis had been
on bidirectional reflectance measurement, estimation, and representation in the
field of print and packaging, colour imaging, metrology, and goniometric measure-
ments. A large number of measurements were performed in this thesis to generate
data sets that will help to analytically estimate material BRDF. This was done with
the understanding that using more number of measurements will result in a better
BRDF estimate. Recently, with the research within the field of visual appearance
where colour is one of the visual appearance attributes, the research activities in
the laboratory have started to get closer to the work conducted within the field
of Computer Graphics. This thesis has contributed and supported this change in
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the research directions and has worked on the integration that has resulted in
the work presented in Paper VI [6] and Paper VII [7]. Referring to the field of
Computer Graphics, an ideal approach to address the thesis objectives could have
been to start with a minimum number of measurements and gradually increase
the measurements within the data set to find an optimal data set for BRDF estima-
tion. This would have helped us achieve the results (that we have achieved today)
much faster with less number of measurements and thus leaving more time for an
investigation related to the measurement setup accuracy as discussed above.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis has presented the work carried out towards investigating the applicab-
ility of using the measurement setup to perform bidirectional reflectance measure-
ments of flexible and homogeneous packaging print materials and analytically es-
timate and represent material BRDF. Findings and scientific contributions presen-
ted in Chapter 3 address various aspects of the applicability of using such a setup
for bidirectional measurements. We followed an exploratory approach, where the
work carried out is a direct consequence of the findings along the thesis duration.
The included papers and publications, therefore, show a common theme and ap-
proach and are very well related to the overall thesis objective. To address the
research questions (RQ1-6) set out in Section 1.2 and the overall thesis object-
ive, we divided the work in two parts, Imaging and Instrumentation and BRDF
measurement and representation.

We introduced an image-based measurement setup to perform bidirectional
reflectance measurements in a fast and inexpensive way by using a commercially
available digital camera as a detector and a point light source to illuminate the
measurement sample. By curving the sample onto a cylinder we can record bid-
irectional measurements in a single photograph thus reducing the measurement
time (RQ1). The accuracy of the measurement setup was calculated by comparing
it with two commercially available gonio-spectrophotometers (RQ2). The error in
estimating the incident (θi) and viewing (θr) direction being large, the measure-
ment setup needs more precise physical measurements for accurate bidirectional
reflectance measurements.

BRDF of flexible, homogeneous, and isotropic print materials was estimated
analytically using different reflectance models and measurements obtained us-
ing the measurement setup (RQ3). In-plane retro-reflective measurements were
sufficient to obtain a good enough BRDF estimate and visual representation of ma-
terials measured in this thesis (RQ4 - RQ6). Using a minimum of two illumination
directions was sufficient to analytically estimate material BRDF (RQ4).

With precise (physical) measurements within the measurement setup and cam-
era sensor sensitivity, the measurement setup can be used as a tool to produce new
BRDF data sets of flexible, homogeneous and isotropic materials with different
reflectance properties not only within the print and packaging industry but also
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beyond.
With the above said, we conclude that we worked and investigated the re-

search questions (RQ1-6) and the overall objective set out at the beginning of
this thesis.



Chapter 6

Future work

The measurement setup performs in-plane bidirectional reflectance measurements
of isotropic and flexible materials having a homogeneous surface. A natural ex-
tension to the work carried out in this thesis would be to investigate further the
applicability of the measurement setup to perform out-of-plane measurements
(azimuthal directions) and measure anisotropic materials.

Referring to the work done by Ngan et al. [55], the measurement samples can
be wrapped around the circular cylinder in different orientations to be able to
measure at different azimuthal (φi , φr) directions. This will enable us to perform
bidirectional measurements of anisotropic materials in addition to the isotropic
materials.

Using the circular cylinder as a sample holder limits the measurement setup
to measure at the grazing angles (directions far away from the surface normal).
This can be addressed by exploring the use of objects with elliptical shape instead
of cylinders to hold the sample or to use a camera with fish-eye lens as a detector.
With the need to measure materials with complex reflectance properties, the DLSR
camera used as a detector in the measurement setup can be replaced with a multi-
spectral or light-field camera to be able to record measurements in the UV and
near-infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The packaging materials used as measurement samples in this thesis were lim-
ited to having diffuse, non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic reflectance properties. A
number of materials with different visual properties like sparkle and holograms
are produced and widely used within the packaging industry. Holographic foils are
widely used to create shiny and attractive packaging. The work done in [79–81]
to measure, estimate, and visualise reflectance properties of such homogeneous
materials can be explored further by performing bidirectional reflectance meas-
urements using the measurement setup for BRDF/BTF and svBRDF estimation.
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Abstract
Image based measurement techniques are increasingly used

to perform multi-directional reflectance measurements of ob-
jects/materials. In these techniques, commercially available
colour (RGB) cameras are used along with the monochrome
CCD cameras to measure the radiance reflected from the ob-
ject/material surface at multiple reflection directions. The data
acquired through these cameras is used to estimate the BRDF of
given sample/material.

This paper presents an image-based method to measure the
reflectance of the sample material using the camera spectral sen-
sitivities. A multi-angle measurement setup described in previ-
ous studies was used to perform the measurements. A reflection
model of the sample was derived in a colorimetric space using the
Phong model. Camera spectral sensitivities were measured using
a Bentham monochromator to build a tranformation from Cam-
era RGB to CIEXYZ colour space. A reflection model was fitted
in the colorimetric domain (CIEXYZ) for the sample materials
used. Results show that image based multi-directional reflectance
measurements can be performed using the camera spectral sensi-
tivities.

Introduction
Multi-angle instruments and gonio-spectrometers are in-

creasingly used to perform multi-directional measurements of
radiance reflected from objects/materials (especially gonio-
chromatic and non-diffuse object materials like metallic inks
and special effect coatings). These instruments are precise
and accurate and provide the measurements to calculate the
bidirectional-reflection distribution function (BRDF) of a given
objects/material. However, they are expensive, measure at fixed
illumination and reflection angles and performing measurements
is time consuming [1].

To overcome these drawbacks, image-based measurement
techniques are increasingly used in performing multi-directional
reflectance measurements of objects/materials [2, 3, 4]. These are
fast and relatively cheaper. Monochrome CCD cameras or com-
mercially available digital colour (RGB) cameras are used in these
setups. The image captured using the colour camera records the
light information in digital values [0 - 225] (for an 8-bit camera)
for the individual camera sensors (R, G and B) also known as
camera response Ck for that particular pixel.

The camera response Ck, for an image pixel, can be modelled
using Equation (1).

C j
k = ∑

i
E(λi)×R j(λi)×Qk(λi)∆λ +nk (1)

Where, C j
k is the sensor response for the kth channel (R, G, B or

monochrome) and for jth pixel, nk is the noise in the kth channel,
Qk is the spectral sensitivity function for the kth sensor channel,
E(λ ) is the spectral power distribution of the illuminant, R j(λ ) is
the spectral reflectance imaged at pixel j, scalar ∆λ is the sam-
pling step (in nm).

In order to compare measurements made using image
based techniques to measurements performed using gonio-
spectrometers or multi-angle spectrophotometers (which basi-
cally record the radiance reflected from the sample object in the
spectral range 380nm - 730nm), we will have to either convert the
camera captured R, G and B digital values to spectral or colori-
metric values or convert the spectral reflectance values captured
by the multi-angle spectrophotometers and gonio-spectrometers
to camera RGB (digital) values.

For this conversion, it is important to know the camera spec-
tral sensor sensitivity (Qk) functions of the imaging device used
in the measurement setup. Digital camera spectral sensitivity data
being confidential is difficult to obtain from the camera manufac-
turer and is therefore needed to be either measured or estimated.

Looking at some of the work done till now in the area of
digital camera spectral sensitivity measurements [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] we
can observe that direct measurement of camera spectral sensitivity
using a monochromator and a radiometer is much more accurate
compared to estimation using colour patches with known spec-
tral reflectance (for example using a ColourChecker test chart).
However, the drawback in using the direct measurement approach
is the time required, cost and availability of expensive equip-
ment like monochromator and radiometers. Recently, a multi-
primary image projector based camera sensitivity measurements
system was introduced by Hirai et. al [10], where they used
a multi-primary image projector to generate the monochromatic
light which is used to measure the camera sensitivity. They used
a one-shot-type camera spectral sensitivity measurement in which
they reproduce rainbow projection for the measurement.

In this study we used a monochromator to measure the cam-
era spectral sensitivities of the red (R), green (G) and blue (B)
channels of the Nikon D200 camera. These measured camera sen-
sitivities were further used in converting the camera RGB data to
CIEXYZ colorimetric data. The camera spectral sensitivity mea-
surement procedure and camera RGB to CIEXYZ conversion ma-
trix estimation process is explained in the Method’s section.

An image based multi-directional measurement setup as de-
scribed in [4] was used to perform multi-angle colour measure-
ments of a homogenous flexible packaging paper material. As
discussed by us [4], modelling the reflection properties of mate-
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Figure 1. Multi-angle measurement setup [4].

rial surface is important for material appearance measurement and
simulation and is used mostly in the computer graphics field to
generate image simulations [11, 12, 13]. A reflection model was
fitted using the Phong model to the data measured by the mea-
surement setup. The Phong model is an empirical model with two
surface reflectance components, one for diffuse surface (diffuse
component) and one for specular surface (specular component)
[11]. A three-dimensional light reflection using the Phong model
can be described [14] as

H (θi,θr,λ ) = Sa (λ )E (λ )+(cosθi)Sd (λ )E (λ )+

(cosα (θr−θi))SsE (λ )
(2)

H(θi,θr,λ ) is the radiance of light reflected from a surface and
is a function of wavelenght (λ ), including the illumination direc-
tion angle (θi) and the viewing angle (θr). Sa(λ ) is the ambient-
spectral reflectance, Sd(λ ) is the diffuse-spectral reflectance of an
object (diffuse component), Ss is the specular constant, and E(λ )
is the spectral power distribution of the light source. α is used as
the measure of surface roughness.

Objectives
The objectives of the work presented in this paper are:

• to measure the sensor spectral sensitivity of the camera used
as an imaging device in the multi-angle measurement setup.
Obtaining these should help convert the camera RGB data
to colorimetric/spectral space.

• to evaluate the measured sensor spectral sensitivity func-
tions.

• to fit a reflection model in a colorimetric space using the
camera measured data of the sample materials.

• to evaluate the reflection model.

Method
Sensor sensitivity measurement

As an imaging device in the multi-dimensional measurement
setup, we used a commercially available Nikon D200 digital cam-

Bentham monochromator

Light source

Integrating 

Sphere

Camera/Radiometer

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the camera sensor sensitivity measure-

ment setup.

Figure 3. RAW image captured by camera at 610nm monochromatic light.

era to capture the light reflected from the samples. Spectral sensi-
tivity of the 3 sensors (R, G and B) of the camera were measured.

In order to be precise and with limited access to a Bentham
monochromator and Minolta CS1000 Tele-Spectro-Radiometer
(TSR), we used the direct measurement approach to measure the
spectral sensitivity of the Nikon D200. The 3 sensors’ (R, G
and B) sensitivity were measured by recording their responses to
monochromatic light bands (narrow band wavelengths) using the
monochromator. The measurements were performed in a dark-
room. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement
setup. The monochromator was mounted with a BaSO4 coated
sphere at the exit to have a uniform light output. The camera was
positioned exactly in front of the sphere and focused. The distance
between the camera and the sphere was adjusted in a way that the
projected light was recorded in the center of the camera sensor ar-
ray. Figure 3 shows an illustration of the RAW image captured by
the camera of the monochromatic light projected at 610nm. RAW
images of the monochromatic light ranging from 380nm to 730
nm at 10 nm intervals were captured by the camera.

Figure 4 shows the camera responses for the projected
monochromatic light. After recording the projected light with
the camera sensors, same was measured using the TSR to record
the spectral power of the monochromatic light. For this, the
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Figure 6. Camera sensor sensitivity functions.

camera was replaced with the TSR in the setup (refer Figure 2).
Figure 5 shows the spectral power distributions measured by the
TSR for all the monochromatic lights (400nm to 700nm at 10nm
intervals) projected by the monochromator. In order to find out
the actual band-width of the monochromatic bands projected by
the monochromator, the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
of the wavelength bandpass was calculated. Table 1 shows the
maximum and minimum FWHM for the monochromatic bands
used for the camera sensor measurements and the corresponding
wavelength peak. The average bandwidth obtained was 22nm.
This wide band-width was obtained due to slit limitations on
the Bentham monochromator used in the sensor measurement
process. According to ISO17321-1 [15], the bandpass of the
monochromator to be used as an illuminating instrument shall
be 5nm or narrower. However, due to limited access to the
monochromator and the monochromator slitwidth limitations,
the average minimum slit width obtained was approximately
22 nm. The camera response (see Figure 4) obtained for the

Table 1: Maximum and minimum FWHM of monochromatic
bands that are used for camera sensor measurement

Monochromatic band peak
(nm)

Bandwidth (nm)

410 20.3
670 23.3

monochromatic bands are dependent on the light source used by
the monochromator. The camera sensor sensitivity is therefore
calculated using the camera response and the spectral power
distribution (SPD) measurements of the monochromatic bands
made using the TSR. With reference to Equation (1), the camera
response in this measurement procedure can be expressed as,

Ck(λ ) = ∑
i

Qk(λi)Lk(λi)∆λ (3)

where, Ck is the sensor response for the kth channel, Qk(λ ) is the
spectral sensitivity function for the kth sensor channel, Lk(λ ) is
the spectral radiance. Assuming that the monochromatic band-
pass Lk(λ ) has a narrow spectral power distribution compared to
the sensor sensitivity in the same wavelength region, Equation
( 3) will be

Ck(λ ) = Qk(λ )∑
i

Lk(λi)∆λ

Qk(λ ) =
Ck(λ )

∑i Lk(λi)∆λ

(4)

Figure 6 shows the camera sensor sensitivities calculated using
Equation (4). The main aim of measuring the camera sensitivity
functions was to be able to convert the camera RGB data captured
using the multi-angle measurement setup to colorimetric space.
To do so, we calculate a transformation matrix M̂ using the
camera sensor sensitivities (r(λ ), g(λ ), b(λ )) (estimated using
Equation (4)) and the CIE 2◦ colour matching functions (x̄, ȳ, z̄)
by minimising the error using the least square technique such as,

M̂ = argmin
M
‖C−RM‖F (5)
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where, C is a 31×3 matrix containing the CIE 2◦ colour match-
ing functions, R is a 31× 3 matrix of the camera sensitivities
(r(λ ), g(λ ), b(λ )) estimated using Equation (4) (refer Figure 6).
M̂ will be a 3× 3 matrix. Therefore the transformed colour
matching functions (Ĉ) will be,

Ĉ = RM̂ (6)

In order to verify the accuracy of the transformation matrix M̂
and the camera sensitivity measurements, we did capture a pass-
port size 24 patches ColourChecker test chart. Figure 7 shows the
captured image of the test chart using the Nikon D200 camera.
The test chart patches were measured using the TSR (by replac-
ing the camera with the TSR) in the same measurement condi-
tions thus keeping the light source and, the illumination direction
constant. Camera RGB data of the patches was transformed into
CIEXYZ colour space using matrix M̂. Similarly CIEXYZ values
of the ColourChecker patches were computed from the radiance
measurements made using the TSR and the transformed colour
matching functions Ĉ. CIEXYZ values were further converted to
CIE L∗a∗b∗ colourspace using the Spectralon tile in the scene to
compute the colour difference. Figure 8 shows a∗ vs b∗ plots of
these 24 patches. An average ∆Ea∗b∗ of 3.85 was obtained with
the maximum at 8.21 for the cyan patch (refer Row1Column3 in
Figure 7). Figure 9 shows a histogram plot of the colour differ-
ence in ∆Ea∗b∗ for the ColourChecker patches.

Sample measurement
In this paper we used two materials as measurement samples

that can be termed as homogeneous flexible packaging materials.
The first sample was a 100% Cyan (C) colour patch and second
was a 100 % Magenta (M) colour patch, both printed using wax
based inks on matt coated white plotter paper using OCE Color-
Wave 600 plotter.

These 2 samples were measured using the multi-angle mea-
surement setup [4] at three illumination directions (θL = 24.5◦,
31.5◦ and 37.6◦). A tungsten point source was used as light
source illuminating the sample and Nikon D200 DSLR camera as
measurement sensor. Paper white (W) was also measured along
with the samples (C) & (M).

Figure 10 shows the captured image of the sample at θL =
37.6◦. Spectralon tile was used as reference white in the scene.
The incident (θi) and reflection (θr) angles at given pixel points
(P) were calculated for the 3 illumination directions (θL). Cap-
tured reflection data of the samples in terms of R, G and B in-
tensities was then converted into CIEXYZ colour space using the
transformation matrix M̂. Figure 11 and 12 show the CIEY value
for the corresponding reflection angles for the two samples (C)
and (M) at θL = 24.5◦ and θL = 37.6◦.

Colorimetric Reflection Model
Measuring and modelling the reflection properties of an

object material is important, if the material appearance of it
needs to be reproduced using a 2.5D or 3D printing techniques
or simulated using computer graphic techniques. Reflection
models are used to estimate the reflection properties of these
objects/materials. The surface-spectral reflectance of an ob-
ject/material will vary with 1) the illumination, 2) viewing ge-
ometry and, 3) object’s material composition [14].

Figure 7. Captured ColourChecker test chart.
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The material (C) and (M) used being fairly diffuse we used
the Phong model as described in Equation (2) to fit a reflection
model for these two materials using the measured data. The
Phong model has two components: body reflectance also known
as diffuse component and interface reflectance known as specular
component. This model describes the light reflection as a sum of
interface and body reflection [14]. Colorimetric data (CIEXYZ)
of the samples (C) and (M) (at multiple reflection angles) was
obtained from the camera RGB using the conversion matrix M̂.
A reflection model was fitted in the CIEXYZ colour space using
Equation (2) and the colorimetric data (CIEXYZ). As the data
measured using RGB colour camera, was converted into the col-
orimetric space CIEXYZ using conversion matrix M̂, referring to
the measurement setup [4] and inserting the model parameters in
Equation (2), the camera colorimetric output H(X ,Y,Z) at spatial
location p will be,

Hp =




HpX

HpY

HpZ


= kaHa + kdHd(cosθi)+ ksHs(cosα (θr−θi)) (7)

where, Ha is the ambient light vector, Hd is the diffuse compo-
nent (body reflectance) vector proportional to (Sd(λ )E(λ )), Hs is
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Figure 12. CIEXYZ Y value of (M) sample.

the specular component (interface reflectance) vector proportional
to E(λ ), θi is the incident angle and θr the reflection angle. ka,
kd , ks are the ambient, diffuse and specular reflection coefficients
and α is the coefficient for sample roughness.

As the measurements were performed in the darkroom con-
ditions, the ambient light component kaHa was treated as zero.
For the diffuse component, that is the body reflectance of the ma-
terial, colorimetric values at normal to the camera sensor were
used. Due to directional incident light, the measurements at nor-
mal to the camera sensor will have the maximum diffuse compo-
nent and minimum specular component. The illumination light
being directional (θL = 24.5◦, 31.5◦ and 37.6◦) the CIEXYZ
values (Xdsample ,Ydsample ,Zdsample ) at the center pixel of the camera
sensor were used as the body reflectance component Hd. In
theory the specular component of the light source will be max-
imum reflected from the surface of an object/material at θi = θr.
Therefore, for the specular component Hs in the reflection model,
we used the CIEXYZ values (Xswhite ,Yswhite ,Zswhite ) corresponding
to pixel position (p) at θi = θr for the given illumination direc-
tion (θL). Inserting the diffuse and specular component values in
Equation (7),

Hp =




HpX

HpY

HpZ


= kd




Xdsample

Ydsample

Zdsample


cosθi + ks




Xswhite

Yswhite

Zswhite


cosα (θr−θi)

(8)

Reflection coefficients kd , ks and roughness coefficient α
were fitted and optimized in Equation (8) using the colorimetric
data (CIEXYZ) calculated from the camera measurements per-
formed at the 3 illumination directions (θL). Nelder-Mead down-
hill simplex algorithm [16] was used to optimize the coefficients
using the function,

TotalErrXY Z =
M

∑
θL=0

N

∑
P=0

∆XY Z (9)

where,
∆XY Z =

√
(Xmea−Xest)2 +(Ymea−Yest)2 +(Zmea−Zest)2,

Xmea,Ymea,Zmea are the CIEXYZ values used to fit the reflection
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model using Equation (8),
Xest ,Yest ,Zest are the CIEXYZ values estimated by the reflection
model,
p is the total number of pixel values (N) and,
θL is the illumination directions (θL = 24.5◦, 31.5◦ and 37.6◦,
that is M = 3). As the measurement data used to fit the reflection
model is in the colorimetric colour-space, CIE X, Y and Z data
corresponds to the same pixel in the image. We, therefore, use
the Euclidean error (∆XY Z) to minimize the total error. Table 2
shows the coefficients kd , ks and α fitted for the two samples (C
and M) using Equation (8) and (9).

Table 2: Phong reflection model fitting parameters and LRMS
error

Material Kd Ks α RMSE
C 0.6831 0.0527 1.033 0.10
M 1.4601 0.0766 1.9132 0.11

Results

Table 3: Colorimetric difference in ∆Ea∗b∗ between camera
measured and the Phong model estimated data

Material θL
Average
∆Ea∗b∗

Maximum
∆Ea∗b∗

C
24.5◦ 1.15 1.59
31.5◦ 1.36 2.15
37.6◦ 1.39 2.36

M
24.5◦ 1.36 2.17
31.5◦ 1.65 2.36
37.6◦ 1.60 2.65

Figures 13, 14, show the plots for the camera measured and
reflection model estimated CIE Y value for 2 incident light direc-
tions (θL=24.5◦, 37.6◦). From the plots it can be observed that the
reflection model fitted to the data in the colorimetric space works
well. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the model in colorimet-
ric space, the CIEXYZ values measured by the camera and esti-
mated by the reflection model were transformed into CIE L∗a∗b∗

values using the spectralon tile measurements made using a tele-
spectro-radiometer. Colorimetric wise we get a good fit using the
model with an average ∆Ea∗b∗ of 1.3 for cyan (C) sample whereas
1.54 for magenta (M) sample in the reflection angle range of θr =
−60◦ to +60◦ where the camera sensor is normal to the sample
at θr = 0◦ . Table 3 shows the average and maximum colorimetric
differences for the sample materials in the same reflection angle
range at the three illumination directions (θL). Figure 15 and 16
show the histogram plot for of the ∆Ea∗b∗ for both the samples.

Conclusion and Discussion
We presented an image-based method to measure the re-

flectance of the sample material using the camera spectral sensi-
tivity. Bentham monochromator was used to measure the camera
spectral sensitivities. The FWHM for the monochromatic band-
pass used was approximately 22nm. Due to limited access to the
measurement setup a smaller exit slit on the monochromator could
not be used.
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Figure 13. CIEXYZ Y value of (C) sample measured and estimated at θL =

24.5 ◦.
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Figure 16. ∆Ea∗b∗ histogram of Magenta (M) sample.

An important point to note in this study is that we esti-
mated the camera spectral sensitivity with the assumption that the
monochromatic bandpass used is narrow enough compared to the
sensor sensitivity in the same wavelength region. However, look-
ing at the sensitivity measurements (refer Figure 6) we can ob-
serve that this assumption does not hold true for all wavelengths
considered in the measurement (i.e. 400 - 700 nm). This will pos-
sibly add to the error in the camera sensitivity measurements. If
the monochromatic bandpass was narrower (say 5 nm) we should
have obtained more sharper sensitivity curves compared to what
we have obtained now. A transformation matrix M̂ was estimated
using the camera sensitivity measurements R and CIE 2◦ colour
matching functions. The sensitivity measurements and transfor-
mation was evaluated using a ColourChecker test chart. Looking
at the colorimetric difference we can conclude that the perfor-
mance of the transformation is acceptable and can be used in the
reflectance measurement setup.

As the measurement samples used were fairly diffuse, the
colorimetric reflectance model was derived using the Phong
model. Using the transformation matrix M̂, the camera captured
data was converted into the colorimetric space (CIEXYZ) and the
reflection model was fitted in the CIEXYZ colourspace. The ad-
vantage of fitting the reflection model in the colorimetric space is
that, the directional reflectance properties of the samples used can
be simulated/estimated directly into the colorimetric space. This
should support in visualisation of the colour data in the perceptual
domain to help understand how we perceive directional colour.

From the results obtained we can conclude that the reflection
model works satisfactorily and the sample colorimetric values can
be estimated at multiple directions using the proposed model for
the sample materials used in this study.

A point to note is that in this study, same measurement
dataset is used to train and test the reflection models for both
the samples. This can also be considered as one of the reasons
to get a good fit between the estimated and measured data. As
part of future work the model will be verified using a measure-
ment dataset different than the training dataset. The measurement
setup and reflection model will also be verified against measure-
ments performed using a gonio-spectrometer. This should pos-
sibly help us validate the measurement setup against reference

gonio-measurement instruments like spectro-spectrometers and
multi-angle spectrophotometers.
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We evaluate an image based multi-angle BRDF measurement setup by comparing it against measurements
from two commercially available table top gonio-spectrophotometers. The image based setup uses an
RGB camera to perform bidirectional measurements of the sample material. We use a conversion matrix
to calculate luminance from the captured data. The matrix is calculated using camera spectral sensitivities
that are measured with a monochromator. Radiance factor of the sample material is measured using com-
mercially available tabletop gonio-spectrophotometer and compared against measurements made using
the image based setup in the colorimetric domain. Our measurement setup is validated by comparing
the measurements performed using a gonio-spectrophotometer. Uncertainty and error propagation is cal-
culated and taken into account for validation. The sample material measured is wax based ink printed
on packaging paper substrate commonly used in print and packaging industry. Results obtained show
that the image based setup can perform bidirectional reflectance measurements with a known uncertainty.
The gonio-spectrophotometer measurements lie within the uncertainty of the measurements performed
by the image based measurement setup. The setup can be used to perform bi-directional reflectance mea-
surements on samples with properties similar to the samples used in this article. © 2018 Optical Society of

America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The quality of an object is often judged by its total appearance.
To describe the physical correlates to the total appearance of
an object (whether it is food, textile, skin, chemicals, coatings,
metals, paper, plastics) optical properties are measured. The
overall appearance of an object/material is resulting from a com-
bination of its chromatic attributes (colour described in terms of
lightness, hue, and saturation) and its geometric attributes (like
gloss, translucency and texture) [1].

In recent years, various technologies (like effect inks [2] or
conventional inks printed on metallic foils [3]) have been in-
troduced particularly in the packaging industry to create ap-
pearance effects. These inks, however, cannot be described well
enough by conventional measurements using a single measure-
ment geometry.

For such materials the reflection of light is not satisfactorily
modelled as, e.g., a lambertian surface where the intensity of the
light is proportional to the cosine of the reflection angle. They
produce a desirable appearance by changing their perceived

colour or lightness properties with a change in illumination and
viewing direction [4]. In order to characterise and reproduce
such a material, reflectance measurements are performed at dif-
ferent illumination and viewing directions [4]. Back in 2007,
Takagi et al. [5] stated that to characterise the reflection proper-
ties of special effect coatings, measurements taken at as many as
1485 different measurement geometries are required. It is practi-
cally very difficult to perform these measurements and use such
a huge data for processing. Krichner and Werner [6] demon-
strated that a reduction in number of measurement geometries
is essential and is possible with physical interpretation of the
amount of light reflected at different measurement geometries.
A recent study made by Ferrero et. al [7], to characterise the
color shift of special effect coatings shows that a maximum of 10
geometries could be sufficient.

For traditional colour pigments that are printed on diffuse
paper substrates, traditional measurement geometries recom-
mended by CIE [8] are sufficient to characterise the materials in
a way that correlates well with how the colour of the material
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is perceived. In graphic arts and print industry, measuring in-
struments with 45◦:0◦ geometry are widely used for reflectance
measurement of materials. Sphere based geometries are mainly
used in the paint, textile and plastic industries. For non-diffuse
materials like metallic inks the incident light is specularly re-
flected. ASTM standards [9, 10] recommend the illumination
and viewing directions for measurement of a few different types
of the non-diffuse materials. Integrating sphere based measure-
ment instruments are often used to measure non-diffuse samples.
However, using an integrating sphere based instrument is not
sufficient as it captures an average colorimetry of the sample and
not the detailed angular variation of the reflected light. Accord-
ing to [4, 11], using the traditional single geometry measurement
instruments are also non-sufficient to measure and characterise
such non-diffuse materials. Measurements made at more than
one illumination and viewing directions are therefore required
to characterise such materials.

Instruments measuring at a few selected multiple fixed direc-
tions are termed as multi-angle spectrophotometer [12] whereas
instruments that are used for measurements over a broad range
of angles are called gonio-spectrophotometers. In this article, we
adopt the terminology ’gonio-spectrophotometer’ to describe
any instrument that performs measurements at more than one
illumination and viewing direction.

A number of gonio-spectrophotometers are commercially
available and widely used to perform measurements at different
illumination and viewing directions [13]. These instruments
measure the sample material spectrally at different illumination
and viewing directions. The measurement quantity obtained is
the ratio of the reflected and incident power (Φr/ Φi). Using this
measurement quantity the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF), fr of the material can be computed. Spectral ra-
diant power and the corresponding radiometric terms required
to express a BRDF are well defined and can be referred in [14],
and the BRDF is defined by Nicodemus et. al [15] as:

fr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) =
dLr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ)

dEi(θi, φr, λ)
(1)

where, Lr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) is the reflected radiance in the direc-
tion (θr, φr), and Ei(θi, φr, λ) is the irradiance from the direction
(θi, φi). The illumination and viewing direction are described
relative to the surface normal, socalled ’anormal angle’, in agree-
ment with the ASTM E2175-01 [12] standard and the CIE 175
[16] technical report.

A gonio-spectrophotometer can measure at a broad number
of illumination and viewing angles, but, are slow. One of the
main reasons for this is that they require the sample material to
be measured lying flat while the detector and the light source
or the sample rotates to perform bidirectional measurements.
The geometrical calibration for the detector and light source
or sample surface rotation, and the spectral calibration of the
incident light source contributes heavily to the measurement
time of the instrument.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, image based measure-
ment setups have been proposed and presented in the past [17]
to perform bidirectional measurements of flexible thin materials
like print and packaging paper or plastic. Our setup used in this
study can perform measurements fast (in a single shot) and in-
line with production of such print and packaing materials which
can be an advantage against gonio-spectrophotometers. Guarn-
era et. al [18] provided an overview of measuring instruments
that are used for bidirectional measurements.

Sole et. al [19, 20] uses such a setup to measure thin flexi-
ble materials (printed packaging paper). The measured data is
then used to train different reflection models (for example Cook-
Torrance). In [21], Sole et al. trained two reflection models with
measurement data captured using the image based measure-
ment setup described in [19, 22]. One of the sample material was
also measured using a Minolta CS1000 tele-spectro-radiometer
(TSR) at 4 different viewing directions for a given illumination
direction. Using the trained reflection models, CIEXYZ Y value
for the sample material was estimated at these 4 viewing di-
rections for the given illumination direction. These estimated
CIEXYZ Y values were then compared with the TSR measured
CIEXYZ Y values. It was observed that the measurements per-
formed using the TSR were not precise in terms of geometrical
conditions (illumination and viewing angles). Also the measure-
ments used for training the reflection models and to test, were
generated from the same setup.

Although several image-based setups have been proposed in
the past, it is not well established how accurately they perform
in comparison with gonio-spectrophotometers. In this article,
we use an the existing image based measurement setup from [19]
and compare the results with two commercially available gonio-
spectrophotometers by transforming the results into a common
domain. This is performed for printed packaging paper material
samples. We use the terminology ’our measurement setup’ when
referring to the image based setup from [19]. Secondly, we
investigate the accuracy of the image-based setup by means of a
propagation-of-error analysis.

2. METHOD

In this article we evaluate image based measurement setup used
in [19] using commercially available gonio-spectrophotometer
for bidirectional measurements of thin flexible materials. 4
material samples (from print and packaging industry) named
LightCyan (LC) and LightMagenta (LM), Cyan (C) and Magenta
(M) are measured using our measurement setup and two com-
merically available gonio-spectrophotometers PerkinElmer’s
LAMBDA1050 (referred as ’LAMBDA1050’) and Murakami’s
GCMS-3B Gonio-Spectrophotometric Color Measurement Sys-
tems (referred as ’GCMS’). To evaluate our measurement setup,
we use sample materials printed on matt coated paper with wax
based inks using an OCE ColorWave600 plotter. Spectralon tile
was measured with LAMBDA1050 and captured with our mea-
surement setup along with the samples. As the samples were
solid colour patches printed on packaging paper material, they
are homogeneous and flexible.

A. Measurements

Out of the four samples, two samples, LightCyan (LC) and
LightMagenta (LM), were measured using LAMBDA1050 while
samples Cyan (C) and Magenta (M) were measured using GCMS.
The spectralon tile (ST) was measured using LAMBDA1050 along
with LC and LM samples. Appendix describes both the gonio-
spectrophotometers of their design and measurement output.

For LAMBDA1050, the measurement output is the ratio of
reflected radiant flux to incident radiant flux (Φr/ Φi). Radi-
ance factor (βr) is calculated from the measured output using
Equation (2) [23].

βr(λ) =
Φr(λ)

Φi(λ)
· π

ωr cos θr
(2)
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Fig. 1. Measurement setup in a vector plane [Image repro-
duced with permission [19]]

where, ωr is the detector solid angle, and θr is the anormal
viewing angle.

The measurement output of GCMS is the radiance factor (βr).
The BRDF can further be calculated using fr =

βr
π relation.

Our measurement setup uses a point light source and a com-
mercially available digital camera as a detector. The light source
and the detector is at a fixed position from the sample (for exam-
ple light source at 45◦ and detector at 0◦) and the measurement
sample is curved onto a cylinder of known radius. Figure (1)
shows the setup in a vector plane. As described in [19] and refer-
ring to Figure (1), point C is the detector position (digital camera
position) approximately at the center of the curved sample at
a distance dC. L is a point light source illuminating the sample
at a fixed angle θ◦ < θL < 90◦ at a known distance dL from the
center of the curved sample. Assuming that the curved sample is
homogeneous, light incident and reflected at any given point on
the sample provides information with respect to the light source
position (L), camera (C) and the surface normal vector (n) at
point P. θi and θr are incident and reflection angles with respect
to the normal n at a given point (P). Considering the setup in a
vector plane, θi and θr are calculated as given in Equation (3)

cos θi =
PL · n
| PL |

, cos θr =
PC · n
| PC |

(3)

As the measurements are performed using a digital camera,
each pixel in the captured image corresponds to point (P) on the
curved sample surface. As each point (P) (on the sample) makes
a corresponding incident (θi) and reflection (θr) angle with re-
spect to the normal (n) at point (P), the information recorded by
each pixel corresponds to a bidirectional measurement at point
(P).

As discussed in [22], the captured image records the light
information in digital values for each camera sensor. The mea-
sured camera spectral sensitivities (r(λ), g(λ), b(λ)) along with
CIE 2◦ colour matching functions (x, y, z) are used to calculate
a 3 × 3 matrix, M̂. Using M̂, the captured RGB data can be
converted into a colorimetric space (CIEXYZ).

X

Virtual Point Light Source

Light source point

white square 
patch at distance 1

white square 
patch at distance 2

55 cm

103 cm

23 cm

43 cm

Fig. 2. Virtual point light source calculation

Samples LC, LM and ST, were measured at three anor-
mal incident (θi = 25◦, 35◦, 45◦) and 26 anormal reflection an-
gles (ranging between θr = [+75◦,−75◦] at 5◦ intervals) using
LAMBDA1050. A ratio of the reflected radiant flux to incident
flux (Φr/Φi) in the range of 380 nm to 730 nm at 10 nm intervals
was recorded. We calculate the radiance factor using equation (2).
The distance between the sample and the detector was 91 mm,
while the detector aperture area was 12.7 mm x 15.5 mm thus
giving a solid angle (ωr) of 0.0237 sr [24].

Similarly, samples C and, M were measured using GCMS.
Spectral radiance factor is recorded in the range of 390 nm - 730
nm at 10 nm interval at anormal incident (θi) and reflection (θr)
angles in the range of [+80◦,−80◦] at 5◦ intervals.

In our measurement setup, sample is illuminated using a
tungsten point light source, and was captured using a 16 bit
Nikon D200 DSLR camera. As a point light source we use a
film projector (consisting of a halogen tungsten lamp). As the
projector uses a focusing lens, using inverse square law we
calculate the origin of the point light source by illuminating a
white patch at 2 distance intervals and measure the illuminated
area of the white patch and distance between the projector and
the illuminated surface. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of
the setup and measurements. Referring to Figure 2, distance x is
calculated as 103.2 cm. The homogeneity of the light source was
checked by measuring the incident light at different parts of the
given sample area. The incident beam was homogeneous with
a variation of approximately 7.2% across an area of size 10cm x
5cm at the sample surface.

As a white reference, ST is used in the setup. Illumination
and viewing angles are calculated for each pixel point (p) that
corresponds to the given point (P) on the curved sample. As dis-
cussed in [19], for a given illumination direction (θL), the number
of viewing directions that we can measure will depend on the
sample curvature, resolution of the digital camera used as detec-
tor and the distance between the curved sample and the detector.
Also, as we measure the curved sample at different illumina-
tion directions (θL), the area illuminated on the curved sample
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Fig. 3. LC and LM sample measurement at 3 different illumi-
nation directions (θL) and image captured at θL = 24.5◦

changes with change in θL. It is therefore important to consider
the viewing angles in the area which is uniformly illuminated
with all the illumination directions for further processing and
comparison.

LC and LM samples were measured at three different illu-
mination directions (θL = 24.5 ◦, 31.5 ◦, 37 ◦) using our measure-
ment setup (refer Figure 3). Figure 3 shows the image captured
at θL = 24.5◦. C and M samples were measured at seven differ-
ent illumination directions (θL = 15 ◦, 18 ◦, 20 ◦, 25 ◦, 28 ◦, 30 ◦,
and 35 ◦) (refer Figure 4). Figure 4 shows the image captured
at θL = 15◦. As can be seen from the image along with these
two samples, five additional samples were measured using our
measurement setup, however, it was not possible to have them
measured using any of the gonio-spectrophotometers. We there-
fore use two samples (M and C) in the analysis and comparison.
Table 5 gives an overview of the measurement angles and the
instruments with which the samples were measured. Figures 6
and 7 show θi and θr angles at which the samples were measured
using both the gonio-spectrophotometers and our measurement
setup. Please make a note that GCSM gonio-spectrophotometer
measures at 1 ◦ near specular angles while at 5 ◦ intervals away
from the specular direction.

The camera records a 16 bit raw RGB image. To correct for
dark current noise we subtract a dark image (captured with
camera lens cap on in a dark room) from the captured image.
Five vertical pixels from the sample center for the given point
(P) are averaged. Camera settings have been similar while mea-
suring the camera spectral sensitivities and while measuring the
samples.

In radiometric terms, the 16 bit raw RGB data recorded corre-
sponds to the radiance exited from the curved sample surface
(as we work at a constant exposure time, the RGB data recorded

Munsell White

Red

Cyan

Pantone 10309C

Magenta

Pantone 10213C

Pantone 10153C

Spectralon tile

(O)

(L)

(C)
θS

(n)

(S)

(P)

Camera

Light source

θL=

15°

(Spectralon)

18°
20°

25°

28°
30°

35°

Fig. 4. Sample measurement at 7 different illumination direc-
tions (θL) and image captured at θL = 15◦

corresponds to radiance). To compare the measurements made
using our measurement setup and gonio-spectrophotometers,
we need to either calculate spectral radiance factor from the raw
RGB data measurements, or vice versa.

Using the BRDF definition, the radiance exited from the sam-
ple surface can be calculated using the sample BRDF measured
by the gonio-spectrophotometer. For a small homogeneous area,
spectral radiance reflected from the sample surface in a given
direction can be defined as given in Equation (4).

Lr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) = fr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) · Ei((θi, φi, λ) (4)

where, Lr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) is the spectral radiance exited from
the sample, Ei((θi, φi, λ) is the spectral irradiance at the sam-
ple, and fr is the sample BRDF (obtained from the gonio-
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Fig. 5. Overview of measurement angles and sample measure-
ment
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Fig. 6. θi and θr angles at which LAMBDA1050 and our mea-
surement setup measured
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Fig. 7. θi and θr angles at which GCMS and our measurement
setup measured

spectrophotometer measurements). Considering inplane mea-
surements, we re-write Equation (4) using the inverse square
law as,

Lr(θi, θr, λ) = fr(θi, θr, λ) · Ii(λ) · cos θi
ωs · d2 (5)

where Lr(θi, θr, λ) and fr(θi, θr, λ) are as described above in
Equation (4) for inplane measurements, Ii(λ) is radiant intensity
incident normally on the sample, θi is anormal incident angle
made by the light source relative to the normal at the sample
surface, d is distance between sample surface and point light
source, and ωs is the solid angle at the curved sample surface
made by the incident light.

In Equation (5), fr(θi, θr, λ) can be measured using a gonio-
spectrophotometer. The incident spectral light intensity, Ii(λ)
(in our measurement setup), can be calculated using a reference
white diffuser such as a Spectralon tile who’s BRDF is known
for a given θi and θr and assuming that this reference white
diffuser is lambertian. Distance d, will be the distance between
point (P) on the curved sample and the point light source in
our measurement setup. ωs will be the solid angle, defined as
the ratio of illuminated surface area and square of the distance
between the curved surface and light source. We calculate these
terms as described below.

Incident spectral light intensity, Ii(λ), is estimated using rel-
ative normalisation method [25]. The spectralon (ST) BRDF
measured with LAMBDA1050 at θi = 25◦ and θr = 0◦ is used
for the same. Re-writing Equation (5), incident spectral light
intensity can be calculated using Equation (6).

Ii(λ) =
Lr,spec(θi=25◦ ,θr=0◦ ,λ=380nm−730nm) · d2

fr,spec(θi=25◦ ,θr=0◦ ,λ=380nm−730nm) · cos θi
(6)

where Lr,spec(θi=25◦ , θr=0◦ , λ380nm−730nm) is the spec-
tral radiance exited from the spectralon surface and
fr,spec(θi=25◦ , θr=0◦ , λ380nm−730nm) is the spectral BRDF of
the spectralon measured with LAMBDA1050, at the given
incident (θi=25◦ ) and reflection (θr=0◦ ) angle. θi and d are the
same as defined in Equation (5).

The distance (d), is the distance PL in our measurement setup
vector space (refer Figure 1). d can therefore be calculated using
the coordinate values for point P on the curved sample surface
and point light source L. We solve for distance PL (refer Equa-
tion (7)) where, dL is the distance between point light source
(L) and origin (O), R is the radius of the cylinder on which the
sample is curved, θL is the illumination direction angle and θS is
the angle made by point (P) on the curved sample surface with
vector OC.

PL = [P, D]

PL =| PL | =
√

d2
L + R2 − 2dLR cos (θL − θS)

(7)

The solid angle, ωs, can be calculated using the illuminated
area and distance between the illuminated sample area and the
light source. The distance between the illuminated sample area
and the light source is calculated using Equation (7) at each point
(P) on the curved sample surface. As we use a film projector to
illuminate the curved sample, the area illuminated by the point
light source will correspond to the physical area on the curved
surface covered by each camera pixel.

To calculate the physical area covered by each pixel on the
curved sample surface, we ignore errors due to lens structure
in the camera and assume that each pixel of the camera makes
same solid angle (ωr) with respect to the captured image and
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the pixel location on the camera sensor. We capture an image of
a white patch with the camera that is used in our measurement
setup. Assuming the image of the white patch as a single pixel,
the solid angle ωr formed by the camera with respect to the area
of the white patch is as given in Equation (8). Asq is the physical
area of the white patch (in mm) and d is the distance between
the camera and the white surface (in mm).

ωr =
Asq

d2 =
(20× 25)

4902 = 0.00208 sr. (8)

Dividing the solid angle with the total number of pixels gives us
the solid angle (ωrp ) for each pixel. As distance PL is known for
each point (P) on the curved sample surface, ωs can be calculated
using the surface area covered under each pixel. ωs remained
constant over the pixel position (corresponding to the point P on
the sample surface) and therefore was taken into account while
calculating Ii(λ).

Referring the vector space in Figure 1, distance PC between
the detector and the sample surface is calculated using Equa-
tion (9). Note that PC will change with the location on the sample
surface as it is curved due to wrapping around a cylinder of ra-
dius R.

PC = [P, C]

PC =| PC | =
√

d2
c + R2 − 2Rdc cos θs

(9)

where dC is the distance between the camera (C) and origin (O),
R is the radius of the cylinder on which the sample is curved,
and θS is the angle made by point (P) on the curved sample
surface with vector OC. As we now know the distance between
the camera and the sample surface and the solid angle each
camera pixel makes, the physical area covered by each pixel can
be calculated using the relation (Area = ω · distance2).

To compare the measurements, for simplicity of calculations
we convert the sample BRDF to camera RGB values. Referring
Equation (4), we use the irradiance at the sample surface in our
measurement setup to calculate the radiance at the sample sur-
face for the incident (θi) and reflection (θr) directions at which the
sample BRDF is measured using a gonio-spectrophotometer. The
light incident on the sample surface, Ii(λ), is calculated using
Equation (6). The spectralon BRDF fr,spec(θi=25◦ , θr=0◦ , λ400−700)
is measured using LAMBDA1050 while the spectralon surface
radiance Lr,spec(θi=25◦ , θr=0◦ , λ400−700) is measured using a tele-
spectroradiometer (TSR) in our measurement setup. The camera
is replaced by the TSR in our measurement setup to measure the
radiance. As the remaining parameters of the Equation (5) are
known, we can calculate radiance at the sample surface.

As we compare measurements made using two methods, one
being radiance Lr, a physical quantity, while other is camera
RGB, a relative value, the measured data should be calibrated
to the incident light intensity in the setup. We scale the incident
light intensity using a camera coefficient g as given in Equa-
tion (10). Lr,spec is the radiance measured at the spectralon sur-
face at θi=25◦ , θr=0◦ , λ400−700 by replacing the camera with a TSR
in our measurement setup, while ḡ(λ) is the spectral sensitivity
of the camera green sensor.

g =
700nm

∑
λ=400

ḡ(λ) · Lr,spec(λ)∆λ10nm (10)

Using the BRDF measurements of the sample (measured
using a gonio-spectrophotometer), and the scaled incident light
intensity (Ii(λ)/g), the radiance at the sample surface (for the
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Fig. 8. Camera sensor sensitivity functions [22].

incident (θi) and reflection (θr) angles at which the BRDF is
measured) is calculated using Equation (11).

Lr(θi, θr, λ) = fr(θi, θr, λ) · Ii(λ)

g
· cos θi

ωs · d2 (11)

The radiance obtained, is then converted to camera RGB val-
ues using Equation (12), where Lr(θi, θr, λ) is the radiance at
the sample surface in our measurement setup calculated using
Equation (11) (but for the incident and reflection angles used in
gonio-spectrophotometer measurements) and (r̄, ḡ, b̄) are spec-
tral sensitivities of camera used as a detector in our measurement
setup.




CalR(θi, θr)

CalG(θi, θr)

CalB(θi, θr)


 =




∑ Lr(θi, θr, λ) · r̄
∑ Lr(θi, θr, λ) · ḡ
∑ Lr(θi, θr, λ) · b̄


 (12)

A point to note here is that when measuring the sample ma-
terial using a gonio-spectrophotometer, measurements are per-
formed at fixed incidence (θi) and reflection (θr) angles, while the
measurement setup uses a camera, thus capturing the reflected
radiance from the sample surface per pixel. In our measurement
setup, each pixel corresponds to the point (P) on the curved
sample surface that makes an unique incident (θi) and reflection
(θr) angle relative to the surface normal. Using a hight resolution
camera, the θi and θr combination is high and different com-
pared to the gonio-spectrophotometer measurements. It records
approx. 1000 pixels (horizontally) for each sample.

Another point to note here is that total number of pixels will
vary depending upon the radius of the cylinder on which the
sample is curved, the distance between the sample and the cam-
era, and the resolution of the camera used in our measurement
setup. This data, therefore, being too dense, we use information
captured at every 50th pixel for comparison. Depending on the
sample material being measured and the interval between the
angles required, the pixel interval can be increased or decreased.

We interpolate camera RGB measurements that are calcu-
lated using gonio-spectrophotometer measurements using Equa-
tion (12) at the incident and reflection angles of our measurement
setup. Interpolation is performed using a standard piecewise
cubic spline interpolation.
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B. Measurement error
Measurement setup has three main components: a camera (as a
detector), a point light source (to illuminate the sample), and the
sample to be measured (wrapped around a cylinder of known
radius). We calculate the incident and reflection angle made
by point (P) on the sample with respect to the light direction
and the camera position from the curved sample. The incident
and reflection angle calculations are therefore dependent on
θL (light direction with respect to normal to the camera), cylin-
der radius (R) on which the sample is wrapped, distance (dL)
between curved sample and point light source, distance (dc)
between curved sample and camera, pixel position (dp) on the
camera with respect to point P on the curved sample surface
and effective camera focal length (Fp). Also, our measurement
setup uses a RGB camera as a detector. The camera used in
the setup (Nikon D200) records raw RGB data for the radiance
exited from the sample surface. We convert this data to CIE XYZ
values using a conversion matrix (M̂). As discussed in [22], M̂ is
derived using camera sensitivity measured with a monochroma-
tor and CIE 2◦ colour matching functions. Figure 8 shows the
sensitivites (measured using the monochromator) of the camera
used in our measurement setup. Calculating CIEXYZ values
with M̂ introduces error in the colorimetric values. It is there-
fore important to take into account the uncertainty (in terms of
measurement error) in these calculations when comparing with
the gonio-spectrophotometer measurements.

We derive error uncertainty in calculating incident (θi) and
reflection (θr) angles using the procedure given by the Joint
Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM) [26].

∆θSedge =

√√√√
(

∂θSedge

∂dC
· ∆dC

)2

+

(
∂θSedge

∂R
· ∆R

)2

∂θSedge

∂dC
=

−1√(
1−

(
dC
R

2)) ·
1
R

∂θSedge

∂R
=

√√√√√√√




−∆dC

R ·
√

1−
(

dC
R

)2




2

+




dC · ∆R

R2 ·
√

1−
(

dC
R

)2




2

(13)

Equation (13) shows the uncertainty in calculating θSedge . Cal-
culations of θSedge can be referred in [19]. θSedge is the θS angle at
the edge of the curved sample when viewed from the camera
field of view. In the same way, uncertainty in θi, θr, θS and FP
is derived and is approximated for the physical measurements
∆dL, ∆dC, ∆θS, ∆R and ∆θL. Equation (14) calculates the error
in CIE Y calculation using values that are calculated using

• M̂ and RGB values calculated using Equation (12) and,

• Lr calculated using Equation (11) and CIE 2◦ colour match-
ing functions.

∆Y =

√
(Y(M̂−RGB) −Y(Lr−CIE2◦))

2

Y(Lr−CIE2◦)
(14)

The two samples LightCyan (LC) and LightMagenta (LM),
and the spectralon tile (ST) were measured using LAMBDA1050
at three anormal incident (θi = 25◦, 35◦, 45◦) and 26 anormal
reflection angles (ranging between θr= [+75◦,−75◦] at 5◦ inter-
vals) while two samples Cyan (C) and Magenta (M) using GCMS

in the range of θi=θr=[+80◦,−80◦] at 5◦ intervals. All the sam-
ples were measured using our measurement setup at different
incident light directions (θL).

We interpolate measurements conducted with gonio-
spectrophotometer at angles (θi and θr) measured at by our
measurement setup. Point to note hear is that the measure-
ments we interpolate here are camera RGB values converted
(using Equation (12)) from the BRDF measurements performed
by the gonio-spectrophotometers. CIEXYZ values were further
calculated from the interpolated RGB measurements using the
conversion matrix (M̂). The spectralon tile measurements at
θL=25◦ was used as reference white measurement with CIE Y
value as 1.0.

To evaluate the setup we analyse the calculated CIE Y value
(hereby referred as luminance value). Relative ∆Y error is cal-
culated for each sample between the gonio-spectrophotometer
and measurement setup measurements using Equation (15).

Error∆Y =

√
(YGonio −YSetup)2

YGonio
(15)

where, YGonio is the luminance value calculated using measure-
ments performed by the gonio-spectrophotometer and YSetup is
the luminance value calculated using the measurements from
our measurement setup of the respective sample material.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the uncertainty derived and approximated for our
measurement setup parameters. Table 2 shows the uncertainty
in CIE Y calculations.

Table 1. Measurement uncertainty in our measurement setup
parameters

Setup parameters Uncertiainty

Calculated

θi ±7.6◦

θr ±7.4◦

θS ±6.7◦

FP ±1973 pixels

Approximated

R ±5 mm

dC ±10 mm

dp ±5 pixels

dL ±20 mm

θL ±4◦

Table 2. Error (∆Y) in CIE Y calculation

Sample LC LM C M

∆Y 0.11 0.12 0.18 0.13

The average Error∆Y for each sample material is calculated
(refer Table 3). Figure 9 - 12 shows the calculated luminance for
the samples against the reflection angles at respective incident
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Table 3. Error∆Y between luminance calculated using
measurements from our measurement setup and gonio-
spectrophotometer

Instrument θL LC sample LM sample

LAMBDA1050

24◦ 0.12 0.01

34◦ 0.14 0.01

44◦ 0.18 0.15

Average 0.14 0.05

Instrument θL C sample M sample

GCSM

15◦ 0.21 0.19

18◦ 0.21 0.19

20◦ 0.21 0.20

25◦ 0.22 0.21

28◦ 0.24 0.22

30◦ 0.27 0.22

35◦ 0.32 0.29

Average 0.24 0.21

light direction along with the measurement uncertainty in cal-
culating the angles and CIE Y values. Note that as the number
of incident light directions (θL) used and samples measured be-
ing many when comparing against GCSM measurements, we
show results for the meausred samples at one incident directions
(θL = 35◦). For comparison with LAMBDA1050 measurements
we show results for both the samples (LC, LM) for one incident
light direction (θL = 44◦).

Looking at the plots we can observe that the measurements
performed using the gonio-spectrophotometers lie within a
known uncertainty of our measurement setup for the samples
used in this study.

4. DISCUSSION

Samples LM and LC were measured at three incident angles
(θi) using LAMBDA1050 and three light direction (θL) in our
measurement setup. Due to measurement setup limitations and
the limited measurements from LAMBDA1050, the measure-
ment region of overlap in terms of θi and θr were limited (refer
Figure 6). It was therefore possible to compare only a limited
number of measurements for the LC and LM samples. Point
to note here is that we perform a relative comparison using
BRDF measurement of the spectralon tile (at θi=25◦, θr=0◦) to
normalise both the measurements. Similar comparison is done
for the C and M samples measured with GCMS. With GCMS,
it was possible to measure the entire plane for incident and re-
flection angles at 5◦ interval (refe Figure 7). Same samples were
measured at seven different incident light directions (θL) using
our measurement setup in order to have a bigger overlap in
the measurement region (with respect to θi and θr directions)
compared to the measurements performed using LAMBDA1050
for LC and LM samples. The average ∆Y between the measure-
ments was highest for the C sample compared to other samples.
The measurement setup we evaluate in this article has different
components. We calculated the error in incident and reflection

Fig. 9. Calculated luminance (Y) values for LC sample for
measurements at θL = 44◦,using our measurement setup and
LAMBDA1050 against θr

Fig. 10. Calculated luminance (Y) values for LM sample for
measurements at θL = 44◦,using our measurement setup and
LAMBDA1050 against θr
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Fig. 11. Calculated luminance (Y) values for C sample for
measurements at θL = 35◦,using our measurement setup and
GSCM against θr

Fig. 12. Calculated luminance (Y) values for M sample for
measurements at θL = 35◦,using our measurement setup and
GSCM against θr

angle calculations and, CIEXYZ calculations from the camera
RGB.

Error in physical measurements (cylinder radius (R), distance
between the curved sample and the detector (dC), distance be-
tween the curved sample and the light source (dL), and angles
between dC and dL (θL)) contribute to the error in estimating the
incident and reflection angles at point (P) on the curved sample
surface. The uncertainty in estimating θi and θr is large. We ob-
served that the uncertainty in calculating θi and θr angles is more
sensitive to physical measurements dC, dL and θL compared to
the radius (R) of the cylinder.

To calculate colorimetric values we use the conversion matrix
(M̂) along with camera measurements. M̂ is calculated using
least square error between the camera sensitivity functions and
the CIE 2◦ colour matching functions. Depending on the colour
of the sample being measured, conversion from camera RGB to
CIEXYZ will introduce an error in the colorimetric values due to
matrix (M̂). We calculated this error by comparing the luminance
(CIE Y) values calculated using a) the camera measurements and
matrix (M̂) and, b) radiance values and the colour matching
functions.

Figures 9 – 12 show the comparison of measurements using
the measurement uncertainty (in the form of error bars) of our
measurement setup. An important point to understand from
these plots is that as long as the measurements obtained from
the gonio-spectrophotometer are within the uncertainty of our
measurement setup, it should be possible to use our measure-
ment setup to perform multi-angle BRDF measurements with a
known uncertainty to measure materials similar to the sample
material used in this study. Another point to consider is that
we have not taken into account the measurement uncertainty of
the gonio-spectrophotometers used in this study. Measurement
uncertainty provided by the manufacturer of these instruments
is usually for one incident and reflection angle and for one wave-
length interval (for example θi= 45◦, θr= 0◦, λ=560 nm). To
calculate the instrument uncertainty with the aim to compare
with the camera setup, it would require a number of approxima-
tions to be made which would then add to the comparison error
that would be difficult to eliminate. Also, it is expected that the
gonio-spectrophotometers are much more accurate compared to
our setup and therefore the uncertainty of our setup is calculated
and analysed.

Looking at the results obtained for the samples used, lumi-
nance (CIE Y) measured using the gonio-spectrophotometer lies
within the measurement uncertainty of our measurement setup
For the LC sample measured at θL=44◦, the error is maximum.
Although similar observation can be made for C sample, the
measurements are well within our measurement setup uncer-
tainty. The possible reason for having a large error in the cyan
samples is the camera sensor limitations in the blue spectrum.
It is also observed that, as the incident light direction (θL) in-
creases, we observe an increase in the error value between the
measurements especially for LC and C samples but also for LM
and M samples. Increasing θL contributes to the error due to ge-
ometrical calibration and uncertainty in physical measurements
of the setup. Also, the sample being curved, bigger the θL, more
are the incident and reflection directions for given point P on
the sample surface.

From the plots (Figures 9 – 12) we can observe that the
measurements performed using our measurement setup show
lower CIE Y values compared to gonio-spectrophotometer mea-
surements for LC and C samples. However, for LM sample
our measurement setup measures a higher CIE Y compared
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to the gonio-spectrophotometer measurements. For sample
M, the measurements from our measurement setup and gonio-
spectrophotometer do not follow a systematic curvature as seen
for the other samples (LC, C and LM). The measurement setup
measurements show a lower CIE Y value for reflection angles in
an approximate range of −40◦ to 10◦ and a higher CIE Y value
from approximately θr = 25◦ to 40◦.

The possible reason for such a systematic behaviour can be
the error in calculating CIE Y value from camera RGB values
using the conversion matrix M̂. M̂ is calculated using the camera
spectral sensitivities and the CIE 2◦ colour matching functions.
In the CIExyY colorimetric space, the camera sensitivity values
will correspond to the points on the locus of the chromaticity
diagram. The error in calculating CIE Y value from camera RGB
will therefore depend on the colour sample being converted.
These points needs a through investigation and will be future
work for the authors.

From the achieved results can we question if this uncertainty
is sufficiently low for a practical use of our measurement setup?
The practical use will depend on a) the type of material being
measured, b) the measurement accuracy required, and c) implica-
tions of the performed measurements. Given the measurement
uncertainty, our measurement setup can be used by customers
for fast measurements to understand bidirectional material prop-
erties and material visualisation. With the obatined uncertainty
our measurement setup will not be suitable for precise measure-
ments for applications like security, medical or measurement
tracebility.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we evaluate an image based multi-angle mea-
surement setup against commercially available table-top gonio-
spectrophotometers for bidirectional measurements of flexible
and homogeneous materials. We measure four samples using
our measurement setup and two gonio-spectrophotometers at
different incident and reflection directions.

Measurement setup can perform multi-angle BRDF measure-
ments but with a large uncertainty. Gonio-spectrophotometer
measurements lie within the measurement uncertainty of our
measurement setup. The uncertainty in calculating θi and θr is
large and more precise measurements of the physical parameters
are required. Measurement setup can be used to measure (with
known uncertainty) materials similar to the sample material
used in this article. The setup can be used for fast multi-angle
measurements however with a known uncertainty. Due to fast
measurements using the setup, it can also help automate in-line
multi-directional measurements during reproduction of packag-
ing materials like the ones used in this study.

APPENDIX

PerkinElmer’s LAMBDA1050 gonio-spectrophotometer
PerkinElmer’s LAMBDA1050 gonio-spectrophotometer contains
ARTA accessory from OMT Solutions BV. The sample to be
measured is illuminated with a monochromatic light. Light
source used is a tungsten halogen light bulb. It is a double
beam instrument, with the reference beam leading directly to
the detector, thus measuring the incident radiant flux (Φi) in
watts. It uses a double holographic grating monochromator to
have a monochromatic light from the light beam incident on
the sample. The sample is positioned on a rotating stage, and
the angle of incidence (measured from the normal to the sample

surface) is varied by rotating the sample using a motor The light
reflected from the sample is detected with an integrating sphere
detector of diameter 60 mm and consists of a photomultiplier
tube as a detector. The detector revolves around the sample and
can be positioned at angles relative to normal of sample surface,
except for ±10◦ near the light source. The measurement output
of this instrument is the ratio of reflected radiant flux to incident
radiant flux. This instrument has been used previosuly [23]
to study the angular variations in reflectance and fluroscence
from paper that contain fluorescent whitening agents and fillers.
Please refer PerkinElmer’s LAMBDA1050 manual 1 for details
and specifications of LAMBDA1050.

Murakami’s GCMS-3B Gonio-spectrophotometric Color Mea-
surement System

Murakami’s GCMS-3B Gonio-spectrophotometric Color Measurement
System also has a double beam design wherein the radiant flux
reflected from the sample material is continuously compared
with against measurements made on a reference white diffuser
plate. The light source is a tungsten halogen light bulb at a fixed
position, while the detector (Silicon Photo-diode array) revolves
around the sample within the range of anormal angles ±80◦

to the sample plane (when normal to the incident light). The
sample to be measured is mounted on a flat plate which again
rotates between anormal angles ±80◦ with respect to the inci-
dent light source normal to the sample plane. The light beam
is divided into 2 identical beams using mirrors, lenses and heat
filters to simultaneously illuminate the sample and the white
reference plate. The instrument automatically corrects for the
variation in intensity, and the area of illumination/viewing, due
to the rotation of the plate and the detector. The measurement
output of this device is radiance factor (β) measurement. As the
reference white plate used in the measurement is assumed as a
perfect reflecting diffuser, we can calculate the BRDF of the sam-
ple using β = π · fr relation. Please refer to Murakami’s GCMS-3B
Gonio-spectrophotometric Color Measurement System manual2 for
details and specifications of this instrument.
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Abstract: Two typographical errors on page 1919 and 1923 in the journal paper " Aditya Sole,
Ivar Farup, Peter Nussbaum, and Shoji Tominaga, "Evaluating an image-based bidirectional
reflectance distribution function measurement setup," Appl. Opt. 57, 1918-1928 (2018)" are
identified and have been corrected in this paper.

© 2019 Optical Society of America

This erratum lists errors and their correction for the journal article [1] titled "Evaluating an
image-based bidirectional reflectance distribution function measurement setup". Table 1 below
lists the location of the error, the error, and the corresponding correction.

Location in [1] Error Correction

Page 1919 - Eq. (1) fr (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) =
dLr (θi,φi,θr ,φr,λ)

dEi (θi,φr,λ)

fr (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) =
dLr (θi,φi,θr ,φr,λ)

dEi (θi,φi,λ)

Page 1923 - last line in the
paragraph after Eq. (8).

ωs remained constant over
the pixel position (corre-
sponding to the point P
on the sample surface) and
therefore was taken into
account while calculating
Ii(λ).

ωs remained constant over
the pixel position (corre-
sponding to the point P on
the sample surface) and
therefore was not taken
into account while calculat-
ing Ii(λ).

Table 1. Error and corresponding correction in article [1]
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An Image-Based Multi-Directional Reflectance Measurement
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aThe Norwegian Colour and Visual Computing Laboratory, Gjøvik University College, Gjøvik,
Norway;
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an image-based method to measure reflectance of a homogeneous flexible object material
(usually used in packaging). A point light source and a commercially available RGB camera is used to illuminate
and measure the radiance reflected from the object surface in multiple reflection directions. By curving the
flexible object onto a cylinder of known radius we are able to record radiance at multiple reflection angles in
a faster way. In order to estimate the reflectance and to characterise the material, a spectralon reference tile
is used. The spectralon tile is assumed to be homogenous and has near lambertain surface properties. Using
Lambert’s cosine law, irradiance at a given point on the object surface is calculated. This information is then
used to calculate a BRDF using Phong reflection model to describe the sample surface reflection properties.
The measurement setup is described and discussed in this paper along with its use to estimate a BRDF for
a given material/substrate. Results obtained indicate that the proposed image-based technique works well to
measure light reflected at different planar angles and record information to estimate the BRDF of the sample
materials that can be modelled using Phong reflection model. The object material properties, sample curvature
and camera resolution decides the number of incident and reflection angles at which the bi-directional reflectance,
or the material BRDF, can be estimated using this method.

Keywords: BRDF, Phong model, multi-angle reflection measurement, goniometric measurements

1. INTRODUCTION

Appearance of an object material is measured with the goal of objectively describing and quantifying human
visual impressions with measurement values. Measurements help us communicate the appearance of the material
in numerical terms. Material appearance can be described using surface reflectance properties. A Bidirectional
Reflection Distribution Function (BRDF) of material will describe the surface reflectance properties of that ma-
terial. BRDF completely describes the reflectance of an opaque surface at a given point.1 The most appropriate
way to measure the surface reflectance is by performing physical measurements of the reflected light.1

Physical reflectance measurements are performed (for example, in the packaging and car paint industry) to
characterise and control reproduction of materials like printed packages and paints.2,3 Different surface properties
of these materials help produce desirable appearance of the material that varies with the direction of illumination
and viewing. Many car paints used in car industry or gonio-chromatic materials used in print and packaging
industry2,4 produce a very desirable appearance by showing a shift or change in perceived colour depending upon
illumination and viewing geometry. This change is achieved due to varying reflection at different viewing angles.
Studies have shown that flexible materials like paper substrates (typically used in print and packaging industry)
reflects light in an anisotropic manner.5,6 The reflected light quantity is therefore dependent on incident light
and viewing directions.

These substrates should therefore be measured with instrument measuring at more than one illumination and
reflection angle combination2,7 unlike the single geometry instruments (for example 0 ◦:45 ◦) traditionally used in
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Figure 1: Gonio-metric measurements (Image taken from3 and is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND).

the graphic arts and textile industry. Several commercial instruments available in the market (for example, X-rite
MA98, BYK-Mac) can be used to perform multi-angle planar measurements. These instruments, however, are
expensive and measure at a fixed illumination and reflection angles.8 Gonio-spectro-photometers (mainly used in
metrology institutes and research laboratories) can also be used to perform multi-angle plannar measurements.
These instruments are more accurate and also measure gonio-metrically (refer figure 1). However, gonio-spectro-
photometers are expensive and slow. There is, therefore a clear need to cover the bridge between the accurate (but
slow) metrological instruments (like gonio-spectro-photometers) and user centric measurement methods/setups
which should be fast and inexpensive.

In this paper we present an image based measurement setup, similar to ones proposed and used in mea-
surement of velvets,9 gloss10 and human skin measurement,1 to measure such materials at a faster speed. The
measurement setup uses a point light source and a commercially available digital camera sensor (for example
Nikon D200 DSLR camera) along with the sample to be measured. In the existing measurement setups (e.g.
gonio-spectrometers, multi-angle spectrophotometers), the sample is usually flat on a surface and the light cap-
turing sensor and/or light source rotate/move in the planar angles and azimuthal directions to illuminate and
record the reflected light from the sample surface in different directions.3 These setups therefore require consid-
erable amount of time to record the reflectance at multiple angles. In order to avoid these moving parts (which
are main cause of increase in measurement time) and thus reduce the measurement time, in the proposed setup,
we keep the light source and the measurement sensor at fixed position from the sample (for example light source
at 45 ◦ and sensor at 0 ◦) and curve the measurement sample onto a cylinder1,9–11 as shown in figure 2.

2. MEASUREMENT SETUP

Figure 212 shows the measurement setup we use for capturing the light reflected from a material substrate using
an image based device. We, therefore, replace the flat surface measurement (using gonio-spectrometer) with
a curved surface observation by a camera in our setup. The semi-circle (S) will be the curved substrate (for
example packaging sample print) to be measured. The substrate is curved onto a cylinder of known radius (R).
Point (C) is the sensor position (digital camera sensor) approximately at the center of the curved sample at a
fixed distance dC . L is a point light source illuminating the sample at a fixed angle 0 ◦ <θL < 90 ◦ at a known
distance dL from the center of the curved sample.

Assuming that the curved sample is homogeneous, light incident and reflected at any given point on the
sample will provide information with respect to the light source position (L), camera (C) and the surface normal
vector (n) direction. Figure 2 also shows the setup in a vector plane were θi and θr are incident and reflection
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Figure 2: Measurement setup.

Table 1: θS calculation error.

Ruler points (angles ◦) -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40
Calculated angles (angles ◦) -41.90 -31.99 -22.05 -12.07 -2.12 7.7 17.7 27.68 37.7

angles with respect to the normal n at a given point P on the curved sample surface. Incident θi and reflection
θr angles can be calculated as,12

cos θi =
PL · n
| PL |

=
dL cos (θL − θS)−R√

d2L +R2 − 2dLR cos (θL − θS)
,

cos θr =
PC · n
| PC |

=
dC cos θS −R√

d2C +R2 − 2dCR cos θS
.

(1)

From Equation (1) it can be observed that when choosing a point on the curved sample surface to record the
incident and reflected light, the θS angle changes with change in the location on the curved surface. θS can
therefore be calculated using,12

cos θS =
2dCRd

2
A ±

√
(−2dCRd2A)

2 − 4 (R2d2A + F 2
LR

2) (d2Cd
2
A − F 2

LR
2)

2R2 (d2A + F 2
L)

. (2)

In order to verify the θS calculation, an angular ruler was printed on a white paper substrate and measured using
the setup. Figure 3 shows the captured image. The angular ruler can be observed at the bottom of the curved
scene. The ruler points on the printed angular ruler indicate the θS angles, the corresponding pixel positions
on the camera sensor, should measure/calculate using the Equation (1).12 In order to minimize distortion due
to lens, the object is positioned at the center of the image plane with sufficient distance from all the 4 corners.
Unlike Marschner’s1 method, we perform manual physical measurements to determine the incident light position
and camera. The pixel points corresponding to the angular ruler are located using second derivative12 and the
corresponding θS are calculated using Equation (2). Table 1 shows the calculated θS and the angular ruler
points. We can observe an average error of 2.13 ◦ when calculating the reflection angles using Equation (2).12

Figure 4 shows the error against the ruler points. The error can be corrected either by physically rotating the
sample or subtracting the average error obtained from the calculated θS . For further calculation using θS the
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Figure 3: Captured image.
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Figure 4: θS calculation error.
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average error was subtracted from the calculated θS for the corresponding pixel points in the captured image.
This corrected θS value was used for calculating θr and θr angles using Equation (1).

3. SAMPLE MEASUREMENT

A diffuse packaging print sheet (Matt coated white plotter sheet) was printed with solid colour patches to
measure with the setup. Cyan and magenta colour patches were measured along with the paper white. These
three materials are referred as material C (Cyan), M (Magenta) and W (Paper white) in the paper from here on.
The sheet was wrapped around a cylinder of known radius (R=56mm). The image was captured using a Nikon
D200 digital camera from a fixed distance (Cl=630mm). The curved sample on the cylinder was illuminated
using a point light source at a distance (dL= approx. 1922mm). Figure (3) shows the captured image. The
scene/curved sample was measured at three incident light directions (θL=29 ◦, 39 ◦ and 47 ◦). Spectralon tile
was used as a reference to estimate the light incident on the curved sample and to normalise the image data.

The number of reflection angles at which the reflection information is to be recorded depends on the sample
curvature.12 As the curved sample is illuminated using a point light source at an incident light angle of θL=29 ◦,
39 ◦, 47 ◦ the illuminated areas on the curved sample is different for different θL. Therefore a part (horizontal)
of the curved sample which is uniformly illuminated at all three incident (θL) angles is considered for the
measurements.

Reference white measurement were recorded using the spectralon tile approximtely at θr=0 ◦. For each
respective measurement, average of 100 pixel lines (along vertical axis) was used as the respective measurement.

Amount of light incident on the curved sample was calculated using the spectralon tile measurements. As-
suming spectralon tile as lambertian we measure the light intensity at θr=0 ◦ on the spectralon tile (θi=θL).
Using lambert’s cosine law we estimate the light incident on the curved sample,

Ir = Ii cos θi

Ii =
Ir

cos θi

(3)

Where, Ii is the light incident on the sample, Ir is the amount of light reflected from the reference white tile
(spectralon tile) and θi is the angle between point on the reference tile and incident light direction (θL).

4. BRDF CALCULATION USING PHONG REFLECTION MODEL

Bi-directional reflection distribution function (BRDF) describes the surface reflectance properties of a given
opaque material.13 The BRDF is defined13 by,

fr(θi, φi, θr, φr) =
dLr(θi, φi, θr, φr, Ei)

dEi(θi, φi)
(4)

i and r denote incidence and reflection respectively. θ and φ together indicate the direction, Ei is incident
irradiance, Lr is reflectance radiance and d is the differential quantity.

Modelling the reflection properties of material surfaces is important for material appearance measurement
and simulation. Reflection models are widely used in computer graphics for generating realistic images.14–16 In
print and packaging applications, a reflectance model can be used for simulating the colour reproduction process.

The packaging print sheet printed with Magenta and Cyan solid inks showed fairly diffuse reflection properties
with small amount of specular reflection on visual inspection. Phong reflection model was used to calculate the
BRDF of these three material surfaces (materials C, M and W). Phong reflection model is an empirical model with
two surface reflection components, diffuse reflection of rough surfaces and specular reflection of shiny surfaces.14

Figure 5 shows the reflection geometry used for the Phong model, where N is the surface normal, L is the
incident light vector, and V is the viewing vector. R and Rv are, respectively, L and V mirrored about N. A
three-dimensional light reflection of the Phong model can be described17 as
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Figure 5: Vector diagram for Phong reflection model calculation.

Y (θ, λ) = Eamb (λ) + (cosφ)Sd (λ)E (λ) + (cosα ρ)SsE (λ) (5)

Y (θ, λ) is the radiance of light reflected from a surface and is a function of wavelenght (λ) and the geometric
parameter θ, including the illumination direction angle, the viewing angle, and the phase angle. Eamb is the
ambient light, Sd(λ) is the surface-spectral reflectance of an object surface and E(λ) is the spectral power
distribution of the incident light. φ is the angle of incidence, ρ is the angle between the viewing vector V and
the mirrored vector R of incident light vector (refer Figure 5), α is used as the measure of surface roughness
and Ss is a constant value. The Phong model can be used with the measurement setup by inserting the model
parameters with respect to the measurement setup. Referring Figure 2

cosφ = cos θi

cosα ρ = cosα(θr − θi)
(6)

As the measurements were recorded using a colour camera. The camera output can be described asRG
B

 =

∫ 700

400

Y (θ, λ)

r (λ)
g (λ)
b (λ)

 dλ (7)

where r(λ), g(λ) and b(λ) are the spectral sensitivity functions of the camera. Inserting Equation (6) in Equa-
tion (5), the camera colour output I at the spatial location p can be described as

Ip =

RG
B

 = kaIa + kdId(cos θi) + ksIs(cosα(θr − θi)). (8)

Ia is the ambient light vectors, Id is the diffuse component (object colour) vectors, Is is the specular component
(incident light) vectors. ka, kd, ks, are the ambient, diffuse and specular reflection constants.

4.1 Colour Phong reflection model

In this paper we implement the Phong model using two methods. In the first method - Colour Phong reflection
model, we use the object colour vector (body reflection) as the diffuse component Id and the incident light as
the specular component as defined in Equation (8). Diffuse component (Id) value for each material was selected
from the non-specular region of the captured image. From the calculated incident and reflection angles and the
known incident light direction (θL) an approximate pixel area (average of 2500 pixels) was selected from the
non-specular area of the image. Specular component is the light incident (Ii) on the material. Table 2 below
shows the Id value for each material (W,C and M). The ambient light term is treated as a constant KaIa=kamb.
Equation (8) therefore can be written as

Ip = kamb + kd

R0

G0

B0

 cosθi + ksIi(cosα(θr − θi)). (9)
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Table 2: Material body reflection component (Id).

Material Red (R0) Green (G0) Blue (B0)
W 0.7612 0.5458 0.3500
C 0.3962 0.6601 0.6381
M 0.9473 0.2321 0.2204

Table 3: Phong model parameters fitted using Colour Phong reflection model (Section 4.1).

Material ka kd ks alpha LRMSE
W 0.0566 0.5493 0.1691 0.8339 0.0193
C 0.0265 0.3307 0.0760 1.2109 0.0170
M 0.0034 0.4242 0.0785 0.8681 0.0174

[R0, G0, B0]T is the normalised object body reflection (refer Table 2) of the respective material (W, C, M) and Ii
is an identity vector [1, 1, 1]T . We use Equation (9) as a color model for the Phong reflection model. Reflection
constants (kamb, kd, ks and α) were therefore fitted in Equation (9) using the data captured at three incident light
directions (θL=29 ◦, 39 ◦, 47 ◦) and R, G and B sensors for the respective materials. The constants were further
optimized using the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm18 to find the minimum of a function with the given
paramters. Root mean square (RMS) error between the measured data and the estimated data was used as the
minimizing function. Table 3 shows the reflection constant fitted for the three materials (C, M and W) using
Equation (9). Figures (6,7, and 8) shows the plots for the light intensity reflected from the three materials (C,
M and W) and the light intensity estimated using Equation (9) for 2 incident light directions (θL=29 ,θL=47 ).

4.2 Monochrome Phong reflection model

As we have used a point light source and the materials measured using the setup being fairly diffuse, in the
second method - Monochrome Phong reflection model, we use the incident light Ii in all the three components
of the model. That is Ia=Id=Is=Ii. Also the ambient light term is treated as a constant KaIi=kamb. Inserting
this in Equation (8),

Ip = kamb + Ii(kd(cos θi) + ks(cosα(θr − θi))). (10)
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Figure 6: Reflected intensity Ip measured and estimated using Equation (9) for material W.
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Figure 7: Reflected intensity Ip measured and estimated using Equation (9) for material C.
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Figure 8: Reflected intensity Ip measured and estimated using Equation (9) for material M.

As the image is captured using an RGB sensor camera, in this method we model the above Equation (refer
Equation 10) separately for R, G and B intensities, thus having different reflection constants kamb, kd, ks and α
for individual R, G and B sensor channels for the respective materials.

The reflection constants kamb, kd, ks and α were fitted in Equation (10) using the data captured at three
incident light directions (θL=29 ◦, 39 ◦, 47 ◦) for the materials W, C and M. Similar to the Colour model (refer
Section 4.1), the constants were further optimized the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex algorithm.18 Root mean
square (RMS) error between the measured data and the estimated data (using Equation (10) was used as
the minimizing function. Table 4 shows the reflection constants fitted for the three materials (C, M and W)
for individual sensor channels (R,G,B) using the data captured with three different incident light directions
(θL=29 ◦, 39 ◦, 47 ◦). Figures 9,10, and 11 show the plots for the light intensity reflected from the three materials
(C, M and W) and the light intensity estimated using the above model for the three sensor channels (R, G,
B) and for 2 incident light directions (θL=29 , θL=47 ). We believe that modelling the Phong parameters for
individual sensors (R, G and B in this case) should help us simulate the material appearance with more control
for highly specular and gonio-chromatic colours. Phong parameters of individual sensors should help simulate
the gonio-chromatic appearance of homogenous material once the incident light intensity (Ii), direction (θL) and
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Figure 9: Reflected intensity Ip measured and estimated using Equation (10) for material W.
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Figure 10: Reflected intensity Ip measured and estimated using Equation (10) for material C.

sample curvature is known with other parameters required to calculate incident (θi) and reflection (θr) angles as
described in Equation (1).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a measurement setup which can be used to perform gonio-metric measurements
of homogenous non-diffuse flexible object materials (for example packaging substrates) using an image based
technique at a relatively faster speed. Phong reflection model was used to demonstrate BRDF measurement
using the presented setup. Phong model was implemented using two methods (Colour Phong reflection model
and Monochrome Phong reflection model).

In the Colour Phong reflection model, object colour was used as the diffuse component Id of the light source
and incident light Ii as the specular component Is. Phong parameters (kamb, kd, ks and α) were estimated using
all the three camera sensors (R,G and B). Image data captured using three different incident light directions
(θL) were used as training data for estimation. Root Mean Square (RMS) error was calculated between the
measured and estimated reflected light intensity. The results (refer Table 3 and Figures 6,7, and 8) show that
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Figure 11: Reflected intensity Ip measured and estimated using Equation (10) for material M.

Table 4: Phong model parameters fitted using the Monochrome Phong reflection model (Section 4.2).

Sensor channels ka kd ks alpha LRMSE
Material W Green 0.0982 0.4633 0.1719 0.9882 0.0073

Red 0.2498 0.6093 0.2805 1.0204 0.0681
Blue 0.3115 1.4458 0.7364 1.0624 0.0907

Material C Green 0.1704 0.474 0.3072 1.124 0.0498
Red 0.0746 0.1494 0.1345 1.2157 0.0185
Blue 0.4371 0.6363 0.8319 1.0734 0.0979

Material M Green 0.0727 0.1811 0.1543 1.2918 0.0203
Red 0.1853 0.4019 0.2114 1.1212 0.0489
Blue 0.235 0.0416 0.4305 1.2728 0.0377

the measurement setup and the Phong reflection model works well to estimate the BRDF of the sample material
used. To compare and evaluate the performance of the measurement setup it would be ideal to measure these
sample materials with a gonio-spectrophotometer and evaluate the performance of setup presented above against
these measurements. Due to limited access to such an instrument this evaluation could not be performed in this
paper.

In the Monochrome Phong reflection model, we have used the incident light Ii as both the diffuse light
component and the specular light component in the Phong reflection model. Also, the material image being
captured using three sensors (R, G and B), the Phong parameters were estimated separately for R, G and B
intensities for the respective sample material. Modelling the Phong parameters for individual sensors and using
the incident light as the diffuse and specular light component, in the model, the material appearance could
be simulated using the incoming light information. This approach should specifically help simulate/visualise
material appearance for highly non-diffuse and gonio-chromatic homogenous materials. Similar to first method,
RMS error was calculated between the measured and estimated reflected light intensity. The results (refer Table 4
and Figures 9,10, and 11) show that thought the RMS values are high (especially for blue sensor channel), which
may be due to the fluorescence in the sample material used),the measurement setup and the Phong reflection
model can be used to estimate the sensor dependent BRDF of the sample material used in this paper.
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Abstract
Image based measurement setups are widely used for multi-

directional reflectance measurements of materials. Different re-
flection models are used to estimate the material reflectance.

In this paper we use two commonly known simple reflection
models to evaluate an image based measurement setup proposed
in our previous studies. Sample material is measured at multi-
ple incident and viewing directions using the setup. The captured
data is divided into training and test set to evaluate the setup.
Two reflection models are trained using the training dataset. To
evaluate the measurement setup, one of the sample materials is
measured at few incident and viewing directions using a light
source and a Tele-Spectro-Radiometer (TSR). This measured data
is then compared with the reflectance estimated by the two reflec-
tion models.

Results shows that image based multi-directional reflectance
measurements can be performed using measurement setup pro-
posed in our previous work. The data captured using the setup
can be used to fit different reflections models for the sample ma-
terials used in this setup.

Introduction
Image based instruments that are relatively cheap and fast,

are being increasingly used in multi-angle reflectance measure-
ments of the material [1, 2, 3]. The multi-angle data captured
can be further processed (for example to estimate the material
BRDF). Where the need is to acquire fast and cheap measure-
ments, image based instruments can be a good alternative com-
pared to the expensive, time consuming, but precise instruments
(like Goniospectrometers). These measurements can then be used
to train reflection models to calculate the BRDF and simulate or
reproduce the material appearance. A number of reflection mod-
els are proposed till now which mainly aim towards fulfilling the
needs of the computer graphics field to simulate material appear-
ance in a given scence/situation. One of the main aims of the
computer graphics field is to accurately measure the appearance
of materials and simulate/reproduce synthetically the real object
using simple methods/techniques [4]. A Bidirectional Reflection
Distribution Function (BRDF) is a distribution function that de-
scribes the surface reflectance properties of opaque and homoge-
nous materials [5] as given in Equation (1).

fBRDF (θi,φi;θr,φr,λ ) =
dLr(θi,φi,θr,φr,Ei)

dEi(θi,φr)
(1)

Here, i and r denote incidence and reflection respectively. θ and φ
together indicate the direction, Ei is incident irradiance, Lr is radi-
ance and d is the differential. Guarnera [4] presented an overview

of the BRDF models used to represent surface/material reflection
characteristics. As discussed in [4], BRDF models can be clas-
sified into Physically-based models and Phenomenological mod-
els. Physically-based models are based on physics and optics and
are described using micro-facets of varying size and orientations.
One of the very well known and widely used physical models
is the Cook-Torrance [6] model. Phenomenological models are
approximations of the reflectance data using measured data and
fitting of the same using analytical models. Some of the com-
monly known phenomenological models are the Phong [7], Ward
[8], Lafortune [9], etc.

In our previous studies [3] we presented a measurement
setup which can perform multi-angle reflectance measurements
of homogenous, flexible materials in a fast and relatively cheap
way. In this setup, we mount the flexible sample onto a cylin-
der of known radius and measure using a RGB camera [10, 3].
The captured RGB data is converted into the colorimetric space
CIEXYZ using the conversion matrix M̂. Matrix M̂ is derived us-
ing the camera spectral sensitivity (measured using a monochro-
mator) and the CIE 2◦ colour matching functions by minimising
the error using least square technique [11]. This data can be used
further as training data to train different reflection models (like
Cook-torrance or Ward model) to estimate the sample BRDF and
simulate the material appearance.

The objectives of the work presented in this paper are:

• to estimate the surface reflectance properties of the sample
materials used in the experimental setup using the image
based multi-angle measurement setup proposed in previous
studies [3],

• to train different reflection models using the colorimetric
data captured with the image based multi-angle measure-
ment setup and evaluate the setup against measurements ob-
tained using a TSR,

• test the trained reflection models to predict the sample mate-
rial reflectance at different illumination and viewing direc-
tions.

Background
In order to evaluate the measurement setup we used 2 re-

flections models; Cook-Torrance (hereby referred as CT in this
paper) and Ward to fit the measurement data obtained in the mea-
surement setup by using the RGB camera [3]. The trained model
parameters were then used to estimate the BRDF measurement at
different incident and viewing directions. CT model is a physical
model that describes the intensity and spectral composition of the
light reflected from the object/material. CT model as described in
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Figure 1. Angles and vectors used in reflection equations.

[6] is given in Equation (2).

Ir = IiaRa +∑
l

Iil(n · l)ωl(sRs +dRd) (2)

Where, Ir is the total reflected intensity reaching the viewer, Iia
is the ambient light intensity, Ra is the ambient reflection compo-
nent, Iil is the incident light intensity for incident light l, n is the
normal vector as the given pixel point (P), l is the incident light
vector, ωl is the incident light solid angle, s and d are the specular
and diffuse component co-efficients dependent on the material be-
ing simulated/reproduced, Rs and Rd are the specular and diffuse
component of the model. The ambient Ra and diffuse Rd compo-
nent of the model reflect light equally in all directions and there-
fore are independent of the location of the observation, whereas,
the specular Rs component is dependent on the location of ob-
servation. For the specular component Rs, the angular spread is
described assuming that the surface consist of microfacets, whose,
normal is in the h direction and contributes in the specular com-
ponent of reflection. Vector h is the half angle vector between the
viewing vector v and incident light vector l such that l ·h = v ·h.
The specular component is given as

Rs =
FDG

π (n · l)(n ·v) (3)

where, F is the Fresnel term that describes how light is reflected
from each microfacet. G is the geometrical attenuation factor ac-
counting for the shadow and masking and D is the Beckmann dis-
tribution. n is the vector normal at the given pixel point (P), v is
the viewing vector and l is the illumination vector. G and D are
given as

G = min
{

1,
2(n ·h)(n ·v)

(v ·h) ,
2(n ·h)(n · l)

(v ·h)

}

D =
1

m2 cos4 α
e−[(tanδ )/m]2

(4)

where α is the angle between n and h (refer Figure 1), m is the
root mean square slope of the facet in the material (or roughness
co-efficient) and h is the half angle vector between v and l.

Ward model [8] is a phenomenological model with the aim to
fit measured reflectance data with a simple empirical formula.This
model represents both isotropic and anisotropic reflection and

uses a gaussian distribution for the specular peaks. As the sam-
ples used in this work are isotropic samples we use the isotropic
Ward model. The isotropic Ward model is given as

ρbdiso (θi,φi;θr,φr) =
ρd

π
+

ρs√
cosθi cosθr

e[− tan2 δ/α2]

4πα2
(5)

here ρbdiso is the bidirectional reflectance distribution for the
given isotropic sample material, ρd is the diffuse reflectance, ρs
is the specular reflectance, δ is the angle between vectors n̂ and
ĥ as shown in Figure 1, α is the standard deviation (RMS) of the
surface slope and 1/4πα2 is the normalisation factor.

Method
Sample measurement

Wax based inks printed on a matt coated white plotting paper
were used as test sample material to capture using the image based
multi-angle reflectance measurements. We used the OCE Color-
Wave 600 to print 7 different colour samples on matt coated white
plotting paper. These samples were measured using the measure-
ment setup [3] at 10 different illumination directions (θL = 5◦,
10◦, 15◦, 18◦, 20◦, 22◦, 25◦, 28◦, 30◦, and 35◦). A tungsten
point light source was used to illuminate the samples and Nikon
D200 DSLR camera as measurement sensor. Figure 2 shows the
captured image of the sample at θL = 15◦. Spectralon tile was
used as reference white in the scene. The incident (θi) and refec-
tion (θr) angles at given pixel points (P) were calculated for all
the illumination directions (θL). Raw images of the samples were
captured. No white balance or gamma corrections are performed
on the captured RGB data. The captured R, G and B intensities are
transformed into CIEXYZ colour space using the transformation
matrix M̂ derived using the camera spectral sensitivity (measured
using a monochromator) and the CIE 2◦ colour matching func-
tions by minimising the error using least square technique [11].

Training of the BRDF models
As the print samples are reproduced from wax inks, as can

be seen in the captured image (refer Figure 2), the samples show
some specularity but overall are diffuse. We train two BRDF mod-
els (CT and Ward) using the camera measurements of these sam-
ples. These samples are measured at 10 different incident light
directions (θL). Figure 3 and 4 show plots of the CIE Y for the
corresponding viewing angles (θr) for the samples Cyan and Pan-
tone 10309C measured at θL = 25◦ and 28◦. To train the 2 models
we use measurement data (hereby referred as training dataset) of
5 of these 10 incident light directions (particularly 5◦, 15◦, 20◦,
25◦ and 30◦). Figure 1 shows the sign convention followed for
the measurement angles in this paper. The same sign convention
is followed in the image based multi-angle measurement setup
and the TSR measurements performed.

Cook-Torrance model
Assuming that the samples are homogeneous, uniform and

non-florescent, to train the CT model, we insert the measurement
setup parameters in Equation (2). The camera colorimetric output
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Figure 4. CIEXYZ Y value, Pantone 10309C sample.

I(X ,Y,Z) at pixel points (P) will be,

IP =




IPX

IPY

IPZ


= IiaRa + Ii(n · l)(sRs +dRd) (6)

To simplify the optimisation of the CT model, we use s+d = 1.
Therefore,

IP =




IPX

IPY

IPZ


= IiaRa + Ii cosθi


ksRs +(1− ks)




RdX

RdY

RdZ




 (7)

Where, Rs is as defined in Equation (3), F is assumed as 1, D and
G are as defined in Equations (4), IiaRa = ambient light (assumed
as zero as the measurements are performed in dark conditions), Ii
= incident light intensity, θi = angle between the incident light di-
rection and normal to the sample surface, θr = angle between the
viewing direction and normal to the sample surface, ks =specular
coefficients of the sample material, Rs=specular reflectance com-
ponent, RdX ,Y,Z =spectral diffuse reflectance component, δ = n ·h =
cos((θi−θr)/2) at the given pixel point (P) in the used measure-
ment setup, n · l = cosθi, n ·v= cosθr. As the area on the sample
measured by the pixel being very small we absorb the solid angle
ωl term in the coefficients Ks and RdX ,Y,Z .

Ward model
As the training dataset is the colorimetric data obtained from

camera output in terms of RGB intensities, we train the Ward
model using the intensity measurements rather than as reflectance.
Also the measurements being planner, angle (φ ) can be ignored.
Inserting the measurement setup parameters in Equation (5)

IP (θi;θr) =




IdX

IdY

IdZ


= Ii cosθi







RdX

RdY

RdZ


 1

π
+

ks√
cosθi cosθr

e[− tan2 δ/m2]

4πm2




(8)

where, Ii = incident light intensity, θi and θr as explained in
the CT model, ks =specular coefficients of the sample mate-
rial, RdX ,Y,Z =spectral diffuse reflectance component, δ = cos((θi−
θr)/2) at the given pixel point (P) in the used measurement setup.

Reflection coefficients ks, RdX ,Y,Z and m are fitted and opti-
mised using the training dataset. Nelder-Mead down-hill sim-
plex algorithm [12] was used to optimise the coefficients using
the ∆E00 colorimetric difference as the error function. In order
to calculate the ∆E00 colorimetric difference, the CIEXYZ val-
ues were converted to CIELAB colour space using the same point
light source that was used in the image based multi-angle mea-
surement setup. The spectralon tile was measured using a Minolta
CS1000 TSR for a given incident light directions. Assuming the
spectralon tile as a perfect diffuser, these measurements were then
used as the reference white in the CIELAB calculations. Table 1
provides the optimized co-efficient obtained for the 7 samples us-
ing both the models.

Physical measurements using a TSR
To validate the image based multi-angle measurement setup

against physical measurements (e.g. performed using gonio- or
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multiangle measurement setup using spectrometers), we mea-
sured one of the sample material (Cyan) using the Minolta
CS1000 TSR at 4 different viewing directions (θr) for a given in-
cident direction (θi). The cyan sample is measured at θi = 40◦ and
θr =−10◦,0◦,10◦ and, 30◦. Spectralon tile was measured along
with the patch to normalise the radiance measurements and to cal-
culate the spectral reflectance. The obtained spectral reflectances
were converted to CIEXYZ colour space using the point light
source (used in the image based multi-angle measurement setup)
as the light source and transformed colour matching functions
Ĉ obtained using the matrix M̂ and the CIE 2◦ colour matching
functions as derived in [11]. The obtained CIE Y value was then
compared with the CIE Y value estimated using the trained CT
and Ward model for the same incident and viewing directions.
To estimate the CIEXYZ value using the BRDF models, we used
the co-efficients RdX ,RdY ,RdZ ,ks and, m (refer Table 1) that are
optimised using the camera measured training dataset. These co-
efficients are implemented in Equations (7) and (8) for θi = 40◦

and θr =−10◦,0◦,10◦ and, 30◦.

Table 1: Coefficients for the 7 samples optimised using the CT
and Ward model

Material RdX RdY RdZ ks m
CT model

Munsell white 1.175 1.131 2.215 0.042 0.393
Red 0.303 0.229 0.112 0.029 0.119
Cyan 0.517 0.519 1.465 0.068 0.230

Pantone 10309C 0.181 0.256 0.304 0.029 0.133
Magenta 0.499 0.374 0.651 0.079 0.222

Pantone 10213C 0.428 0.407 0.508 0.0 0.759
Pantone 10153C 0.426 0.324 0.219 0.095 0.252

Ward model
Munsell white 1.508 1.451 3.5 0.663 0.45

Red 0.537 0.351 0.251 0.061 0.122
Cyan 0.951 1.022 2.756 0.163 0.249

Pantone 10309C 0.377 0.514 0.579 0.061 0.134
Magenta 0.864 0.596 1.286 0.174 0.225

Pantone 10213C 0.265 0.188 0.607 0.085 0.143
Pantone 10153C 0.817 0.591 0.561 0.119 0.197

Results
We measured 7 sample materials at 10 different illumination

directions (θL). We used the measurement data captured at 5 il-
lumination directions as training data set to train the two models.
In order to test the performance of the trained models we use the
measured data from the remaining 5 illumination directions (par-
ticularly 10◦, 18◦, 22◦, 28◦ and 35◦ hereby referred to as test
dataset) and compared the data estimated by the trained models at
these illumination directions.

We use the ∆E00 colorimetric difference [13] to compare the
estimated and measured data. Table 2 shows the average, maxi-
mum and minimum colorimetric difference ∆E00 obtained using
the test dataset, between the camera measurements and the esti-
mated data for all the samples. Figure 5 shows the histogram plot
for the colorimetric difference calculated between the measured
and estimated CIEXYZ values for the training dataset of all the
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Figure 5. ∆E00 histogram calculated for all the samples measured and

estimated at the test dataset illumination angles using CT and Ward model.

samples. The average ∆E00 obtained using the Ward model is
1.14 while with CT model is 1.17 with maximum number within
the range of 0 to 2.0. From the histogram plot it can be observed
that both the models perform well with the image based measure-
ment setup for the samples used in this paper.

Table 2: Colorimetric difference (∆E00) between camera mea-
sured data and data estimated data using CT and Ward model
for all the samples

Material Avg.∆E00 Max.∆E00 Min.∆E00
CT model

Munsell white 0.61 3.37 0.06
Red 1.22 9.41 0.03

Cyan 0.91 3.65 0.11
Pantone 10309C 1.11 9.10 0.03

Magenta 1.45 7.47 0.07
Pantone 10213C 1.14 8.76 0.15
Pantone 10153C 1.75 10.86 0.14

Ward model
Munsell white 0.75 2.16 0.11

Red 1.14 9.61 0.07
Cyan 0.91 3.66 0.12

Pantone 10309C 1.06 9.32 0.02
Magenta 1.44 8.18 0.04

Pantone 10213C 0.99 8.06 0.06
Pantone 10153C 1.69 11.63 0.07

For discussions in this paper, we look at two samples (Cyan
and Pantone 10309C) out of these 7 samples measured at one il-
lumination angle (at θL = 28◦) from the test dataset. Figure 6
and 7 show the plots for the Cyan and Pantone 10309C sample,
measured and estimated CIE Y data, using these two models for
θL = 28◦. From the plots it can be observed that both the models
work well with the measurement data captured using this setup.
In order to evaluate the models colorimetrically, we calculate the
∆E00 between the measured data and the estimated data for all
the samples. For the viewing range of −40◦ to +40◦ where
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Figure 6. CIEXYZ Y value, Pantone 10309C sample, measured and esti-

mated at θL = 28 ◦ using Ward model.
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Figure 7. CIEXYZ Y value, Cyan sample, measured and estimated at θL =

28 ◦ using CT model.
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Figure 8. ∆E00 histogram calculated for the Cyan sample CIEXYZ values,

measured and estimated at the test dataset illumination angles using CT and

Ward model.
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Figure 9. ∆E00 histogram calculated for Pantone 10309C sample CIEXYZ

values, measured and estimated at the test dataset illumination angles using

CT and Ward model.
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Figure 10. CIE Y values measured using TSR and estimated using the

trained CT and Ward model.

the camera sensor is normal to the sample at θr = 0◦, the col-
orimetric difference obtained shows that we can expect an ok fit
using both the models. Figure 8 and 9 show the histogram plots
for the colorimetric difference ∆E00 between the measured and
CT/Ward model estimated CIE Y values for the Cyan and Pan-
tone 10309C sample. The trained models were compared with the
physical measurements performed using the manual gonio-setup.
Figure 10 shows the plots for the measured CIE Y data (using the
TSR setup) and the estimated CIE Y data (using both the trained
models) for the Cyan sample at θi = 40◦ and the viewing direc-
tions at which the physical measurements were performed.

Discussions
In this paper we used two BRDF models to evaluate an im-

age based multi-angle measurement setup. In total 7 samples were
measured using the image based setup at 10 different illumina-
tion directions (θL). The samples are print samples of process
and spot colours commonly used in package print industry. Wax
based inks were used as they show some specularity and can also
be processed further to reproduce 2.5D or 3D prints/objects. As
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the selected samples showed some specularity but overall were
diffuse, we used CT and Ward model. Both the models are simple
and easy to implement for the type of samples used in this paper.

Specular and diffuse reflection coefficients along with the
roughness coefficient were optimised for both the models using
the training dataset. The ∆E00 obtained between the test dataset
and the estimated values shows that the error can perhaps be re-
duced further with 1) more careful geometrical and colorimetric
calibration of the measurement setup, 2) using optimised illumi-
nation direction (θL) to train the BRDF models (either increasing
the measurement data of reducing to the minimum possible il-
lumination directions that will be sufficient to train the models).
The histogram plots for the ∆E00 obtained for the complete test
dataset gives an understanding that the data captured using the
image based measurement setup can, 1) be used to train different
BRDF models, 2) estimate the colorimetric output of the mate-
rial for simulation/reproduction purposes. Measurement data ac-
quired from 5 out of the 10 illumination directions (θL) was used
as training data set to train both the models and the remaining
were used to test the performance of the models. The measured
data was divided in half for training and testing purposes. There
was no specific reason to choose measurement data from 5 angles
as training dataset and the remaining as test dataset.

One sample (Cyan) was measured using a TSR at 4 differ-
ent viewing directions for a given incident light direction. Using
the optimised coefficients for the Cyan sample, the CIE Y value
was estimated at the incident and viewing directions used in the
TSR measurements. These estimated CIE Y values were com-
pared with the TSR measurements. Looking at the plots (referring
to Figure 10) we can see that the ∆Y between the measurements
(TSR) and the estimated CIE Y value follow the curvature/slope
but increases for the last measurement at θr = 30◦. This can also
be observed in the ratio between ∆Y and the CIEY value. One
possible reason for this error could be that we have trained the
CT model with measurement data obtained from the image based
setup which uses a point light source to illuminate a curved sam-
ple. So the measurements obtained have varying illumination and
viewing directions for the given pixel points. If we translate the
TSR measurement angles to the image based measurement do-
main, we see that it corresponds to grazing angles in the image
based measurement setup with a very low CIE Y corresponding
value used to train the model. This also corresponds well with
the TSR measurements which has a low CIE Y value at these
angles. Another point to note is that the physical measurements
performed using the TSR are not very accurate with respect to the
incident and viewing direction angles.

Conclusion
Looking at the results obtained, we can conclude that both

the models perform satisfactorily using the measurement data
captured using the image based multi-angle measurement setup.
The CIE Y values estimated using the Ward model performed well
compared to the CT model in terms of the colorimetric difference
∆E00 obtained. The Ward model also estimates the data very well
compared to the TSR measurements.

Future work
As part of the future work it would be important to evalu-

ate the image based measurement setup with gonio-measurements

obtained from a gonio-spectrometer setup or multi-angle instru-
ments, where more precise angular measurements can be per-
formed. It would also be important to evaluate the optimal mea-
surement data (training dataset) that can be used to train the mod-
els. With respect to the image based measurement setup, using
only 1 incident illumination angle (θL) would be ideal to train
different reflection models.
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Abstract: Materials with a complex visual appearance, like goniochromatic or non-diffuse, are widely
used for the packaging industry. Measuring optical properties of such materials requires a
bidirectional approach, and therefore, it is difficult and time consuming to characterize such a material.
We investigate the suitability of using an image-based measurement setup to measure materials
with a complex visual appearance and model them using two well-established reflection models,
Cook–Torrance and isotropic Ward. It was learned that the complex materials typically used in the
print and packaging industry, similar to the ones used in this paper, can be measured bidirectionally
using our measurement setup, but with a noticeable error. Furthermore, the performance of
the reflection models used in this paper shows big errors colorimetrically, especially for the
goniochromatic material measured.

Keywords: BRDF measurement; goniochromatic material; colorimetry

1. Introduction

Non-diffuse materials like metallic inks, varnish coatings, and effect paints are widely used
in the industry such as for print and packaging to produce a desirable visual appearance of a
product. The visual appearance of a material plays an important role in purchase decisions made by
the customers.

In traditional printing that uses diffuse material, the color pigments used will absorb part of
the incident light, while the rest is diffusely scattered. The perceived color from such pigments
is therefore independent of the measurement geometry, and the traditional single geometry 0◦:45◦

measurements are sufficient to characterize these pigments [1]. Non-diffuse materials like metallic ink
used in the print industry contain metal flakes that specularly reflect the light incident on it. Pearlescent
pigments (pearl interference pigments) usually consist of thin metal oxide layers on transparent mica
platelets. The multi-layered structure of these pearlescent pigments contributes to the variation in
visual appearance depending on the illumination and viewing direction. They contain a base layer plus
multiple layers of metal oxides with varying refractive indices [2]. The change in visual appearance of
these pearlescent pigments with respect to the illumination and viewing direction can be controlled
by varying the thickness of the metal oxide layer(s) [3,4]. Colour appearance attributes (like hue,
chroma, and brightness) of these pigments are therefore dependent on both illumination and viewing
directions. Such materials are called ‘goniochromatic’ [5,6] and are also used in car paint and the
cosmetics industry, apart from the print and packaging industry.

J. Imaging 2018, 4, 136; doi:10.3390/jimaging4110136 www.mdpi.com/journal/jimaging
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Because of the directional properties, bi-directional measurements are needed [5] to characterize
such materials. ASTM standards [7,8] provide a measurement geometry guide to measure such
materials. Instruments performing bidirectional spectral measurements are commercially available
and are termed goniospectrophotometers. A goniospectrophotometer usually measures the ratio of
the reflected to incident power (φr/φi) over a broad range of illumination and viewing directions.
The obtained measurement is then used to compute the bidirectional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF) [9], fr, of a material.

Image-based goniospectrophotometers have been proposed and presented in the past [10–13] to
perform bidirectional reflectance measurements in a fast and relatively inexpensive way. However,
they are less accurate when compared with slow and expensive techniques similar to the ones used
for standardization in metrology. Sole et al. [14] used and evaluated such a measurement setup
by measuring fairly diffuse flexible packaging paper samples. The measurements obtained can be
used to fit a reflection model (BRDF for an opaque homogeneous material), which will describe the
material reflectance properties mathematically for computer graphics rendering or simulating visual
appearance attributes.

Many reflection models have been proposed and presented in the past to measure and understand
the bidirectional reflectance properties of a given material. Bidirectional reflectance properties of a
material are described using a distribution function called the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF), defined by Nicodemus et al. [9] as:

fr(θi, φi; θr, φr, λ) =
dLr(θi, φi, θr, φr, Ei)

dEi(θi, φi)
(1)

where Lr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) is the spectral reflected radiance in the direction (θr, φr), Ei(θi, φi, λ) is the
spectral irradiance from the direction (θi, φi), and d is the differential. Following the ASTM E2175-01 [15]
standard and the CIE 175 [16] technical report, the illumination and viewing directions defined above
are in relation to the surface normal, called ‘anormal’ angles.

An overview of different reflection models was provided by Guarnera et al. [17]. Models can be
classified into physical-based and phenomenological models. As described in [17], physical models
describe the material physically using micro-facets of different sizes and orientations, while
phenomenological models are approximations obtained by fitting the measured data using analytical
models. Two well-established models, Cook–Torrance (CT) [18] and isotropic Ward (Ward) [19] have
been extensively used to study different sample materials.

To fit such reflection models for isotropic materials, it would be ideal to use in-plane measurement
data that will cover all the possible combinations of incident (θi) and viewing (θr) directions. A virtual
gonioreflectometer simulation software was used in [20] to assess different sets of measurement
geometries. It was demonstrated that the measurements made at equispaced-angular grid points led
to inefficient sampling and were sub-optimal for the different loss functions used. It was proposed
that for accurate sampling, a greater number of measurements should be made in the specular region
compared to non-specular areas with the understanding that the diffuse part BRDF of the material
varies less with the change in illumination and viewing directions compared to the specular part.

In the situation where we use the measurement setup (used in [14]), a greater number of
illumination directions (θL) would result in a higher number of incident and viewing direction
combinations, thus giving a dense sampling and possibly a better estimation of the material BRDF.
Measuring the samples at a number of θL directions, however, adds to the measurement setup
complexity. It would therefore be ideal to use a minimum sampling dataset ((that is, a dataset
obtained by illuminating the curved samples using a single illumination direction (θL)) to estimate
the material BRDF successfully. Nielsen et al. [21] presented a novel method to map BRDF space
and to optimize for the best sampling direction. They used the MERLdatabase to test the method
and concluded that when using an image-based measurement setup, two illumination directions are
enough to characterize the BRDF of a given material. Aittala et al. [22] presented a two-shot method to
capture spatially-varying BRDF of a textured material using a mobile camera.
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Modeling complex materials present a challenge due to their optical properties, and measuring
them bidirectionally using goniospectrophotometers is a time-consuming task. Image-based
goniospectrophotometers, similar to the one used by Sole et al. [23,24], can be used for bidirectional
measurements, as they can be fast, but might need multiple shots to model such materials due to their
goniochromatic and non-diffuse reflectance properties.

In this paper, we investigate the suitability of the image-based measurement setup used in [23–25]
to measure such complex materials and model them using well-established reflection models.
This setup is well explained in [14,23–25], and we would request the reader to refer to these articles for
more details. We use the terminology ‘our measurement setup’ when referring to this image-based
measurement setup. Two reflection models, CT and Ward, are fitted using the measured data, and their
performance is compared against a commercially-available goniospectrophotometer (GCMS). Second,
we simplify the measurement procedure, when using our measurement setup, by finding the optimal
sampling data to fit the reflection models, CT and Ward, for the materials measured in this paper.

2. Method

2.1. Measurement Samples

Three flexible packaging sample materials, a fairly diffuse chromatic packaging print paper
sample generated using an OCE ColorWave 600 plotter, referred to as “Red”, one metallic gold
thin card board commonly used for decorative purposes in packaging, referred to as “Gold”, and a
goniochromatic sample (a packaging paper printed using effect pigments and varnish coating), referred
to as “Blue-Green”, were measured using our measurement setup and the GCMS instrument. Looking
at the surface properties, the Red and Blue-Green sample were less homogeneous and appeared
rougher compared to the Gold sample, which was smoother and uniform.

These samples showed fairly diffuse (Red) to highly specular reflectance properties (Gold and
Blue-Green). The Blue-Green sample was non-diffuse and also goniochromatic in nature. It showed
a shift in chromaticity with the change in the viewing direction. Figure 1 shows the spectral shift
obtained with the change in illumination and viewing direction for the Blue-Green sample. Figure 2
shows the spectral reflectance of all three samples measured using specular included (di : 8◦) and
excluded (de : 8◦) measurement geometry. di : 8◦ and de : 8◦ are sphere-based reflectance measurement
geometries, as defined in [1], where the sample to be measured is irradiated by an integrating sphere, so
that the sample gets irradiated uniformly from all directions within the hemisphere, and the radiation
reflected from the sample surface is received at 8◦ off the sample normal. The difference between
specular included (di : 8◦) and excluded (de : 8◦) measurement is that in specular excluded (de : 8◦)
geometry, the radiation reflected in the direction of the receiver from the mirror angle is blocked using
a black-trap. No difference was observed in the spectral reflectance curve of the Red sample when
comparing the specular included and excluded measurements. However, the same was not the case
for the Gold and Blue-Green samples. Along with these samples, a Munsell White N9/sheet (MW)
that was produced according to the ANSI standards was measured as a reference white.

2.2. BRDF Measurement and Reflection Model Fitting

All three samples were measured using our measurement setup and the GCMS
goniospectrophotometer. The measurement output of the GCMS was the radiance factor (βr). It records
the spectral radiance factor in the range of 390 nm–730 nm at 10-nm intervals at anormal incident (θi)
and reflection (θr) angles in the range of [+80◦,−80◦] at 5◦ intervals. Please refer to Appendix B in [14]
for more details about the GCMS instrument.
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Figure 1. Color shift obtained from the spectral radiance factor measurements of the Blue-Green sample
surface using the GCMSinstrument at θi = −45◦ and θr = −65◦, −25◦ and 0◦. Please note: fr can be
further calculated using the fr =

βr
π relation [26].
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Figure 2. Spectral reflectance measurements using the X-rite SP64 spectrophotometer (with specular
included and excluded measurement geometry).

In our measurement setup, the samples were wrapped around a cylinder of known radius
and were illuminated and measured respectively using a tungsten point light source and a
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commercially-available digital camera (Nikon D200). The detector and the point light source were at a
fixed position from the sample curved onto a cylinder of known radius (for example, light source at
45◦ and detector at 0◦). Each point, P, on the curved sample surface made a corresponding incident
(θi) and viewing (θr) angle depending on the illumination direction (θL) of the point light source in
the setup. Figure 3 shows the setup in a vector plane. Our measurement setup was well explained
in [14,23–25], which can be referred to for more details. As discussed in [27], the captured image
records the radiance (Lr(θi, θr)) exited from the sample surface in digital values for each camera sensor.
It saves a 16-bit raw image without any white balance or gamma correction.

dL

(O)

(L)

(C)(dC)

(R)

θL
θS

θi
θr (n)

(S)

(cosθS, sinθS)(P)

P = (RcosθS, RsinθS)

C = (dC, 0)

L = (dLcosθL, dLsinθL)

Camera

Light source

PL

PC

Figure 3. Measurement setup in a vector plane (reprinted with permission of IS&T: The Society for
Imaging Science and Technology, sole copyright owners of CIC22: Twenty-second Color and Imaging
Conference) [23].

Each pixel in the captured image corresponds to point (P) on the curved sample surface.
Five vertical pixels from the sample center for the given point (P) were averaged. Incident (θi)
and viewing (θr) angles at point (P) on the curved sample surface can be calculated using the respective
illumination direction (θL) information [23]. Please note that even with a single illumination direction
(θL), that is a single position of the point light source, a whole range of incident (θi) and viewing (θr)
angles was obtained in a single measurement due to the curvature of the sample and the spatial nature
of the imaging sensor. MW and the samples were measured at six illumination directions (θL = −20◦,
−25◦, −30◦, −35◦, −40◦, −45◦) (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Sample measurement at six different illumination directions (θL) and image captured at θL = −20◦.

Being non-diffuse, for the samples Gold and Blue-Green, it was not possible to record the complete
dynamic range in a single exposure image. Both samples were therefore captured at multiple exposures
by controlling the shutter speed in the range of 1/2–1/100 s. A high dynamic range image (a radiance
map) (HDR) was generated using Debevec and Malik’s [28] algorithm. As the obtained HDR image
was a radiance map and in order to compare the measurements with the measurements obtained
using GCMS, we calculated the radiance factor at the sample surface by using the MW radiance
measurements from the same HDR image. As defined in [29] and discussed in [26], the radiance factor
(βr) at the material surface is the ratio of the radiance of that material surface in a given direction to that
of a perfect reflecting diffuser (PRD) when both are identically irradiated. The generalized definition
of βr will therefore be as defined in [26] and given in Equation (2).

βr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) =
Lr(θi, φi, θr, φr, λ)

LPRD
r (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ)

(2)

where Lr and LPRD
r is radiance at the sample and PRD surface, and θ and φ are the polar and azimuth

angles, respectively. Indexes i and r are incident and reflected radiation. λ denotes the wavelength.
As defined in [30], PRD is an ideal isotropic diffuser with reflectance equal to unity. It is known that
PRD does not exist in the real world, as it is not possible to have a material with such characteristics.
In practice, commercially-available reflection standards (such as a Spectralon tile) that have a traceable
calibration to a transfer standard at the material supplier are used [26]. As the samples were wrapped
around a cylinder and illuminated using a point light source in our measurement setup, using a flat
Spectralon tile (similar to how it was used in [25]) will not be precise, as both the wrapped sample
and flat Spectralon tile will not be irradiated identically. The Spectralon tile being physically inflexible,
the curved sample and the Spectralon tile will be irradiated identically only at a single illumination
and viewing direction, thus requiring further assumptions about the homogeneity of the light source
used. We therefore use a Munsell White N9/ sheet produced according to ANSI standards to calculate
the radiance factor at the sample surface.

As the samples and the MW are wrapped around the cylinder (see Figure 4), one below the other,
vertically, any given point (P) on the MW surface will have the same incident (θi) and viewing angle
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(θr) (with respect to the point light source and the detector) as at point (P) on the sample surface.
We assume the MW as a PRD, and using the definition of radiance factor (βr) (see Equation (2)),
we calculated βr at the sample surface using Equation (3).

βr(θi; θr) =
LrSample(θi, θr)

Lr MW(θi, θr)
(3)

In Equation (3), LrSample and Lr MW is the in-plane radiance measurement at the sample surface
and the MW surface, respectively. Both surfaces were irradiated identically using the point light source
in the measurement setup. The Red sample being a diffuse sample, a single exposure image was
sufficient to calculate βr using MW measurements and Equation (3).

Figure 5 shows the incident and viewing directions at which the samples were measured using
GCMS and our measurement setup. Each diagonal line represents the illumination direction (θL) used
in our measurement setup. GCMS measures at 1◦ near specular angles, while at 5◦ intervals away
from the specular direction.

80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80
i

80

60

40

20

0

20

40

60

80

r

Measurement setup angles
GCMS measurements

Figure 5. θi and θr angles at which measurements are performed using our measurement setup and GCMS.

Measurements made using GCMS and our measurement setup had different dimensions. GCMS
measurement dimensions were n × m × 35, where n and m are the incident (θi) and reflection (θr)
angles at the sample surface. The measurement unit was a spectral radiance factor in the range of
390 nm–730 nm at 10-nm intervals; whereas, measurements performed using our measurement setup
were per pixel, where each pixel corresponds to the curved sample surface point (P), thus making a
unique incident and reflection angle relative to the surface normal. The measurement data obtained
consisted of 3 channels (R, G, and B). As we used a high resolution camera, the measurement points (P)
(or the θi and θr angle combinations) were many (approximately 1000 pixels horizontally) and different
compared to the GCMS measurements. Please note that the measurement setup measurements are
sampled at every 20 pixels for visual representation in Figure 5.
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In order to compare both measurements, we converted the radiance factor measurements
performed with our measurement setup into a camera color domain (camera RGB domain) using
Equation (4).

βRsetup = k · frRsetup ·
700nm

∑
λ=400nm

r(λ) · Ii(λ),

βGsetup = k · frGsetup ·
700nm

∑
λ=400nm

g(λ) · Ii(λ),

βBsetup = k · frBsetup ·
700nm

∑
λ=400nm

b(λ) · Ii(λ),

k =
100

∑700
λ400nm g(λ) · Ii(λ)

(4)

where k is a normalizing coefficient, frRGBsetup is the sample radiance factor obtained from Equation (3)
for each camera channel. r̄, ḡ, and b̄ are the spectral sensitivities of the camera used as a detector,
and Ii(λ) is spectral light intensity normally incident on the sample. Spectral camera sensitivities (r̄, ḡ,
b̄) were measured using a monochromator as described in [27]. Ii(λ) was estimated using the relative
normalization method described in [31] and implemented in [14].

Similarly, we converted measurements performed using GCMS to the camera RBG domain
using Equation (5).

βRGCMS = k ·
700nm

∑
λ=400nm

frGCMS (λ) · r(λ) · Ii(λ),

βGGCMS = k ·
700nm

∑
λ=400nm

frGCMS (λ) · g(λ) · Ii(λ),

βBGCMS = k ·
700nm

∑
λ=400nm

frGCMS (λ) · b(λ) · Ii(λ),

k =
100

∑700
λ400nm g(λ) · Ii(λ)

(5)

In Equation (5), k, r̄, ḡ, b̄, and Ii(λ) are similar to those used in Equation (4). frGCMS is the sample
radiance factor measured using the GCMS goniospectrophotometer.

To compare sample measurements from both the instruments directly, we can interpolate the
camera RGB measurements calculated using GCMS measurements in Equation (5) at the incident and
reflection angles of our measurement setup using a standard piece-wise cubic spline interpolation
method. The sample measurements obtained can be used to train different reflection models.

Both the CT and Ward model consist of a diffuse and a specular reflection component along with
a roughness parameter that controls the width of the specular component. Considering the diffuse
and non-diffuse reflectance properties of the Red and Gold sample, we trained the CT and Ward
model by optimizing the diffuse (Kd) and specular reflection coefficient (Ks) individually for each
channel (R, G, B), while only a single roughness (m) parameter across all three channels, as shown in
Equations (6) and (7) respectively.
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βp =




βpR

βpG

βpB


 =




KsR

KsG

KsB


 · Rs +




KdR

KdG

KdB




Rs =
F · D · G

π(n · l)(n · v)

G = min
{

1,
2 (n · h) (n · v)

(v · h) ,
2 (n · h) (n · l)

(v · h)

}

D =
1

m2 cos4 α
e−[(tan α)/m]2

(6)

βp =




βpR

βpG

βpB


 =




KdR

KdG

KdB


 · 1

π
+




KsR

KsG

KsB


 · 1√

cos θi cos θr
· e[− tan2 α/m2]

4πm2 (7)

where Rs, D, G, and F are as defined in Equation (6) and [18]. F is assumed to be one; θi = the angle
between the illumination direction and normal to the sample surface; θr = the angle between the
viewing direction and normal to the sample surface; ksR,G,B = the specular reflection coefficient of the
sample material per channel; Rs = the specular reflectance component, Kd = the diffuse reflection
coefficient; α = n · h = cos((θi − θr)/2) at the given pixel point (P) in the used measurement setup;
n · l = cos θi; and n · v = cos θr.

For the Blue-Green sample, we optimized the roughness coefficient (m) individually for each
channel (RGB) along with the specular (Ks) and diffuse (Kd) component, as defined in Equations (8)
and (9). G is same as defined in Equations (6).

βp =




βpR

βpG

βpB


 =




KsR · RsR

KsG · RsG

KsB · RsB


+




KdR

KdG

KdB




RsRGB =
F · DRGB · G

π(n · l)(n · v)

DRGB =
1

m2
RGB cos4 α

e−[(tan α)/mRGB ]
2

(8)

βp =




βpR

βpG

βpB


 =




KdR

KdG

KdB


 · 1

π
+




KsR

KsG

KsB


 · 1√

cos θi cos θr
·




e[− tan2 α/m2
R ]

4πm2
R

e[− tan2 α/m2
G ]

4πm2
G

e[− tan2 α/m2
B ]

4πm2
B




(9)

The Nelder–Mead down-hill simplex algorithm [32] was used to optimize the coefficients using
the RMS error (βErr) as defined in Equation (10).
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βErr =
√
(βRPmea − βRPest )

2 + (βGPmea − βGPest )
2 + (βBPmea − βBPest )

2 (10)

βpRmea
, βpGmea

, and βpBmea
are the radiance factor measurements in the camera RGB domain obtained

using Equations (4) and (5) for the three channels, while βpRest
, βpGest

, βpBest
are the radiance factor

measurements (again in the camera RGB domain) of the sample calculated using the fitted CT and
Ward models.

2.3. Optimal Sampling Dataset

When collecting the sampling dataset using our measurement setup, it was important to use the
best and least possible illumination directions (θL) to fit the reflection models successfully. This would
help towards reducing the measurement complexity and performing fast measurements. We, therefore,
fit both the models using the sampling dataset collected from all combinations (63 in total) of the six
illumination directions (θL), respectively. The obtained model parameters were then used to estimate
the bidirectional reflectance measurements in the camera RGB domain (βRGB).

3. Results

Figure 6 shows the measured (using GCMS) and predicted (using the fitted reflection models)
camera RGB G-channel data.
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Figure 6. G-channel camera RGB data measured using GCMS and estimated using models fitted with
the data set captured with θL = −25◦ using our measurement setup.

The relative error (∆ErrP) was calculated, using Equation (11), between camera RGB data that
were calculated using the measured data and predicted using the fitted reflection models for the
respective channel.

∆ErrP =
∑p | βPmea − βPest |

∑p βPmea

(11)
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In Equation (11), βPmea is camera RGB data calculated from measurements, and βPest is camera
RGB data estimated using the fitted reflection models.

Using measurements made with our measurement setup, we fit both the reflection models, CT and
Ward, with sampling data obtained from all the possible combinations (63 in total) of the incident light
directions (θL = −20◦–−45◦), respectively.

Figure 7 shows box-and-whisker plots for average relative error (∆ErrP) calculated using
Equation (11) for the G-channel between camera RGB data calculated from GCMS measurements and
data estimated using both the reflection models fitted with different combinations of sampling data.
The box-and-whiskers plots show that the error variation was reduced to some extent when a bigger
sampling dataset was used (from a single illumination direction (θL) to two θL directions) to fit the
models. However, in many cases, the optimization algorithm converged to a local minimum instead
of a global minimum when finding the reflection model parameters using the cost function given in
Equation (10). This can also be seen in the results shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Box-and-whisker plots showing ∆ErrP between G-channel camera RGB data calculated from
GCMS measurements and data estimated using both models of all the samples. The orange line in
the boxes shows the median error value obtained between the θL combinations used for model fitting.
Circle dots are large ∆ErrP error obtained (approximately three-times the range of error variation
(boxes) obtained). CT, Cook–Torrance.

One of the objectives of our measurement setup being bidirectional reflectance measurement
of goniochromatic materials, we colorimetrically evaluated the setup by calculating CIE1976 u

′
v
′

uniform chromaticity coordinates [1] from the obtained camera RGB data. We converted the obtained
camera RGB data to the CIEXYZ colorimetric space using a transformation matrix (M̂). M̂ was
calculated using the camera spectral sensitivities and CIE 2◦ color matching functions, as described
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in [27]. The obtained CIEXYZ values were then transformed into CIE1976 u
′
v
′

uniform chromaticity
coordinates using Equation (12).

u
′
=

4 · X
X + 15 ·Y + 3 · Z , v

′
=

9 ·Y
X + 15 ·Y + 3 · Z (12)

Figure 8 shows the CIE1976 u
′
v
′

values from measured (using GCMS) and predicted (using the
fitted reflection models) values for all the samples. The total number of measurements being many,
we present below CIE1976 u

′
v
′

plots for all the samples measured (with GCMS) and predicted using
reflections models fitted with the dataset captured with our measurement setup at a single illumination
direction (θL = −45◦).
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Figure 8. CIE1976 u
′
v
′

uniform chromaticity coordinates calculated using Equation (12) for all the
samples measured with GCMS and estimated from reflection models trained using the dataset obtained
from our measurement setup with one illumination direction (θL = −45◦).

The relative error (∆Eu′ v′ ) was calculated using Equation (13) between CIE1976 u
′
v
′

coordinates
obtained from the measured and predicted camera RGB data.

∆Eu′ v′ =




√(
u′mea − u′est

)2

u′mea
+

√(
v′mea − v′est

)2

v′mea


 (13)

where u
′
mea and v

′
mea are the CIE1976 u

′
v
′

coordinates obtained from the measured βr data and u
′
est

and v
′
est were obtained from βr estimated using the reflection models. Figure 9 shows box-and-whisker

plots for the average relative error calculated using Equation (13) for all the samples. Samples were
measured using GCMS and predicted using both reflection models fitted with the datasets obtained
using all (63) combinations of θL directions in our measurement setup.
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Figure 9. Box-and-whisker plots showing average ∆Eu′ v′ between camera RGB data calculated from
GCMS measurements and data estimated using both models of all the samples. The orange line in
the boxes shows the median error value obtained between the θL combinations used for model fitting.
Circle dots are large ∆Eu′ v′ error obtained (approximately three-times the range of error variation
(boxes) obtained).

The median error remained fairly constant for all three samples with the increase in the number
of measurements to fit the reflection models. Adding more illumination directions did not improve
the fitting performance colorimetrically. Modeling goniochromatic materials using the CT and Ward
model was difficult given the nature of these models, and it would be more appropriate to use a
mixture of BTFand BRDF models.

4. Discussion

This paper investigates the suitability of measuring materials with a complex visual appearance
bidirectionally using our measurement setup. The setup is evaluated against measurements made
using a commercially available goniospectrophotometer (GCMS). Two well-established reflection
models are fitted using sampling data obtained from our measurement setup. Figure 6 shows the
G-channel camera RGB data measured and estimated using the GCMS instrument and the fitted
reflection models, respectively. It can be seen that the performance of the CT model was better
compared to the Ward especially for the Blue-Green material and Gold sample. Estimated BRDF
values match well with the measurements for the Gold sample for non-grazing illumination and
viewing directions.

Box-and-whisker plots shown in Figure 7 show a similar result, with the performance of CT being
better for all the samples. The variation in the error value was much higher (maximum error value
(∆Errp) of 0.8), for the Blue-Green sample G-channel measurements when we used a minimum
sampling dataset (that is, the dataset collected using a single θL in our measurement setup).
The median relative error obtained was around 0.4 (using the CT model), which is a fairly big error.
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The error was even higher for the Ward model (median relative error of almost 0.6). Similar results
were obtained for the Red sample with a median relative error around 0.6 for both, CT and Ward,
reflection models. For the Gold sample, the median relative error was approximately 0.2 for both the
reflection models, which is much smaller compared to the Blue-Green and Red sample. Using a bigger
sampling dataset for any of the samples or the reflection models did not reduce the error variation
significantly. In many cases, the optimization algorithm did converge to a local minimum instead of a
global minimum, thus adding to the uncertainty in fitting the models.

Overall, the relative error was large for Blue-Green and Red material compared to Gold. Some of
the possible reasons for having less error for the Gold sample are the material being smoother and
uniform. Furthermore, the Gold sample can be called uni-modular, which shows a big change in
intensity compared to hue and chroma for different illumination (θi) and viewing (θr) directions.

The CIE 1976 u′v′ chromaticity coordinates were calculated from the camera RGB data for
colorimetric evaluation. The performance of both models was similar for the Blue-Green and
Gold samples, but with less variation in the relative ∆Eu′v′ error when using the Ward model.
Colorimetrically, the performance was not good for either of the models for the Blue-Green sample.
Variation in the relative error (∆Eu′ v′ ) was small with the Ward model compared to CT for the Gold and
Blue-Green samples. Colorimetrically, both models struggled to predict the Blue-Green sample. One of
the possible reasons for this is that we had constant diffuse reflection components (KdRGB ) trained using
the measured data, while the Blue-Green sample showed a shift in color depending on the viewing
direction. Another observation made using the analysis was that the sample measurements showed
retro-reflection, which cannot be modeled using CT and Ward. Furthermore, the relative error (∆Errp)
obtained was maximum at the grazing angles, which the models struggled to predict.

The samples also being non-diffuse (similar to the Gold sample) added the further complexities
of a dynamic range and the need to capture a high dynamic range image. Capturing an HDR image
adds to measurement error and uncertainty, as the accuracy of the radiance map will depend on the
fusion algorithm. The need to capture an HDR image also reduces the measurement speed and limits
the use of such a measurement setup to measure the BRDF of complex materials.

A Munsell White sheet (MW) was used as a reference white standard when calculating the
radiance factor from the measurements obtained using our measurement setup. MW is a white
paper material reproduced by following the ANSI specifications according to the Munsell color
system. In practice, commercially-available reflection standards such as a Spectralon tile are used in
reference instruments or commercially-available goniospectrophotometers like GCMS. The tiles are
spectrally calibrated with high accuracy, and double beam measurements are performed to record
the bidirectional radiance factor on the sample surface, resulting in a very precise measurement.
The MW sheet is not as precise as a Spectralon tile as a reference white standard and can contribute
to measurement error. As discussed in detail in [26], performing absolute calibration would be the
most appropriate method to obtain accurate radiance factor measurements. This, however, is difficult
to implement in the industry, where performing measurements in a fast and inexpensive way is
expected. When performing measurements using our measurement setup, using a Spectralon tile
that can be curved onto the cylinder along with the material to be measured would be one of the
methods to perform BRDF calculations. This way, it would be possible to follow the definition to
have both the sample and the Spectralon tile irradiated identically. It was not possible to obtain a
Spectralon tile that could be used in this way, and therefore, we attempted in this paper to use a
Munsell white N9/sheet that was produced according to the ANSI standards. Furthermore, if we use a
flat Spectralon tile, it would only be valid for a single incident (θi) and viewing (θr) angle combination
in our measurement setup, and we would have to make further assumptions about the homogeneity
of the light source. With the MW, this was avoided. Using MW as a reference white standard in our
measurement setup is a known source of error, which needs to be addressed in future work.

There are many factors that contribute to the total error when fitting both models. Some of the
error sources with respect to our measurement setup were identified in [14]. HDR image capture
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will further add to the setup error when measuring complex materials along with the reference white
standard to be used for radiance factor calculations. This will need further study, measurements
and analysis.

5. Conclusions

Complex materials with different reflectance properties are measured using our measurement
setup. The setup is evaluated using two well-established reflections models. The measurement
procedure, when using our measurement setup, is simplified by evaluating optimal sampling data
that can be used to fit the reflection models for the complex materials measured. A commercial
goniospectrophotometer is used to evaluate the performance of the model fitting and to investigate
the feasibility to use our measurement setup to measure complex materials.

Though the error obtained is fairly big, the estimated BRDF of the non-diffuse and goniochromatic
material measured look similar to the GCMS measurements, especially at the non-grazing angles.
Colorimetrically, both models struggle with the Blue-Green sample. The Gold sample showed less
relative error compared to the Red and Blue-Green samples, possibly due to its surface properties being
smoother and homogeneous compared to the Red and Blue-Green samples. Using more sampling
data (in terms of illumination directions (θL)) did not reduce the median error significantly, though the
error variation was reduced to some extent. We learned that the complex materials typically used in
the print and packaging industry, similar to the ones used in this paper, can be measured using our
measurement setup, but with a noticeable error.
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A B S T R A C T

Realistic renderings of materials with complex optical properties, such as goniochro-
matism and non-diffuse reflection, are difficult to achieve. In the context of the print
and packaging industries, accurate visualisation of the complex appearance of such ma-
terials is a challenge, both for communication and quality control.

In this paper, we characterise the bidirectional reflectance of two homogeneous print
samples displaying complex optical properties. We demonstrate that in-plane retro-
reflective measurements from a single input photograph, along with genetic algorithm
based BRDF fitting, allow to estimate an optimal set of parameters for reflectance mod-
els, to use for rendering. While such a minimal set of measurements enables visually
satisfactory renderings of the measured materials, we show that a few additional pho-
tographs lead to more accurate results, in particular for samples with goniochromatic
appearance.

c© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Materials like non-diffuse metallic-paints, varnish coatings,2

and effect paints have complex optical properties that pro-3

duce fascinating appearance in manufactured products. Metal-4

lic paints contain metal flakes, causing the incident light to be5

specularly reflected. Materials like effect paints, containing6

pearlescent pigments, are made using thin metal oxide layers7

on transparent mica platelets [1]. The multi-layered structure of8

pearlescent pigments helps increasing changes in visual appear-9

ance of a material, with respect to the incident and viewing di-10

rections [1], including angle dependent spectral reflectance [2].11

These materials, often referred as “goniochromatic” [3, 4], are12

commonly used in the print and packaging industry.13

Such materials are produced using different printing tech-14

niques (e.g. offset, gravuer, screen printing [2]) and contribute15

to some of the main challenges in the printing line, including:16

1. performing fast and easy process control measurements;17

2. synthetically reproduce and match visual properties of18

such goniochromatic packaging materials for customer ap-19

proval and quality control;20

3. communicate material appearance across production and 21

quality control departments in a print production line. 22

The visual appearance of goniochromatic print and packaging 23

materials typically require Bidirectional Reflectance Distribu- 24

tion Function (BRDF) measurements, in order to properly char- 25

acterise and communicate the properties during print produc- 26

tion. Commercially available devices, such as multi-angle spec- 27

trophotometers and goniospectrophotometers, could be used to 28

perform such bidirectional measurements [2]. However, such 29

devices prove to be slow and relatively expensive, therefore not 30

suited for inline measurements in the production process. 31

Image-based measurements [5] could represent an efficient, 32

fast and a practical method to accurately estimate bidirectional 33

reflectance, also in the context of the print and packaging in- 34

dustries, able to satisfy the needs of control and inline quality 35

evaluation. Furthermore, back-scattering measurements often 36

provide enough information to analytically characterise the re- 37

flectance properties of a given material [6, 7, 8], while addi- 38

tional measurements can improve the initial estimates [9]. 39

Building upon the above, in this paper we measure the BRDF 40

of print samples using a small set of salient measurement taken 41

with a simple, low cost image-based setup, easy to integrate 42
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in inline quality evaluation for print and packaging industries.1

These measurements are used to estimate the optimal set of pa-2

rameters of a commonly used BRDF model [10], by means of3

a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based BRDF fitting method. We4

demonstrate that even for print samples showing goniochro-5

matic optical properties, typically challenging to capture, we6

are able to obtain visually satisfactory renderings.7

The main contributions of this paper are:8

1. the use of common BRDF models to successfully repre-9

sent the appearance of non-diffuse, goniochromatic print10

samples described in this paper;11

2. retro-reflective in-plane measurements as a key to success-12

fully represent the appearance of non-diffuse packaging13

print samples;14

3. a GA BRDF fitting method, rather than the commonly15

used Nelder-Mead down-hill simplex algorithm, to obtain16

the optimal set of BRDF model parameters.17

Along with the print samples, we use an additional non-18

diffuse sample, “Blue Metallic Paint” (BMP), from the MERL19

dataset [11]. The BMP material is used to asses the perfor-20

mance of in-plane BRDF measurements as opposite to a full21

measurement dataset, to faithfully represent the appearance of22

materials with visual characteristics comparable to the print23

samples measured. Finally, we compare measurements taken24

using our setup with the ones of a commercially available go-25

niospectrophotometer.26

2. Background and related work27

The reflectance properties of an opaque material can be de-28

scribed using the BRDF, defined by Nicodemus et al. [12] as29

fr (l, v) =
dLr (v)
dEi (l)

=
dLr (v)

Li (l) cos θidωi
(1)

In Equation (1), l and v are incident and viewing direction unit30

vectors, Ei is incident spectral irradiance, Li is incident spectral31

radiance (flux per unit area, per unit solid angle (ωi)), Lr is the32

reflected spectral radiance and d is the differential. The unit of a33

BRDF is inverse steradian [1/sr]. There exist a variety of pos-34

sible designs for BRDF measurement setups [5]; measured data35

can be left in tabular form, or represented in a compact way by36

means of BRDF models, either phenomenological or physically37

based, depending upon the specific needs of the application. For38

a recent survey on the taxonomy of BRDF measurement setups39

and reflectance models, we refer the reader to a recent survey40

by Guarnera et al. [5].41

A number of image-based measurement setups, which make42

use of one or more cameras as sensors, have been proposed [13,43

14, 15, 16, 17], since they allow to perform bidirectional mea-44

surements in a fast and relatively inexpensive way. The setup45

presented in [17] used image-based measurements to measure46

anisotropic materials like velvet by wrapping it around a cylin-47

der in different orientations. An image-based measurement48

setup similar to the one from [17] was used in [18] to inves-49

tigate the suitability of an image-based measurement setup to50

measure the reflectance of isotropic packaging materials, repre-51

senting their BRDF using well-know reflectance models, such52

as Cook-Torrance [19] and isotropic Ward [20]. Three flexi- 53

ble packaging materials, with different optical properties rang- 54

ing from fairly diffuse to goniochromatic, were measured using 55

their setup and a commercially available goniospectrophotome- 56

ter; both their setup and the goniospectrophotometer cannot 57

measure retro-reflectance. For BRDF fitting, the Nelder-Mead 58

down-hill simplex algorithm [21] was used, along with a RMS- 59

based error cost function. Their results show a large relative 60

error, in particular for the goniochromatic print sample, due to 61

the optimisation algorithm converging to local minima in most 62

cases. In [18] both BRDF models used have 3 free parameters 63

(in the Cook-Torrance model this is enforced using a constant 64

Fresnel term F = 1). Phenomenological and physically-based 65

models with a higher yet reasonable amount of free parame- 66

ters, could provide better generalisation properties for packag- 67

ing materials. 68

The Lafortune model [22], is a generalisation of cosine lobe
based models, such as Phong [23]. It allows increased flex-
ibility, thanks to the weighted dot product, and follows both
reciprocity and energy conversation principles of a BRDF. The
generalisation is achieved using a 3 × 3 matrix, in which the
direction vectors are defined to a fixed local co-ordinate system
with respect to the surface normal. Lafortune model presented
in Equation (2) is one of the simplest forms to use. With six pa-
rameters, ρd, ρs, Cx, Cy, Cz and α, Lafortune model is more flex-
ible compared to the Ward model, is computationally efficient
and expressive to fit complex reflectances. In Equation (2), ρd

is the diffuse, and, ρs the specular albedo. Cx, Cy, Cz, and α
controls the shape and orientation of the specular lobe, retro-
reflection (with Cx, Cy, Cz as positive), and anisotropy (with
Cx , Cy). lx,y,z and vx,y,z are direction components of the inci-
dent (l) and viewing (v) direction vectors.

fr (l, v) =
ρd

π
+ ρs

[
Cxlxvx + Cylyvy + Czlzvz

]α
(2)

Löw et al. [10] introduced two isotropic models for accurate
and efficient rendering of glossy surfaces, either based on the
Rayleigh-Rice light scattering theory or on the micro-facet the-
ory; both models makes use of a modified version of the ABC
model [24, 25]. In particular, the micro-facet model introduced
in [10] Equation (3) is based on the Cook-Torrance model [19]:

fr(l, v) =
kd

π
+

S (
√

1 − (n · h)F(θh)G(n · l,n · v)
(n · l)(n · v)

(3)

In Equation (3), G and F are the geometrical attenuation and
Fresnel factors as defined in [19] and given below in Equation 5
and 6 respectively. θh is the half angle between the normal and
the halfway vector h, l and v are the incident and viewing direc-
tion vectors, n is a normal at a point on the surface and kd is the
scaling parameter for the diffuse component. Finally, S is the
ABC-based micro-facet distribution, reported in Equation (4):

S ( f ) =
A

(
1 + B f 2)C , (4)

In the above equation, which represents a non-normalised dis-
tribution, B and C respectively controls the width of the specu-
lar peaks and the fall-off rate of wide-angle scattering, while
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Fig. 1. The two flexible samples used in our paper, wrapped around a cylin-
der, used in our measurement setup.
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Fig. 2. Colour shift obtained from the spectral radiance factor measure-
ments of the Blue-Green sample surface when measured at different view-
ing directions [18].

A is a scaling factor for the specular component. f is de-

fined as
√

f 2
x + f 2

y where, fx = (sin θr cos φr − sin θi) /λ and
fy = (sin θr sin φr) /λ. λ is wavelength of the incident light.

G = min
{

1,
2 (n · h) (n · v)

(v · h)
,

2 (n · h) (n · l)
(v · h)

}
(5)

F =
(g − c)2

2 (g + c)2

1 +

[
c (g + c) − 1

]2

[
c (g − c) + 1

]2

 (6)

In Equation (6), c = v ·h, g = η2 +c2−1 and η is the index of re-1

fraction. In the following, we will refer to the model described2

by Equation (3) as “ABC model”.3

3. Method4

3.1 Measurement samples5

In our paper, we focus our attention on the two flexible pack-6

aging samples reported in Figure 1. The Gold sample is a metal-7

lic gold thin cardboard commonly used for decorative purposes8

in print and packaging industry while, the Blue-Green sample9

is a packaging paper printed using effect pigments and varnish 10

coatings. Both samples are non-diffuse with the Blue-Green 11

sample also being goniochromatic. Figure 2 shows the spectral 12

shift in the Blue-Green sample with the change in viewing di- 13

rection. A Munsell white N9/ sheet (MW), produced according 14

to the ANSI standards, was measured along with Gold and the 15

Blue-Green sample. The MW measurements are used as a ref- 16

erence white for bidirectional reflectance calculations from the 17

sample measurements obtained from our measurement setup. 18

Along with the print samples, a non-diffuse paint sample, BMP, 19

from the MERL dataset [16] is used to asses the performance 20

of in-plane BRDF measurements against a full BRDF measure- 21

ment dataset to successfully represent appearance of the print 22

samples. 23

3.2 BRDF measurement setup 24

Our measurement setup for flexible samples is schematically 25

represented in Figure 3. In order to measure a sample, this 26

is wrapped around a cylinder of known radius. Each point 27

on the curved sample surface corresponds to an incident (θi) 28

and reflection (θr) angle with respect to the surface normal 29

and incident direction (θL) of the light source in the setup. 30

Our setup performs in-plane measurements (azimuthal angles 31

φi = φr = 0) and the captured image records the radiance 32

(Lr (θi, θr)) exited from the sample surface in terms of digital 33

pixel values (R,G,B) with respect to the camera sensors (r̄, ḡ, 34

b̄). ’TOP VIEW’ in Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of our 35

measurement setup. Print samples were measured at four dif- 36

ferent illumination directions (θL = 0◦,−20◦,−30◦, and −40◦) 37

(refer Figure 3). In order to capture retro-reflected light from 38

the sample surface, θL = 0◦ incident light direction was used 39

during the measurements. Due to setup limitations it was not 40

possible to have incident light direction (θL = 0◦) in-plane with 41

the camera as it blocks the camera view. In order to overcome 42

this limitation, the samples were measured at approximately 43

φL = 4.6◦ (refer ’SIDE VIEW’ in Figure 3). The azimuthal 44

angle (φL = 4.6◦) being small, we have considered these mea- 45

surements as in-plane with φi = φr = 0◦. 46

Print samples were measured using both our measurement 47

setup and the goniospectrophotometer (GCMS) instrument. 48

GCMS instruments records the spectral radiance factor (390nm 49

- 730nm at 10nm intervals) at anormal incident (θi) and reflec- 50

tion (θr) angles in the range of +80◦ to −80◦ at 5◦ intervals. 51

GCMS uses a tungsten halogen light bulb as a light source and 52

a silicon photo-diode array as a detector. The sample to be mea- 53

sured is positioned flat on a plate, which rotates between anor- 54

mal angles ±80◦ with respect to incident light source that is nor- 55

mal to the sample surface. Automatic correction for the change 56

in illumination and viewing area due to sample rotation is done 57

by the instrument with radiance factor as a measurement output. 58

The reference white plate used in the instrument is assumed as 59

a perfect reflecting diffuser and therefore we calculate sample 60

BRDF using β = π fr. Please refer to Murakamis GCMS-3B 61

Goniospectrophotometric Color Measurement System manual1 62

1Gcms-3 goniospectrophotometer system, http://www.

aviangroupusa.com/pdf/GCMS3_Des.pdf. Accessed: 2019-06-18
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Fig. 3. Sample measurements: with our setup, we take measurements at
four different illumination directions (θL).

for details and specifications of this instrument.1

Following the definition of radiance factor from [26, 27]
and the discussions in [27], we calculate the bidirectional re-
flectance for the sample using Equation (7).

fr (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ) =
πLr (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ)

LPRD
r (θi, φi, θr, φr, λ)

(7)

In Equation (7), Lr and LPRD
r is radiance at the sample and the2

perfect reflecting diffuser (PRD) surface. θ and φ are the polar3

and azimuth angles respectively. Indexes i and r are incident4

and reflected radiation and λ is the wavelength. PRD not being5

real, in practice, reference white materials like the spectralon6

tile that can be traceable to a metrological reference or a transfer7

standard is commonly used as a PRD [24]. We use the MW,8

which is wrapped around the cylinder along with the Gold and9

Blue-Green sample, as a PRD in Equation (7).10

3.3 BRDF fitting11

Choice of the fitting metric12

Estimating the optimal set of the parameters for a reflectance
model, given an optimisation algorithm, cost function and the
measured reflectance data, is a common task to allow extrapo-
lating material BRDF data, for instance in rendering. However,
as reported for in [10], the choice of the cost function for fitting
is not obvious, and depends also on the sample to be measured
and the reflectance model used. Print samples, such as the ones
used in [18], show non-diffuse and goniochromatic properties
which are a challenge to visualise. Due to these complex op-
tical properties we use two different metrics as cost functions
when optimising the model parameters. The cost function, M1,
given in Equation (8), uses a cos θi assuming an uniform incom-
ing radiance at the sample surface thus weighing the error more
in the specular region [17].

M1 =
∑

RGB

√∑
P
[(

frm (l, v) cos θi
) − (

fre (l, v) cos θi
)]2

P
(8)

l
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Fig. 4. Directional vectors in the co-ordinate system used in our setup, with
respect to the surface normal at point (P) on the curved sample surface.

In Equation (8), frm and fre is the bidirectional reflectance mea-
sured and estimated using the reflectance model respectively. θi
is the anormal incident angle. The cost function M2 as defined
by Löw et al. [10] and given in Equation (9) uses a logarithmic
function with the understanding that it will yield a better visual
reproduction of wide-angle scattering compared to the M1 met-
ric.

M2 =
∑

RGB

√∑
P
[
ln

(
1 + frm (l, v) cos θi

) − ln
(
1 + fre (l, v) cos θi

)]2

P

(9)

In Equation (9), similar to the M1 cost function, frm and fre 13

are the bidirectional reflectance measured and estimated using 14

the reflectance model respectively and θi is the anormal incident 15

angle. 16

The BRDFs of the print samples, as well as the BMP sample 17

(from the MERL dataset), were estimated using an optimal set 18

of BRDF parameters for the two reflectance models described 19

in Section 2, Lafortune [22] and micro-facet model by Löw et 20

al. [10]. The print samples were measured both using our setup 21

and the GCMS instrument. 22

Lafortune model 23

Figure 4 shows the directional vectors of the Lafortune
model, in our setup co-ordinate system. Since both our setup
and the GCMS instrument perform in-plane measurements, and
the samples used are isotropic (Cx = Cy = Cxy), Equation (2)
can be re-written as in Equation (10), where we report also the
normalisation factor used.

frRGB (l, v) =
ρdRGB

π
+

α + 2

2π
[
max

(
| Cxy |, | Cz |

)]α
[
−Cxy sin θi sin θr + Cz cos θi cos θr

]α

(10)

where diffuse (ρd) and specular (ρs) albedo are optimised per 24

channel. The Lafortune model parameters ρdRGB , ρsRGB , Cxy, Cz 25
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and α, were optimised using M1 cost function, Nelder-Mead1

down-hill simplex algorithm [21] as the optimisation tool, and2

the measured data from our setup (all θL directions); addition-3

ally, measurement from the GCMS instrument were used for4

comparisons.5

ABC model6

Using individual diffuse (ρd) and specular (ρs) component
albedo per channel, the micro-facet ABC model from Equa-
tion (3) can be re-written as given in Equation (11) to estimate
the sample BRDF.

fr (l, v) =
kdRGB

π
+

S RGB

(√
1 − (n · h)

)
F (θh) G (n · l,n · v)

(n · l) (n · v)
(11)

S RGB is the modified ABC distribution with parameter A (in7

S RGB) being used as a scaling parameter per channel for the8

specular component albedo and kdRGB is the diffuse component9

albedo.10

To find a salient measurement dataset for analytically esti-11

mating material BRDF using the micro-facet ABC model, we12

performed in total eight optimisation’s consisting of two cost13

functions (M1 and M2), and four different measurement data14

subsets. These data subsets were part of the measurements15

made for each samples using our setup, as detailed in the fol-16

lowing:17

1. Measurement Setup measurements at illumination direc-18

tion θL = 0◦ (retro-reflection measurements),19

2. Measurement Setup measurements at illumination direc-20

tion θL = 0◦ and −40◦ (retro-reflective plus an additional21

direction to further improve the analytical estimate),22

3. Measurement Setup measurements at all illumination di-23

rections, θL = 0◦, −20◦,−30◦,−40◦.24

In addition to the above, for each print sample we fitted the25

GCMS measurements. For the BMP sample, in-plane measure-26

ments from the MERL dataset were used, testing both cost func-27

tions described in the above.28

Estimating an optimal set of ABC model parameters using29

Nelder-Mead down-hill simplex algorithm proved to be diffi-30

cult, as A in (S RGB) is not normalised. The model parameters,31

kdRGB , ARGB (in S ), B, C, and η (in F), were therefore optimised32

for the three samples using the M1 and M2 cost functions and33

the GA method instead, as detailed in the next subsection.34

Fitting algorithm35

When using an optimisation algorithm, given a range of pos-36

sible model parameter values, the algorithm calculates the min-37

imum cost function value to obtain an optimal set of model38

parameters. Using algorithms like the Nelder-Mead down-hill39

simplex or Powells may lead to one or many local minima if the40

objective function used is non-convex. To address this issue, a41

GA-based method can be used instead, in particular in situa-42

tions where a large number of BRDF model parameters need43

to be optimised. It is a classical evolutionary algorithm, which44

can be used to optimise a large number of variables in both45

constrained or unconstrained non-linear systems. GA methods46

have been successfully used in computer graphics, to derive 47

new BRDF models [28] and for image-based BRDF parame- 48

ter remapping [29]. In the context of BRDF fitting, among their 49

potential advantages there are the increased probability to have 50

in output a set of parameters derived from a global minimum of 51

the fitting metric. Furthermore, GA do not require the user to 52

specify an initial guess of the parameters, which might prove to 53

be particularly difficult in case of goniochromatic materials and 54

BRDF models with many parameters, given that the latter not 55

always have a clear effect on material appearance [29]. 56

The parameters range has a significant impact both on the 57

quality of the solution and on the fitting time. This is particu- 58

larly true for the ABC model, in which the micro-facet distri- 59

bution is not normalised and the parameters controlling it (A, 60

B and C) do not have a clear upper bound. To address this is- 61

sue, we rely on the fitting results available in the supplemental 62

material of [10], assuming that the range of the ABC param- 63

eters derived by fitting the MERL dataset allows to represent 64

most materials. Analogous considerations about the gamut of 65

the MERL dataset have been used in previous work( [11, 30]). 66

4. Results 67

Mitsuba renderer [31] was used to render the estimated 68

BRDFs of the materials. To display our results, we used the ge- 69

ometry and lighting described in Havran et al. [32]. Figures 9, 70

10 and 11 show the renderings obtained using the optimised 71

reflectance models, and are discussed in section 5. 72

Figure 5 shows the results using the optimised Lafortune 73

model parameters obtained with measurements from our setup 74

(all θL directions) and the GCMS instrument. When optimising 75

Lafortune model parameters, Nelder-Mead down-hill simplex 76

algorithm converged to a local minimum making it difficult to 77

obtain an optimal set of the model parameters. As the sam- 78

ples are isotropic, we use the Lafortune model with the con- 79

dition Cx = Cy, which forces the cost function to converge 80

to a minimum when the Cx and Cz parameter values get in- 81

terchanged resulting into a local minima. This makes it chal- 82

lenging to optimise the Lafortune model parameters using just 83

in-plane measurements made by the Measurement Setup. Sim- 84

ilar was the case using the measurements from the GCMS in- 85

strument and also for the BMP sample with in-plane measure- 86

ments. We therefore did not optimise the Lafortune model pa- 87

rameters further using M2 cost function, the GA method and 88

different measurement datasets. Figure 6 shows the results us- 89

ing the optimised micro-facet ABC model parameters model 90

fittings for the micro-facet ABC model optimised with mea- 91

surement dataset obtained from the Measurement Setup and the 92

GCMS instrument. To assess the performance of using in-plane 93

BRDF measurements instead of the full BRDF, optimal model 94

parameters were obtained for the BMP sample using in-plane 95

measurements and the reflectance models. Figure 7 shows the 96

model fittings for the BMP sample. 97

To objectively evaluate a salient measurement dataset used
to analytically estimate material BRDF, relative error (Err) was
calculated using Equation (12) which calculates a relative er-
ror using the maximum value in the measurements. In Equa-
tion (12), frm represents the measurements obtained using the
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(c) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = ALL)
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Fig. 5. G-channel Gold [(a) and (b)] and Blue-Green [(c) and (d)] sample measurements using GCMS instrument and estimation using the Lafortune model.
In (a) and (c) we used data measured with our setup, whereas in (b) and (d) reflectance data was acquired with the GCMS instrument measurements. In
all cases, the M1 fitting metric was used.

Measurement Setup, fre represents the data estimated using the
optimised micro-facet ABC model, and N is the total number
of measurement points (P).

Err =
1
3

∑

RGB

1
N

∑
P | frm − fre |
max( frm ) (12)

Figure 8 shows the relative error obtained while using different1

measurement datasets and both the cost functions.2

Figure 9, 10 and 11 show renderings obtained using the3

Lafortune and micro-facet ABC model optimised using differ-4

ent measurement datasets and cost functions for BMP and the5

print samples.6

5. Discussions7

We characterise bidirectional reflectance of two print sam-8

ples having complex optical properties by analytically calcu-9

lating sample BRDF with commonly used reflectance mod-10

els. Goniochromatic and non-diffuse optical properties are vi-11

sualised using the estimated BRDF.12

Referring to Figure 5 and 9, in-plane measurements made13

using our setup or the GCMS instrument were not sufficient14

to analytically calculate Lafortune model parameters. The15

Cx = Cy condition for isotropic materials, along with in-plane16

only measurements resulted into optimisation converging to17

sub-optimal local minima, which represents a limitations when18

using measurements from our setup. Using three free param-19

eters for weighting the dot product in the Lafortune model20

(Cx , Cy) could help improving Lafortune model parameters21

fitting. However, this would require out-of-plane, in order to22

produce robust estimates. Even though the estimated BRDF23

shows a good fit with the measurements (Figure 5), the ren-24

derings obtained fail to display the goniochromatic properties25

of the sample. Gold sample renderings (Figure 9 (a)) show a26

greenish color cast, which we believe is due to the spectral sen-27

sitivity functions (r̄, ḡ, and b̄) of the camera that was used as a28

detector.29

For the micro-facet ABC model, parameter A (in S RGB) is30

used as a scaling factor for the specular term resulting into a31

distribution that is not normalised. This resulted in using a GA32

method instead of the commonly used optimisation tools to esti-33

mate an optimal set of model parameters. For the print samples34

measured in this paper, the micro-facet ABC model with GA 35

method, as an optimisation tool, was able to visually render the 36

non-diffuse and goniochromatic properties. The cost functions, 37

however, converged to a local minima when optimising for the 38

material refractive index (η) within the Fresnel parameter due 39

to missing information in the grazing directions. In fact, with 40

our setup we were able to acquire very few measurements in the 41

grazing directions, due to setup limitations. A possible solution 42

to this limitation could be replacing the cylinder in our setup 43

with an elliptical surface. 44

The micro-facet ABC model parameters were optimised us- 45

ing different measurement datasets. In-plane retro-reflective 46

measurements (θL = 0◦) were sufficient to obtain a good enough 47

rendering for the print samples measured (Figure 10). Adding 48

additional measurements (θL = −40◦) helped obtain good ren- 49

derings especially for the goniochromatic Blue-Green sample. 50

The GCMS instrument measurements being sparse (at 5◦ inter- 51

vals), struggle with the non-diffuse and goniochromatic prop- 52

erties, compared to measurements with our setup, locally more 53

dense. In fact, our setup can perform dense measurements, de- 54

pending on the cylinder radius on which the sample is curved, 55

the distance between detector and the sample, and the resolution 56

of the camera used as a detector. Performing measurements us- 57

ing our setup is also faster compared to measuring using the 58

GCMS instrument, as expected. 59

Referring to the relative error calculated between the mea- 60

surements and estimated data (Figure 8), performance of both 61

the fitting functions (M1 and M2) was objectively not much dif- 62

ferent. Renderings obtained using the logarithmic cost func- 63

tion (M2) showed a more realistic renderings including the go- 64

niochromatic properties of the Blue-Green sample. A visual 65

difference can be noticed for the BMP sample rendered using 66

the micro-facet ABC model and the two cost functions (M1 and 67

M2) (Figure 11). 68

6. Conclusion 69

Sample BRDF of two print samples having complex optical 70

properties were estimated and visual renderings were obtained 71

using common reflectance models. 72

In-plane retro-reflective measurements taken with our setup, 73

along with the GA method as an optimisation tool, was suc- 74
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(a) Cost function: M1, Dataset:
GCMS instrument
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(b) Cost function: M2, Dataset:
GCMS instrument
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(c) Cost function: M1, Dataset:
GCMS instrument
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(d) Cost function: M2, Dataset:
GCMS instrument
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(e) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = ALL)
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(f) Cost function: M2, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = ALL)
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(g) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = ALL)
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(h) Cost function: M2, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = ALL)
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(i) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦)
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(j) Cost function: M2, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦)
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(k) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦)
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(l) Cost function: M2, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦)
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(m) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦ and 40◦)
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(n) Cost function: M2, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦ and 40◦)
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(o) Cost function: M1, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦ and 40◦)
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(p) Cost function: M2, Dataset: Mea-
surement Setup (θL = 0◦ and 40◦)

Fig. 6. G-channel Gold (a) and (b) and Blue-Green (c) and (d) sample measurements using GCMS instrument and estimated using ABC model optimised
with Measurement Setup and GCMS instrument measurements.

cessful in estimating an optimal set of the reflectance model pa-1

rameters. The renderings obtained show that using just in-plane2

retro-reflective measurements are salient enough to render non-3

diffuse and goniochromatic properties of the print samples mea-4

sured. However, more measurements led to better renderings,5

especially for the goniochromatic sample. In-plane measure-6

ments obtained from our setup, as well as from the goniospec-7

trophotometer, were insufficient to find an optimal set of Lafor-8

tune model parameters. For the samples measured in this paper,9

out-of-plane measurements would be needed to calculate mate-10

rial BRDF using the Lafortune model.11

The Measurement Setup as a simple and fast measurement12

tool, along with GA method as an optimisation tool can be fur- 13

ther investigated to model and render isotropic and an-isotropic 14

packaging materials with complex optical properties such as 15

discrete sparkles, along with goniochromatism and specularity. 16
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